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Head and shoulders above all others
stands the Mullard P.M. series of
radio valves. They are beyond
comparison-gloriously isolated in
a class of their own.

As a trade friend tells us, this is the
way he puts it to his customers :-

64 Here's the best Mullard
valve for the job-if you
know of a better best
buy it."

Because the best Mullard valve is
always the best possible valve, his
advice has doubled both his business
and the number of his friends.

Bear it in mind when you're next
buying radio valves.

Mullard
THE  MASTERVALVE

Advert :-The Mullard Wireless Service Co. Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2.
sz :   "    
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Full power without distortion-clear,
undisturbed reproduction-these are
the virtues of the two new super -power
Marconi Valves-a full power (which
overloads the ordinary valve) that any
good loud speaker will give.
Such high efficiency does not demand
"Super" H.T. voltages, for Marconi
P625 will operate on 200 volts, and
Marconi P625a has an exceptional
output at anything over 120.

An average H.T. Eliminator
will supply sufficient current.

Strongly recommended for moving -
coil speakers, too.
Write for Marconi Valve Catalogue No. 520.
THE MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD.,
210-212, Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1
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Make the Melody

Make those distant pro-
grammes pour out of your
loud speaker with a mighty
flood of melody-by using
Cossor Valves. Cossor
Valves give you an amazing
purity of tone. Cossor Valves.
made possible the wonderful
performance of the famous
Cossor Melody Maker. Use
them in your Set. Your
Dealer will tell you the types
you need.

with

Cossor
BRITAIN'S FINEST VALVE

LOUDER
and

CLEARER

MI 812

A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highborg Grove, London. /V.5.
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On this

THE EDITOR'S CHAT
page Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., the Editor of " Wireless Constructor," discusses

the subject of sets ancient and modern.

Tins month the " Champion "
Three marks an important
step forward in the general

efficiency of wireless reception. It
further affords a very interesting
contrast between the results obtain-
able when the broadcasting,;first
opened and those we can get now.

Then our yalyeS were so extrava-.
gant with filameirt current that 'each
took twice as niuCh current as the total
consumption of .the ." Ohanipion "
Three, while in ifiagnifiCation  they
were exceedingly,' poor. Our loud
speakers were. .".quite incapable of
reproducing really low tones (even if
our output valves had bee'n capable
of handling the "necessary energy to
give them). Neither neutralising nor
capacity screening to prevent feed-
back were available to the home
constructor, and, in fact, high -fre-
quency magnification had to be de
liberately kept -Within certain limits
in order to prevent high -frequency
oscillation.

The " Champion" Three
Contrast all this with the Cham-

pion " Three described in the present
number. Here, with only three
valves, we can obtain results not
achievable even with six valves in
1922. Low notes and high notes are
reproduced with a fidelity which
then would have been thought
impossible ; a single high -frequency
valve of a special form brings in the
distant stations so powerfully that
many of them are as strong as the
local, while the latest arrival in
valves-the pentode-enables us with
one valve to get a much better mag-
nification than in those now- far-off
days was possible with two.

Variable condensers are now pre-
cision jobs, accurate and smooth
slow-motion of the plates is obtainable
with modern slow-motion dials, while
the front  of the set, housed in a
handsome cabinet, carries one or

' two simple andsynimetric,ally-placed
con'tiON in 'piaCe of the bewildering

 array of knobs, dials, switches and
. brightly glowing valve's without which
no early wireless set was considered
complete !

Details of the " Champion " Three
will well repay study even by those
who donot eYen contemplate -building
a set (or another set !) at the present
time. In a sentence, the " Cham-
pion " Three represents the best three -
valve set it has yet been possible to
describe for the benefit of WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR readerS; and as such
we present it with every confidence.

********************
Budapest in, Daylight on

" Wire4ss.Constructor" Set !

have not seen many reports
re your " 7 -Valve Super -Heterodyne "
(described in the July, 1928, issue).
a- The total stations received by me
are 64, 50 of them on the loud speaker,
about 25 of these 50 being audible two
floors below the loud speaker, which

-gives you an idea of the volume.
As I have never tried for America,

the two best receptions I think are
Budapest (full loud speaker in day-
light), which is 900 miles distant, and
Rabat (Morocco), approximately 1,300
miles away, both of which are re-
ceivable any night.

Yours truly,
S.W.1. G. REID.

Major Segrare (with hat in hand), Britain's Speed King, before the inirrophorw on his
return to this eraintry after breaking the world's speed record in America.
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EXPERIMENTING WITH THE
THIRTY-ONE NEW CIRCUITS

BY THE EDITOR.

TN this article in the series dealing
with " Thirty -One More Tested
Circuits "-the gift book presen-

ted with the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,
December, 1928-we have to deal with
Circuits 23 to 25 inclusive. No. 23
is now very well known, being that of
the " Stedipower " L.T. Unit designed
to give low-tension direct current
from alternating current mains up
to a maximum of one ampere. This
circuit, which was first published
in the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR for
August, 1928, was the first to make
available to the home constructor a
design which would enable him to run
the filaments of any ordinary set from
alternating current mains without
change of valves.

"Stedipower" Junior
A good deal has been written about

it in the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,
and no further comment is needed
here except to say that over a year's
use of the original model (and a use
far greater than the average listener is
likely to give such an instrument)
has not shown up any deterioration
in any of its parts. The unit still
goes on delivering the full load without
the slightest trace of hum or fluctua-
tion in voltage output.

Circuit No. 24, " Stedipower
Junior," is the same idea applied to
the popular trickle -charger. The only
comment needed is that a few trickle -
chargers on the market give con-
siderably less than half an ampere,
and this device is intended only for
those which give half an ampere.
Typical examples of these are the
Ferranti, Burndept, and Regen-
tone.

An H.T. Battery Charger
In Circuit No. 25 a charger for high-

tension accumulator for A.C. mains is
given. This is a very simply made
and useful unit which will enable
those who have alternating current
in the house and who use high-
tension accumulators to rid themselves
of the nuisance of periodically carting
the whole high-tension accumulator
from the house to some charging
station, where, unless care is used in

charging, the whole battery may be
ruined.

The transformer TR is obtainable
from a number of makers and is of the
type designed for use with A.C. high-
tension mains units. The primary
marked " mains " should be wound
for your house lighting voltage, and
the secondary should be centre -tapped,
capable of giving approximately 200
volts either side of the centre -tap,
together with a filament winding.
This is a standard type of transformer
obtainable at a reasonable price from
several makers.

Two rectifying valves are used of
the single -wave type, the Mullard
D.U.10 being very suitable here.
Ordinary valve holders are used, and
while non-microphonic properties,
valuable as they are, are useless in

?J111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-:i

Here is a further chat on the
practical applications of the
circuits shown in the book
given away with the December,

1928, issue of the," Wireless
Constructor."

'511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

devices where no listening is done,
we still recommend the non -micro -
phonic holder here, not for its origin-
ally designed purpose, but because
it eliminates a good deal of shock,
and therefore risk of breakage to
which the valves might occasionally
be subjected.

The milliammeter M should always
be used, and the resistance R must
be properly chosen. While theoretic-
ally this can be a fixed resistance
when the correct value has been
found, it is advisable to have it
variable so that the charging rate
may be exactly adjusted by turning a
knob and watching the milliammeter.

The charging rate should not exceed
100 milliamperes if reasonably long
valve life is to be expected. Suitable
resistances for R1 do not seem to be
readily obtainable in British manu-

68

facture, but suitable American re-
sistances are available in this country
from Claude Lyons, Ltd., and The
Rothermel Corporation, Ltd. Such
resistances, owing to their large
current -carrying and heat -dissipating
powers, are more expensive than the
ordinary filament resistances, but are
well worth obtaining. We can recom-
mend from experience the following,
the agent's name being given in
brackets after each :

Adjusting Charging Rates
Centralab giant power rheostat,

type GR2000 (Rothermel Corp., Ltd.).
Electrad Truvolt Unit, type C20
(Rothermel Corp., Ltd.). Power
Clarostat, 200 -ohm minimum type
(Claude Lyons, Ltd.).

To charge high-tension accumu-
lators, first of all set the variable
resistance at its high -resistance
position, connect up the accumulators
and finally switch on. The valves
should light at once and the variable
resistance can then be turned until
a current not greater than 100 milli-
amperes is indicated on the ammeter.
The meter should be looked at occa-
sionally and the charging rate adjusted
should it rise or fall.

In ordering the transformer it is
important that the filament voltage
should be suitable for the D.U.10
valves.

A Cheaper Charger
A slightly cheaper charger can

be made up using one double -wave
rectifier, such as the Marconi or
Osram U.5. This, however, will
give a charging rate of a maximum of
50 or 60 milliamperes only. One
valve holder is then used, and here,
of course, it is important that the
filament voltage of the transformer
should be suitable for the U.5 valve.
When wiring up the single valve
holder for the U.5, remember that
one plate is connected to the normal.
plateplate socket of the holder, and the
other plate to the normal grid socket of
the holder, the filament connections
being as with ordinary valves.

The remaining circuits will be
dealt with in our next issue.
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THEP' REGErIVER
GVCOLLE

Loup_spEAKER volume equal to
that given by many five -
valve receivers, simplicity of

control, no coil changing, a dead
silent background, and reasonable
selectivity with enormous sensitivity,
these are but some of the many in-
teresting claims which can be made
for the " Ace."

The receiver represents the latest
in mains -operated receivers of the
A.C. type, and is, in the writer's
opinion, a good example of what can
be achieved with really modern valves.
Not only do the indirectly -heated
A.C. valves give amplification about
50 per cent greater than ordinary
three -electrode valves for any given
stage, but the A.C. screened -grid
valve incorporated in this receiver
brings the volume up to a level
which it will be difficult to beat with
any three -stage receiver.

Tuning Circuits Employed
A considerable amount of experi-

menting had to be undertaken before
this valve was made to function in
the proper manner, owing to the lack
of sufficient technical data relating
to associated tuned circuits. Unlike
the normal screened -grid valve, it
was found impracticable to fit it in
a receiver in a position to one side of
a screen, because the external feed-
back between the plate and grid
circuit was sufficient to cause it to
oscillate violently.

A glance at some of the photo-
graphs of the interior of the set will
give one an idea of how this is partly
overcome, namely, by inserting the
valve through a screen and shielding
the coils from one another by electro-
static screens.

MI1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

E == This all -from -the -mains set repre-
seats the latest thing in three-

= valvers. It employs one of the F..

= new A.G. screened -grid valves and F-
-=, has enormous magnification E= - powers.

5i111111111111)1111111111111111111ii1111111111111111111111111111111111110.

An interesting point in reference
to this receiver concerns the tuning.
There are, as will be observed, two
" Titan " coil units for the purpose,
one of which is employed for the
aerial circuit and the other (in the
central compartment) for the tuned
parallel -feed.

Experiments with the set in its
final form showed that while the
aerial tuning was sharp, the tuned

grid circuit had not sufficient selec-
tivity. The writer thereupon in-
cluded the primary winding on the
second coil unit, so as to make it a
parallel -fed H.F. transformer having
a variable step-up ratio, rather than
a plain tuned grid coil. This had
the effect of increasing the selectivity
of the whole receiver.

Controlling Selectivity
Actually, it has been found sufficient

to connect the tapping clip on the
second coil unit to the 16th (end)
tap, the selectivity of the set being
controlled by a similar tapping clip
on the aerial coil unit.

Moreover, owing to the enormous
magnification given by the H.F.

The aerial tuning and grid circuits of the set. Note the " Titan "type of mace-chungo
coils.
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The " Ace " Receiver-continued

valve, a low tapping point can be
utilised on the aerial coil to obtain
the desired degree of selectivity, the
resulting amplification still in most

/3 4..
7,.
B

HOLE FOR
SCREENED

7A LVE

-

TERM/NA L.
AT BACK

3ze ' 1 -LEDGE TO FRONTHozE AND
PIECE CUTOUT A"
FOR FLEX WIRES SCREEN

cases being sufficient to give loud-
speaker signals, although, of course,
depending on the strength of the
signal in the first instance.

Turning, again, to the theoretical
circuit, readers will by now have
gathered that the circuit consists of
three valves, namely, a screened -
grid H.F., detector, and one L.F.

stage, transformer coupled to the
detector. The mains equipment in-
cluded with the receiver consists of
two A.C. transformers, one giving
4 volts A.C. output at 3 amperes for
the filaments of the A.C. valves, and
the other giving 200 + 200 volts
A.C., which rectified by a U5 full -
wave rectifying valve passes current
up to 60 milliamperes at 200 volts
for H.T., the load being partly taken
up by a wire -wound potential divider.
Both A.C. transformers are housed in
a special iron screening box, together
with a 4-mfd. condenser tested to
750 volts, and the rectifying valve,
the whole being covered by a lid, and
the box (and the H.F.) " earthed."

Pure "D.C." Essential
Between the potential divider and

the H.T. + on the H.T. transformer
a 28/14 -henry L.F. choke is inserted
with a further 4-mfd. condenser, the

latter two constituting the primary
smoothing circuit.

A choke filter circuit is included in
the anode circuit of the L.F. power

"a- 6 i?
SCREEN

8

LEDGE 727 FRonfr--:1 aZell/OLE AND
PIECE CUTOUT
FOR FLEX WIRES

valve, and the H.T. to this valve is fed
through this, and a further 28/14 -
henry L.F. choke with various by-
pass condensers, to prevent the usual
50 -cycle note from interfering with
the A.C. currents set up across the
choke in the choke filter.

The importance of smoothing out
all irregularities in the rectified D.C.
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The " Ace " Receiver-continued

supply to the anode of the power valve
cannot be over -emphasised if hum is
to be eradicated. In the same connec-
tion a certain amount of attention
has to be paid to the detector,

batteries. Grid batteries are not very
expensive, and, as compared to an
elaborate separate rectifying equip-
ment, seem to justify their
existence, provided the voltages
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especially if a transformer is employed
as a coupling medium.

Fortunately, the current flowing in
a detector plate circuit is not large, so
that a 150 -henry L.F. choke with a
large condenser, not less than 4 mfd.,
by-passing it, will give reasonably
efficient smoothing, as recommended
for this receiver.

Further, the writer has found it an
advantage to include an anti -motor -
boating device in the detector anode
circuit, and this takes the form of a
wire -wound resistance and 4-mfd.
condenser (two 2-mfd. in parallel
will do quite well).

Grid -Bias Batteries
Coming now to the H.F. valve, it

will be noticed that no L.F. chokes
are included in the H.T. + leads,
because any slight irregularities in
the supply do not appear to have any
detrimental effect on the performance
of the valve, the primary smoothing
circuit being sufficient for the purpose.

On the other hand, the writer has
found it essential to employ by-pass
condensers across each of the screen -
grid and anode leads, the condenser
across the former being absolutely
vital. Its capacity must not be less
than 2 raid., although 3 to 4 mfd.
would be " playing for safety."

A point of great importance is the
grid biasing of all the valves. It will
be realised that the cathode (H.T.-)
of the valves is zero, and therefore
any grid voltage above or below
(positive or negative) this point must
either be obtained from a separate
rectifying valve giving suitable G.B.
voltage outputs or from separate

required are not more than, say,
20 volts.

The writer therefore feels justified
in calling the " Ace " an all -mains
receiver, despite the small G.B.
batteries necessary, because he does
not feel it would be to the reader's
advantage to do otherwise; 11 volts
negative bias is applied to the control
grid of the screened -grid valve and
certainly increases the magnification
of the valve.

The grid -bias voltage on the detector
valve can be either negative (for

anode -bend rectification) or positive
(for grid rectification) ; 3 volts positive
seem to suit the valve with 60 to 80
volts on the anode. Grid bias on the
L.F. valves varies between 7 and
131 volts, depending on the H.T.
voltage applied.

Construction -al Details
We now arrive at the construc-

tional details, which should prove
quite straightforward, although re-
quiring a certain amount of explana-
tion. Many readers will probably
name the screens as being the greatest
difficulty, and if they should under-
take their construction they will
probably require a certain amount of
patience.

TERM
BOTH
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1.4-- 2,fr----.-t
EE.5CA1 ''' 2

/0 8'/DES
-..c

C7 -..r.

LEDGE TO FRONTS 34 HOLE AHL,J
PIECE CUTOUT

,A882 FOR FLEX WIRES

Dimensions are given for the
vertical screens, but the writer would
like to add that there are several
firms willing to supply them ready

A general view showing the valves in position. Note how the sereined-Dr:d calve is
fixed in relation to the screen.
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The " Ace " Receiver-continued

cut to size if so requested. The
original aluminium screens were
obtained from Messrs. Burne-Jones,
but it is understood Paroussi and
Ready Radio Co. are also able to sup-
ply them. With regard to the three
baseboard screens, these simply consist
of flat sheets of metal cut to the dimen-
sions given on the wiring diagram.

There is no terminal strip on this
receiver, and therefore constructors
can commence operations on the
ebonite panel. It will be necessary to
cut two rectangular holes for the
variable condensers' drum dials, the
dimensions being obtained from the
combined gig and backplate supplied
with the condensers.

Baseboard Assembly
When the panel assembly is com-

pleted it can be screwed to the base-
board, preferably while the latter is
in position in the cabinet, so as to
einu .e a fit when once the receiver
is completed.

We will now assume the baseboard
is ready to receive the various

components and screens. A hand -
brace with a couple of drills and the
various screws to hold the com-
ponents down to the baseboard should
also be within easy reach, because
once the flat screens are in position
the components are mounted on them
temporarily, so that the positions of
the screw holes can be marked
with a sharp -pointed instrument.

An Important Point
Carefully keeping each screen in

position as it is taken in hand, drill
through the metal at every point
where a screw has to be inserted,
the actual screws themselves holding
the screen finally in position. The
components can now be replaced and
screwed in position with suitable
screws.

Before treating the valve holders
for the A.C. valves similarly, introduce
small pieces of fibre sheet under their
bases sufficient to cover them as a
protection against loose screws coming
into contact with the metal sheets.
Treat any other components such

as H.F. chokes in a similar manner
should their bases offer no pro-
tection to " live " screws.

Components such as L.F. chokes,
fixed condensers, transformers, grid -
leak holders, coil units, potential
divider, batteries, can be arranged on
the baseboard without further ado,
since they require no insulation. All
components which fit in the iron
screening box are attached to a
wooden baseboard, the latter only
being inserted in the box after it
has been screwed to the baseboard of
the set with four fin. countersunk
screws.

Drilling the Screens
In reference to this box, it should

be noted that holes have to be
drilled in the sides in the positions
shown in the wiring diagram, to allow
the leads from the A.C. L.T. trans-
former, mains input flex, H.T. + lead
to pass through, a further couple of
holes being provided for metal screws
to make connection to the earthed
sections of the receiver.

1 Cabinet 18 in. x 7 in. x 20 in. deep,
complete with baseboard. Lid to
fully open (Cameo). (Caxton, Art -
craft, etc.)

1 Ebonite panel 18 in. x 7 in. x in.
or fr in. (any good make).

2 Titan coil units (Wearite, Burne-
Jones, Paroussi, Ready Radio,
Goltone, Berelif).

1 Iron screening -box 6 in. x 8) in. x
6 in. deep (Burne-Jones).

1 A.C. H.T. transformer, to give 200
volts H.T. Specification 200-0-
200 v. H.T. and 2.5 v.-0-2.5 v. L.T.
for U5 rectifying valve. Type D.W.
shown (Ward and Goldstone).

1 A.C. L.T. transformer, to give 3 v. +
3 v. output at 4 to 5 amperes. The
one shown is rated to give 5 amperes
at 6 volts from 250 v. A.C. mains.
Used on 240 v. originally, it gave
3 amperes at exactly 4 volts
(Heayberd).

3 Valve holders for A.C. valves (Metro -
Vick). (Ordinary valve holder with
special Metro -Vick adaptors can
also be employed.)

2 .0005 - mfd. variable condensers,
drum -drive type (Dubilier).

2 28/14 -henry L.F. chokes (R.I.).
1 150 -henry L.F. choke (Pye).
1 20 -henry L.F. choke (Burne-Jones).

(Pye, R.l., etc.)
1 500,000 -ohm potentiometer volume

control (Holzman). (Centralab, etc.)
1 .0001-mfd. miniature reaction con-

denser (Cyldon). (Peto-Scott, Utility,
etc.)

2 3 -point switches (Ormond, Wearite,
Bulgin, etc.).

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
3 4-mfd. condensers, tested 503 v. A.C.

approx. (Hydra).
6 2-mfd. condensers, tested 500 v. D.C.

approx. (Hydra).
1 2-mfd. condenser, tested 500 v. A.C.

approx. (Hydra).
1 Potential divider, resistance approx.

15,000 ohms, with at least 7 tapping
points. 10,000 or 20,000 -ohm re-
sistances of this specification can
also be employed (Igranic, R.I.,
Pearl, etc.).

2 Vertical grid -leak holders (Dubilier).
2 Grid leaks, one 2 meg. and one

.25 or .1 meg. (Dubilier, Lissen,
Mallard).

1 .0003-mfd. condenser (Dubilier).
(Lissen, T.C.C., Atlas, etc.)

2 .001-nfd. condensers (T.C.C.).
(Dubilier, Lissen, etc.)

1 .01-mfd. mica condenser (T.C.C.).
2 H.F. chokes, preferably of different

makes (R.I.-Varley and Wearite
shown).

1 L.F. transformer, ratio 31 or 3 to 1
(Ferranti A.F.3). (Lissen, Igranic,
R.I., Brown, etc.)

1 400 -ohm baseboard potentiometer
(Igranic).

1 Sprung valveholder for rectifying
valve (Benjamin). (Lotus, C.E.
Precision, rgranic, etc.)

1 11 -volt " T " cell (Siemens).
1 41 -volt grid battery, tapped every

11 volts (any good make).
1 15- or 16) -volt grid battery for the

L.F. valve (any good make).

1 50,000 -ohm (approx.) wire -wound
resistance (Edison -Bell). (Ferranti,
Lissen, etc.)

Quantity of 2 -mm. Systoflex and No. 20
S.W.G. tinned copper wire, screws,
etc.

Aluminium screening :
1 Sheet aluminium, 9 in. x 9 in. and

approx. ig in. thick.
1 Sheet aluminium, 131 in. x 61 in.

and approx. h in. thick.
I Sheet aluminium ion in. x 41 in.

and approx. A in. thick.
1 Vertical screen, 101 in. x 61 in.

high, with flange 1 in. wide (B
screen).

1 Vertical screen, 131 in. x 6) in. high,
with flange 1 in. wide (A screen).

i Vertical screen, 11) in. x 6) in. high,
with flange 1 in. wide (C screen).

(Original screens by Burne-Jones,
and can also be obtained from
Paroussi, Ready -Radio, etc.)

Accessories :
1 A.C. screened -grid valve (AC/S)

(Metro -Vick).
1 A.C. Green Spot (AC/G) detector

valve (Metro -Vick).
1 A.C. Red Spot (AC/R) L.F. power

valve (Metro -Vick).
NOTE.-In ease of instability, the

AC/G valve may be substituted by
an AC/X.

1. U5 rectifying valve (Marconi or
Osram).

8 to 10 yards of twisted flex.
1 Mains plug, to fit point from which

the current will be derived.
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The " Ace" Receiver-continued

The last stage of the set, showing the Cosmos valve holder for the L.F. valve.

Do not fix the valve holder for
the screened -grid A.C. valve to the
baseboard (with the aid of its ebonite
vertical support) until the " B "
vertical metal screen is attached,
because it is most important to see
that the hole drilled in it for the
bulb of the valve comes in alignment
with the valve holder. Before finally
fixing it in position, the writer would
recommend the constructor to test
for alignment by inserting the screened -
grid A.C. valve through the screen
and into its holder.

Positioning the H.F. Valve
The actual position the valve holder

will take up in respect to the " B "
screen can be determined by the flat
screening disc inside the valve (and
surrounded inside by a tube), which
should become exactly in line with
'the thickness of the screen. Finally,
in reference to the same point, it
should be understood the centre of

READ
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and =
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T111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

the valve holder from the top of the
baseboard measures exactly 4k in.,
the holder being attached by two
screws to a strip of ebonite 2 in. wide
and about 5k in. long, the latter
in turn being screwed to the baseboard
by means of two small pieces of I -in.
angle brass.

Now fit the remaining vertical
screens and, once the positions of
the screws holding them are deter-
mined, they may be temporarily
removed to assist the constructor in
the wiring. The general wiring of the

receiver can be carried out with No. 20
S.W.G. tinned -copper wire and 2 m.m.
Systoflex, the A.C. L.T. leads
consisting of twisted flex, which is
carried from valve holder to valve
holder. While on this subject readers
must realise the importance of using
twisted flex, since it has the effect of
confining the A.C. field to the leads,
which should be kept well away from
all grid and plate circuits.

To make a neat job of all the
twisted flex connections, the frayed
ends of the cotton covering can be
covered with cotton .thread, twisted
round and gummed. After the wiring
is completed, it should be carefully
checked against the wiring diagram,
the wires on the latter being crossed
off as they are identified in the set.
This completes the construction of
the receiver, and now it only remains
to insert the valves, attach the grid
batteries, and adjust the values of
the H.T. + voltages.

Full details on the operation and
the installation of the " Ace " receiver
will follow in the next number.

The mains transformers and rectifying valve are placed in an iron box to prevent
interaction with the rest of the receiver.
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HAPPENa G
AT SAVOY HILL

By OUR SPECIAL COMMISSIONER

The Political Shimozzle
IKNOW it is easy to say, " I told

you so, " but I feel very much
in this mood about the results

of the B.B.C. effort to broadcast
politics in a way with which all three
Parties would agree. I was absolutely
right when I said that listeners did
not want the stuff, anyway.

Most sane people think that it is
bad enough to have their newspapers
spoilt during an election period ; it
was a general hope that, at least, the
British ether would avoid the in-
fection.

The obviously right course for
the B.B.C. was to have stuck
strictly to precedent, and arranged for
the three addresses only, enabling
listeners to absorb political wisdom
from Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Lloyd George
and Mr. MacDonald.

So much has entertainment value.
No doubt with the best intentions,
the B.B.C. has now earned the sus-
picion and dislike of all three Parties.
The Conservatives didn't want it,
anyway. Mr. J. C. C. Davidson is a
determined opponent of microphone
politics in any circumstances. The
other two Parties wanted it, but,
naturally, on. the basis of equality of
opportunity.

The B.B.C. began by asking the
Parties to agree among themselves.
This was a year ago. Then apparently
Mr. Winston Churchill got the B.B.C.
to adopt his personal plan-that is,
double opportunity for the Govern-
ment. This was argued for a year as
the B.B.C. scheme and not as the
Government scheme-which, in fact,
it was.

B.B.C.'s Lost Prestige
But the Government seems to have

been able to prevent the B.B.C. from
stating the real authorship of the
favoured proposal.

In the end the Opposition Parties
gave way rather than have no chance
at all at the microphone. The Govern-
ment really hoped that there would
be no agreement and that the thing
woud fall through ; but Mr. Churchill
hung en and got his way, as usual.

The B.B.C. has lost heavily in
prestige and reputation. In the
political field the Corporation is
now identified with the Conservative
interest. In the event of a' continu-
ance of Conservative GoVernment, of
course; all will be well, and an interval
of four or five years is long enough
to dull the edge of bitter memories
in such matters.

But if there is a change of Govern-
ment; I shall feel much happier not to
have been employed at Savoy Ira
There is no doubt at all that either
the Liberals or the Socialists
would make a thorough investigation
of the B.B.C. and probably bring
about sweeping changes both in per-
sonnel and methods.

The Moral Tone of B.B.C. Staff
Fleet Street has been full of

rumours lately of scandal and moral
outrage at Savoy Hill. I took the
trouble to follow up all the threads
that were recognisable, and am glad
to be able to say that, for once, the
old adage of there being some fire
where there is a lot of smoke is not
applicable.

The moral tone at Savoy Hill is

exceptionally high. It is altogether
wrong and unjust to infer that there
is hypocrisy in the claims of the high
standards which the B.B.C. makes for
itself in all parts of its business, The
lives of most people employed at the
B.B.C. are models of asceticism.

I' penetrable Gloom
For one thing, they don't get

enough money to be anything else.
For another thing, deep religious.
fervour is general. And, thirdly,
B.B.C. staff are guarded, sponsored
and shepherded in a way which I
believe has no parallel elsewhere.

The little frictions of the home,
which in other walks of life are some-
times allowed to fester into running
sores of trouble, are dealt with
promptly by either Sir John Reith
himself or his administrative and
ethical deputy, Vice -Admiral Carpen-
dale, C.B.

The result is not only a good
administrative machine, but a nucleus
of almost Cromwellian austerity,
reserve, and piety. The only snag
about it is the gloom which appears
to defy the penetrative qualities of
any kind of cheer.

RADIO IN SIAM

This is the short-wave station at Bangkok. The two masts each carry an aerial ; the
one for 14 -metre and the other for 18 -metre transmissions.
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Happenings at Savoy Hill-continued

More or Better Broadcasting ?
I hear the old controversy about

reducing the number of programme
hours in order to improve them has
been revived in an acute form. Those
who believe in 'concentrated effort
would not only wash -out provincial
stations, but would transmit only
about two-thirds of the time at
present attempted.

There are many attractions in this
argument, but the tendency of broad-
casting all over the world is against it.
Women's talks in the mornings,
Fultograph and Television at odd
moments, early and late, new utility
services sandwiched in where there
was an occasional spell of silence.
No, the strength of sectionalised
demand will overcome the concentra-
tionists. It will not be long before
the B.B.C. will transmit right round

Whether this is morally justifiable is
another matter, and one which I do
not propose to judge here.

"The Only Way"
Sir John Martin Harvey has been

relating how, at his suggestion, the
B.B.C. is to put on a special broad-
cast version of " The Only Way." I
wonder whether the new anonymity
rule will be applied in this case. I
would lay long odds against.

The B.B.C. Report
The Postmaster -General is late

again with his annual report of the
B.B.C. for Parliament. I hardly
believed that another report could
rival the first in dullness ; but I was
wrong. The Report for 1928 is
incredibly dull and non -committal.
Not that I blame the B.B.C. Why

AN ARCTIC WIRELESS STATION

A riew of the wireless station that has been built at Turnehansk, in the far north of
Northern Siberia. This station forms the only link between the small white popula-

tion and the outside world.

the clock, including the Empire in its
range.

The B.B.C. and Soccer
The ingenious way in which the

B.B.C. got round the difficulty about
the Cup Final may doom all running
commentaries from soccer matches if
the F.A. and its members stick to
their present attitude. By the simple
expedient of a relay of commentators,
the broadcast description is only a
few minutes late, i;: somewhat ragged.

should they tell any more than they
have to ? It is up to Parliament to
extract more information ; but I
doubt if any action of this kind will be
taken until the end of the Licence in
1935. Not more than a dozen M.P.'s
know anything at all about the
B.B.C.

Summer Programmes
There is really good news this year

about plans for summer programmes.
There is to be a straight cut of educa-

_
76

tional and highbrow stuff, and a
general replacement by light enter-
tainment.

The only snag still to be sur-
mounted is the Sunday programme.
So far as I can learn, nothing has
been done about this. There will be
the standard run of religious services
and severe music all the day and half
the night. And with the rest of the
week more in accord with the season
the contrast will be all the more
startling.

The time has come when there
should be a regular entertainment
alternative to all religious services
and ethical disquisitions. As things
are, most people who can do so go
over to the Continent on Sunday
evenings. I am not one of those who
would stop religious broadcasting or
lower the artistic tone of Sabbath
transmissions, but I would be tolerant
enough to provide decent entertain-
ment for those who, for some reason
or other, did not feel like religion.
tilk The solution of this problem is, of
course, personal to Sir John Reith.
Will he act ? He should realise that
the Sunday programmes are quite
good enough to stand up to any
competition ; and would, in fact,
benefit from comparisons made pos-
sible in this way.

********************
;IF

GRID BIAS
********************

NE often sees listeners blithely
adjusting their grid -bias
battery with the set fully

switched on. How many of these,
however, realise the danger of so
doing ? Very few probably, or other-
wise they would certainly not risk
spoiling their power valves, for that is
what it amounts to.

As soon as the grid -bias plug is
removed there is nothing, as we may
put it, to hold the anode current of the
valve down. This may injure the
valve, for the emission may be
lost.

When the emission is spoilt it means
that hardly any electrons are emitted
from the filament, and consequently
there will be no anode current and
therefore no signals.

Always switch your set off before
making any adjustment whatever to
the grid bias.
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CALIBRATING THE
NEW "ROADSIDE" FOUR
This wonderful portable set has so great a sensitivity that it will pay
builders of the design to log their stations carefully, and thus have the
score or more available programmes immediately to hand when desired.

By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.LR.E.
# # # # # # # # # # # # # #

THE New " Roadside " Four-the
construction of which was
described in detail last month-

does not, of course, pretend to give
with its four valves and small frame
aerial the results obtainable with a
similar circuit using an outside aerial,
but its sensitivity is nes ertheless much
greater than many people would
imagine possible in the circumstances.

While designed primarily for loud-
speaker reception from compara-
tively few stations, when conditions
are good it will bring in a surprising
number. Thus before sitting down
to write the present article we decided
to try out, within a space of a couple
of hours, how many stations we
could pick up, and the list adjoining
shows the results obtained.

Programme Strength Stations
The strength of reception varied, of

course, from very " weak " to " full
loud speaker," and sometimes during
what may be termed the " identi-
fication period " strength would vary
from a whisper up to all that could be
desired for an ordinary living room.
Such are the conditions of wireless
reception, and no ingenuity of a set
designer can eliminate fading due to
natural conditions.

Certain stations, however, can be
relied upon to give programme
strength in all but exceptional con-
ditions. These are (so far as the
London district is concerned) :
London, Daventry Experimental
(5 G B), Hilversum, Eiffel Tower,
Daventry (5 X X), Radio -Paris. These
may also be termed " daylight "
stations, in that they are receivable in
daylight as well as after dark.

Alternative Parts
As soon as darkness falls the range

of the set increases and it is generally
possible to receive two or three
Germans quite comfortably on the
loud speaker. After this the remaining
stations are as variable on the New
"Roadside" Four as on every other
portable receiver of this size. For
regular reception of many long-
distance stations on a portable we

?Di

must have recourse to the super-
heterodyne principle and more valves,
or else to portable receivers of rather
a complex nature using more than
one screened -grid valve.

In every WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
set an effort is made to enable as wide
a variety of alternative parts to be
used as possible. Readers of the last
article will have noticed that we said
that " in the unlikely event of
the set howling at audio frequency
(this may happen if a different
transformer is used), try reversing
the secondary connections."

We have since taken out the original
transformer and fitted a number of
Others for test purposes and have

AN EVENING'S READINGS ON THE
NEW " ROADSIDE " FOUR.

LOWER RANGE.
Nuremberg .. 31 Stuttgart
Paris (Radio LL) 35 Hamburg
Malmo .. 45 Frankfurt
Munster .. 52 Rome ..

.. 96

.. 102

.. 114

.. 122
Turin .. .. 54 Langenberg
Copenhagen .. 82 Daventry 5 G B 136
London .. 89 Milan .. .. 143

Hilversum
Kalundborg
Motala
Eiffel Tower

UPPER RANGE
.. 90 Daventry 5 X X 142
.. 98 Radio -Paris .. 161
.. 120 Huizen .. 170
.. 133

found that one or two of them do set
up an audio:frequency howl if con,
nectionsi are not reversed. As the
reversal of connections is an expedient
which we do not care to adopt if the
trouble can be cured otherwise, we
have made a number of tests and
find that if the fixed condenser of
-015 mfd. joined between one end of
the radio -frequency choke and fila-
ment is replaced by a 1-mfd. Mans -
bridge type of any of the leading
makes, the howl does not occur, not
only with the make shown, but with
no other make of low -frequency trans-
former we have yet tried, whicheVer
way the secondary is connected.

In all cases, even with the original
transformer, there is a slight improve-
ment by substituting the 1-mfd. for
the -015-mfd. fixed condenser here.
As there is plenty of space to do it,

77

and as, furthermore, the Mansbridge
type of condenser of 1 mfd. is cheaper
than the mica -015 mfd., we would
recommend its use in all cases. When
it is used, the secondary connections
of the transformer should be tried
both in the way indicated by the
makers and also reversed. The
decision which to use depends upon
which way round sounds the better.

The Batteries Advised
Considerations of space in the last

month's issue prevented my saying
much about the batteries for this set.
In a portable set it is always wise
to use the largest high-tension battery
that will go into the space available.
Both the Ripault 99 -volt chocolate
label and the Lissen 100 -volt will fit
in the space provided quite con-
veniently, and both will have quite a
reasonable life.

So far as L.T. is concerned, I have
used both Ediswan and Exide unspill-
able with considerable success, and
indeed in view of the popularity of
portable receivers most of the accu-
mulator manufacturers now make
suitable unspillable accumulators that
will fit into this cabinet. It is wise,
after the batteries have been fitted
into place, to fill up the intervening
spaces with corrugated paper, rolled -
up newspaper, or -some other material,
to prevent rattling and movement.

Particulars were given in the last
issue for a suitable quite inexpensive
loud -speaker equipment, and I have
since had the opportunity of trying
a very excellent loud -speaker unit
which will fit into this cabinet, and
which is made by the firm of F.
Squire. As this firm makes several
different units .it should be ordered
for the New " Roadside " Four. A
small " Blue Spot " can also be fitted.

Using an Ordinary Aerial
Readers who use a portable set

both at home and outdoors may be
interested to try experiments increas-
ing the range of this set when an
outdoor aerial is available. The
simplest plan is to wind four or five
turns of ordinary rubber -covered
flexible wire round the open lid of the
New " Roadside " Four (it does not
matter in which direction), taking one
end of the winding to an outside
aerial and the other to earth.

This will automatically convert the
set from a frame -aerial receiver into a
loose -coupled receiver, for -the frame
aerial will act as the usual tuning
coil and the coil round the outside of
the box as the aerial coupling coil.
The range of the set will then be very
considerably extended.
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THE official letter from the Post-
master -General addressed to
the Secretary of the Baird.

Wireless Televison Development
Company, Limited, which we daresay
most of our readers have read, either
in part or in full, in the daily press,
was not so very unexpected in tone
or in the logic of its point of view.

"Noteworthy Scientific
Achievement"

To begin with, the Postmaster -
General quite rightly gives the opinion
that the Baird system is a noteworthy
scientific achievement. Very few im-
partial critics of television to -day
will disagree with that. We certainly
never have, nor have our contem-
poraries, " Popular Wireless " and
" Modern Wireless." But we have,
in company with Captain Eckersley
and other well-known people, main-
tained the point of view that although
an invention may be a noteworthy
scientific achievement, that is no
criterion that it is satisfactory to be
used as a public utility service.
Many inventions in the laboratory
are noteworthy from the scientific
point of view, but from the point of
view of applying them to practical
everyday commercial needs are not
necessarily satisfactory.

The Postmaster -General, however,
points out that he does not consider
the present state of development of
television sufficient to warrant its
inclusion in the broadcasting pro-
grammes within broadcasting hours,
although he bases this view not so
much upon the quality of the repro-
duction by the television receivers-
which, no doubt, he has inspected
and which he anticipates further
experiments will improve-but upon
the limited scope of the objects which
can be reproduced.

The Wave -band Difficulty
Although this is a sound objec-

tion, it must also be borne in /hind
that Captain Eckersley and other
B.B.C. experts have advanced other
objections which if not insuperable
are, in the present stage of television
development, certainly very difficult
to overcome. ' To quote but one
example : the wave -band difficulty.

However, the Postmaster -General is
of the opinion that facilities should
be given to the Baird Company so
far as is practicable without inter-
fering with the broadcasting service.
These facilities are given with the
object of allowing the Baird people
to carry out continued and progressive
experiments.

As far as the Postmaster -General is
concerned, he states that he has no
objection to the use of a B.B.C.
station for experiments of this nature,
as long as it is used outside broad-
casting hours.

At this point we may take it for
granted then that some sort of a
rapprochement is now in course of
development between the Baird Com-
pany and the B.B.C. authorities, and
that in due course, although perhaps
not for some months, television trans-
missions may be expected to be broad-
cast from one or more B.B.C. stations
outside normal programme hours.
Whether this will be after midnight,

question of the great shortage of avail-
able wave -lengths, the future of the
Regional Scheme, and the decisions
promulgated not so long ago at the
Washington Conference regarding the
allocation of wave -lengths to this
country and to European stations.

It also makes one wonder what is
happening at Prague as this article
is written, where a Conference is in
progress concerning wave -lengths, and
which is being attended by Captain
Eckersley.

Opportunities for Experi-.
menting

The Postmaster -General goes on
to say that it is necessary to emphasise
that in granting facilities for experi-
mental television demonstrations, in
which listeners, if they want to, can
take part, the Postmaster -General
and the B.B.C. do not accept any
responsibility for the quality of the
transmissions or for the results lis-
teners may obtain with television
receivers. It is rightly and emphati-
cally pointed out that the object of
granting these facilities to the Baird
Company is purely to accord wider
opportunities than the Company at
present possess for developing the
possibilities of the Baird television
system, and although the Company
may not be precluded from selling
apparatus to any listener who wants

" The position has now been made perfectly clear by the P.M.G. EE
=

E.- He thinks television . . . is a noteworthy scientific achievement, -.-
but he does not think it has reached the stage which would

gt--

warrant it being utilised as an accessory to broadcasting.. . ." E.
.-.

= =

or whether some other time will be
found similar to the Fultograph early
experiments, remains to be seen.

In any case, when these experi-
ments commence we understand
from an excellent source of authority
that they will be continued for at
least twelve months, in order to give
full scope to the Baird people ; and
if at the end of twelve months pro-
gress is satisfactory and the system
has improved, there is every chance
of television broadcasts being included
during normal broadcasting hours.

It is interesting to note that the
Postmaster -General in. his letter goes
on to point out that in order to find
room for a television service in broad-
casting hours it will be necessary to
utilise wave -lengths outside the bands
now being used in this country by
the B.B.C. And this again raises the
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to purchase it, the purchaser must buy
at his own risk and at a time-and
here is the important point in the
Postmaster -General's letter-when the
system has not reached a sufficiently
advanced stage to warrant it occupying
a place in the B.B.C. programmes.

Position is Quite Clear
Therefore, the position has now

been made perfectly clear by the
Postmaster -General. He thinks tele-
vision to -day, in particular the Baird
system, is a noteworthy scientific
achievement, but he does not think
it has reached the stage of develop-
ment which would warrant it being
utilised as an accessory to broad-
casting, and he wants to make it clear
to listeners that if they purchase
Baird apparatus in order to receive
these television broadcasts when they

(Continued on page 119.)
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CHAMPION
THREE

PERCY W. HARRIS
M.1.R.E

gz

WHAT is the best I can do with
three valves ? " is a ques-
tion often addressed to the

editor of a wireless journal. The
answer would be fairly simple if only
the requirements of all readers were
the same, but unfortunately there is
such a vast difference between the
needs of, say, the man who is at least
fifty miles from the nearest broad-
casting station and who wants to
receive as many distant stations as
possible,- and his fellow enthusiast in
the heart of London whose sole desire
is to get the best possible reproduc-
tion from the local station and
5 G B.

Full FIX. Amplification
Again, we have to consider whether

the reader wants single -control tuning
or whether he will welcome two dials

A powerful, long-distance loud -speaker set. The " Champion " will provide
probably the most effective arrangement of three modern valves that has yet
been introduced. Nevertheless, it is an inexpensive and easy set lo build and is

equally simple to handle.

if only additional efficiency is to be
gained thereby. In short, to quote
the old saying, " One man's meat is
another man's poison," and there is
no one best arrangement for every-
body.

A good measure of high -frequency
amplification is -always useful when
distant reception is desired, and the
scheme I originated in the " New
Business Man's" Four, and since
adopted in a modified form by Mr.
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1 Cabinet 18 in. x 7 in., with 10 -in.
baseboard (Artcraft). (Pickett,
Cameo, Raymond, Gilbert, Caxton,
etc.)

1 Panel 18 in. x 7 in. xis in. or I in.
(Resiston). (Ebonart, Becol, Peto-
Scott, Trolite, etc.)

2 -0005 variable condensers (Lotus).
(Cyldon, Lissen, Igranie, Utility,
Burton, Bowyer -Lowe, Ormond,
G.E.C., etc.)

I -0001 reaction condenser (Cyldon
Bebe). (Utility, Peto-Scott, Igranic,
etc.)

2 Vernier dials (Utility Micro, cursor
type). (Ormond, Indigraph.)

1 On -and -off switch (Deeko). (Lotus,
Benjamin, Dun, Magnum.)

2 Panel brackets (Magnum). (Cameo,
Pilot, etc.)

2 6 -pin bases (Wearite). (Lewcos,
Colvern, Bowyer -Lowe, etc.)

3 Valve holders (Benjamin). (Lotus,
Igranic, Formo, Whiteline, etc.)

3 2-mfd. condensers (Dubilier). (T.C.C.,
Hydra, Mullard, Ferranti, etc.)

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
1 1-mfd. condenser (Dubilier). (T.C.C.,

Hydra, Milliard, Ferranti, etc.)
1 -0003-mfd. condenser and clips

(Lissen). (Atlas, Dubilier,
etc.)

1 Grid leak, 2 meg-. (Lissen). (Atlas,
T.C.C., Dubilier, etc.)

2 .01-mfd. mica condensers (T.C.C.).
(Atlas, Dubilier, etc.)

I Standard screen 10 in. x 6 in.
(Magnum). (Paroussi, Ready Radio,
Peto-Scott, etc.)

1 R.F. choke (Climax). (R.I.-Varley,
Igranic, Lissen, Colvern, Bowyer -
Lowe, Wearite, Magnum, etc.)

1 1-megohm leak (Pye). (Dubilier,
Lissen, Mullard, etc.)

NOTE.-If Pye leak is not mei a
holder also will be required.

1 L.F. transformer (Lissen Super
3 1). (R.I., Ferranti, Igranic, Royal,
Brown, Cossor, etc.)

1 Pentode output transformer
(Igranic). (Marconi, R.I.)

1 100,000 -ohm wire -wound resistance

with base (Ferranti). (Dubilier,
Varley, or Lissen.)

1 3,000 -ohm wire -wound resistance
with base (Ferranti). (Dallier,
Varley, or Lissen.)

1 20,000 -ohm wire -wound resistance
with base (Ferranti). (Dubilier,
Varley, or Lissen.)

1 4,000 -ohm wire -wound resistance
with base (Ferranti). (Dubilier,
Varley, or Lissen.)

2 Terminal strips 2 in. x it in.
1 Terminal strip 6 in. x 11 in.
10 Indicating terminals, as shown

(Godwinex). (Belling -Lee, Igranie,
Eelex, etc.)

Binocular split -primary aerial coil
(for each band). (Lewcos or Colvern.)
Binocular split -primary transformer
(for each band). (Lewcos or Colvern.)
Screen -grid valve (2-, 4-, or 6 -volt
as desired).
H.F. or detector valve (2-, 4-, or b.
volt as desired).
Pentode valve (2-, 4-, or 6 -volt).
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The "Champion" Three-continued

G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., in the " Titan "
Three, published in ." Popular Wire-
less," gives very good high -frequency
magnification with the simplicity of
single -dial tuning. At the same time,
however, it is not suggested that this
useful and interesting form of high -
frequency coupling gives the fuller
magnification possible with a screened -
grid valve, if an additional tuning
control is incorporated.

S.G., Det., and Pentode
In this article I shall try to give an

answer to the query, " What is the
best I can do with three valves,"
having in mind the requirements of
the man who desires a good measure
of distant listening, but who does not
mind two tuning controls instead of
one. As, obviously, we must have at
least one stage of high -frequency, and
a detector is also essential, then in
a three -valve arrangement we arc
limited to one note -magnifying valve.

Obviously, also, to get the maxi-
mum magnification with one valve
we must adopt the pentode, the new-
est of- the many newcomers to our
remarkably efficient range of valves.

A scheme, then, with a screened -grid
H.F. valve, a detector and a pentode
will be adopted, while in order to get
very high efficiency from the screened -
grid valve we must adopt some form
of tuned coupling. Which form we
adopt is quite interesting to discuss.

The maximum magnification with
a screened - grid valve is obtained,
roughly speaking, when we include in
the anode circuit the highest possible
impedance, for which reason the early
screened - grid H.F. circuits were
mostly of the tuned -anode type. This
when properly designed gives a
high impedance at resonance. It was

The " Champion Three uses an S.G. valve and a Pentode wave. the combinatio
Icing a most effective and powerful one. The " Champion "is -definitely a long-range
loud -speaker set, as the calibration chart which appears on another page shows.

soon found, however, that an ordinary
plain tuned - anode did not always
meet our requirements for several
reasons, one being that the selectivity
of the set with such a coupling is often
below modern requirements even
when reaction was used. Incidentally

it will be remembered that in the
scheme used in the " New Business
Man's " Four the selectivity lacking
in the special form of coupling was to
a large extent compensated for by the
use of reaction in the first circuit.

It thus happens that a number of
screened -grid -circuits using a modified
form of tuned -anode coupling have
come into use, a tapping being made
on the anode coil so that the whole of
the tuned -anode circuit is not common
to both the plate circuit of the H.F.
valve and the grid circuit of the de-
tector, At_ the -same time, there are a
number of sets using a plain tuned
anode which are quite reasonably
selective owing to the use of reaction
on the tuned anode, plus a fairly loose
aerial coupling.

Great Selectivity
H.F. transformer coupling for a

screened -grid valve has been steadily
growing in favour for some time, for
with a Suitably `chosen primary Wind-
ing it is possible to -get quite a high
impedance, at the same time retaining
the higher selectivity which is gener-
ally associated with the high -fre-
quency transformer. When reaction
is used with a. high -frequency trans-
former in a screened -grid circuit,.high
magnification, good selectivity  and
excellent stability are all to be found.

Some readers may wonder why
stability is mentioned here, in view of
the fact that great claims for stability
are always made for the screened -grid
valve, but it must be remembered
that there is still sonic inter -electrode
capacity left ; it is not all eliminated
or balanced out, and with a very high
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The "Champion" Three-continued

efficiency in the plate circuit of a
screened -grid valve there may still be
enough inter -electrode capacity to
provide an undesired amount of feed-
back. Feedback in such a case may
unduly sharpen the tuning in the first
grid circuit, thus spoiling quality-a
point we must not overlook in de-
signing sets.

FOr the Long Waves
A long series of experiments has

shown me that a high -frequency
transformer of the " fieldless " type,
together with what is often called
" static " screening (a single sheet of
aluminium or copper acting as a
partition), eliminates all undesirable
feedback, and provides a very stable
and highly efficient screened -grid
coupling system.

I have also established during ex-
periments with the " Champion "
Three that with the high efficiency
of the carefully -chosen transformer
coupling, simple vertical screening
alone is not sufficient to prevent

feedback with the ordinary solenoid
type of coil. This does not mean to
say that the set will necessarily
oscillate, but that the feedback will
be sufficient to affect the quality,
particularly on the long waves. In
view of the fact that standard six -
pin bases are used with coils of what
are generally termed the " split -
primary type," the reader can, if he
has the coils available, experiment for
himself in this direction, for it is but
the work of a moment to substitute
a binocular coil for a single -layer or
to use the new form of coil with
interchangeable primary.

Such experiments, by themselves,
may not be conclusive, as we have to
satisfy ourselves that the degree of
coupling between primary and secon-
dary is the same in all cases, but the
test is certainly worth trying.

The next point to consider was
whether or not an attempt should be
made to incorporate wave -change
switching, and in view of the fact
that wave -change switching with a

high -frequency transformer and re-
action cannot be obtained without
sacrificing efficiency (remember we
are aiming at the " best " three -
valve scheme !), a six -pin inter-
changeable variety of coil was de-
cided upon. Quite efficient wave -
change switching, using the tuned -
anode coupling, can be obtained, but
the advantages of transformer coup-
ling here seem so well worth having
that the slight disadvantage of having
to change coils was not considered
sufficient to debar its use.

Efficient Output Coupling
In the detector circuit there is

nothing to comment upon, grid
leak and condenser rectification being
used. The advantages of this form
of detector, in my mind, outweigh the
disadvantages in a set such as this.
The output valve, a pentode, requires
for efficient working a properly de-
signed output transformer, and as
there is considerable variation in
impedance between different types of

By using black Glatite for the wiring, and a white wood baseboard, every lead is made very clear. l'on can follow practically
every wire, and if you refer to this photo as well us the wiring diagram, while you are doing the wiring, the work will be

greatly facilitated.
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The "Champion" Three-continued

speakers in these days, the oppor-
tunity was taken to include the new
Igranic pentode output transformer
which has an alternative output ar-
rangement to suit different speakers.

A Battery Safeguard
The growing use of mains units for

the high-tension supply, and the fact
that with high-tension accumulators
it is highly desirable to charge the
whole battery evenly rather than one
portion at a higher rate than another,
led me to adopt the scheme already
incorporated in the " Air Com-
mander " of one H.T.± throughout,

the necessary variation of voltage
being obtained in the set by series
resistances which also serve the
purpose of de -coupling devices
to prevent battery coupling.

A further advantage of the series
resistance scheme is the protection
of the high-tension source from,
serious damage in the event of a
defect developing internally in either
the screened -grid valve or the pen-
tode. If, for example, excessive
vibration or some other cause leads
to the screening grid touching the
plate of the screened -grid valve,
without a series resistance the section

of the battery between the screening
grid tap and the maximum would be
completely short-circuited.

Preventing Short -Circuits
With the 100,000 -ohm resistance

used in the present set to bring down
the voltage on the screening grid
from the maximum to the voltage
we require, the maximum current
that can flow in a short-circuit
between the parts mentioned is only
a little over one milliampere. Simi-
larly, the insertion of a wire -wound
resistance in series with the priming
grid of the pentode limits the current
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The "Champion" Three-continued

that can flow there if internal trouble
should arise.

Studying the theoretical circuit
from the aerial end we find that a
choice of tappings on the aerial coil

which is in series with the ordinary
primary winding is utilised as an
additional primary winding so as to
give the necessary higher impedance.
Tapping No. 4 is not used.

A simple but effective screen is

is given to suit different degrees of
selectivity, although it will be found
that No. 3 tapping will suit on
nearly all occasions. A resistance. is
incorporated in the feed to the screen-
ing grid, a mica condenser of .01 mfd.
being shunted from the screening -grid
side of this resistance to negative
low-tension. Similarly, a resistance is
incorporated in the plate circuit of
the screened -grid valve, also shunted,
the Condenser in each case affording
an easy. path back to filament for any
high -frequency currents which would
otherwise wander through the high-
tension source and cause undesirable
reaction effects.

Simple Screening
A standard vertical screen is used

and it Will be noticed that the first
tuning condenser comes very near to
this, or actually touching. As the
moving plates  of this condenser are
at the same potential as the screen,
this contact does no harm, so that
there need be no worry about a short:
circuit here. At the same time, one
must be careful to choose a variable
condenser which will fit into the
space provided.

The plate of the screened -grid valve
is connected to one end of the
primary winding of the split -primary
high -frequency transformer, but in
this case the neutralising winding

a feature of this highly efficient set.

The secondary circuit of this high -
frequency transformer is connected
to the grid leak and condenser on the
one side and to filament on the other,
while the reaction winding is taken
to the small reaction condenser con-
nected to the plate of the detector
valve. In order that the necessary
reaction effects can be obtained, a
radio -frequency choke is included in

the plate circuit of the detector, and
this is joined to the primary winding
of a low -frequency transformer. The
actual transformer used in the set
has incorporated inside the case a
condenser across the primary winding,
a practice which is adopted by several
makers.

The L.F. Transformer
In some cases, however, it will be

found on examining the leaflet packed
with the transformer that the best
results will be obtained with a con-
denser of, perhaps, .0005 mfd. placed
across the primary winding. This
should be done in all cases where the
makers specify it,. although it is not
shown in the diagram.

Those who have read Mr. Kendall's
articles on " What the Pentode Really
Does," which have appeared in recent
issues, will understand that the
pentode has five electrodes-filament,
control grid and plate as in ordinary
L.F. valves, with two additional
grids, one of which is connected
internally to the filament and the
other brought out to a terminal on
the side of the base.

The pentode is plugged into the
last socket in the ordinary way and
the additional terminal is connected
up to the positive H.T. supply at
approximately the same value as that
applied to the normal anode of the
valve. Mr. Kendall has explained a
few trouble's which are likely to occur,

Note the wonderful symmetry of the layout of components. Ample space is
allowed for everything on the baseboard, and the careful arrangement of com-

ponents also results in a pleasing compactness.
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The " Champion" Three-continued

and I am pleased to say that in the
present set these have been allowed
for. The set is completely stable, will
work with any mains unit, without
the slightest tendency to motor -
boating, and even on very old and
worn-out high-tension. batteries. In-
deed, so stable is the set that several
thousand ohms can be inserted in
series with the common high tension
supply without any trouble arising
other than a reduction in strength,
which is bound to come through the
reduction in voltage.

The H.T. Consumption
It will be noticed that a wire -wound

resistance is inserted in series with the
additional grid, or " priming grid,"
of the pentode. The value of this
resistance has been carefully chosen
after much experiment so as not to
cause too much reduction of priming
grid voltage. The effect of this resis-
tance (it is shunted to filament by a
1-mfd. condenser) is to provide a &-
coupling effect, and the value has been
chosen so as to bring the high-tension
consumption of the pentode down
slightly without any appreciable
reduction in the strength.

The overall consumption of this set
is approximately 20 milliamperes at
120 volts, which, although fairly
large, is not by any means an excessive
figure when a pentode is used with

other Valves. ThoSe readers Whó wish
to avoid the large high-tension con-
sumption of the pentode valve can
use an ordinary power valve in the
last socket, the only changes neces-
sary then being to substitute for the
special pentode transformer any good
output transformer and to cut out
the resistance and the 1-mfd. con-
denser which are used solely with the
pentode valve. All other values and
connections remain the same.

So much for general considerations.
We will now examine the layout in
detail. If the actual variable con-
densers illustrated are used, the
position of the screen can be made
identical with that shown, but if
different makes of variable condenser
are chosen, then the position of the
screen may have to be altered slightly.

Condenser Positions
The frame of the first variable

condenser, being connected to the
moving plates, can be in actual con-
tact with the screen, but it is essential
that there should be adequate clear-
ance between the reaction condenser
and the screen at all points. Thus
before actually drilling your panel,
make sure that the two tuning con-
densers and the reaction condenser
can be properly placed with regard
to the screen.

As the set is not cramped, a slight

litre you see the complete set with the valves in position. Note the connection to the
- top terminal of the screened -grid rake.

alteration of the position of the screen
and of the second tuning condenser
can be made, if necessary, Without
substantially altering the layout,
although the exact arrangement
shown should be adhered to if
possible. Where wires pass through
the slots in the screen it is advisable
to cover them (even when they are
already insulated) with an additional
covering of Systoflex tubing to prevent
the original insulation of the wire being
chafed and a short-circuit occurring.

"CHAMPION THREE"
CALIBRATION CHART.

LONG WAVES
DIAL READINGS.

(Mid -Sue
STATION. Condensers.)

Huizen (Holland) .. .. 160 .. 160
Radio Pads (Franee) .. 153 .. 149
Daventry (5 X X) .. 135 .. 123
Eiffel Tower (France) .. .. 123 .. 117
Motala (Sweden) .. 107 .. 102
Kalundborg (Denmark) .. 75 .. 67
Hilversum (Holland) 58 .. 42

SHORT WAVES
Budapest (Hungary) . .. 170 .. 168
Munich (Germany) .. .. 167 .. 164
Vienna (Austria) .. .. 163 .. 159
Brussels (Belgium) .. 161 .. 157
Milan (Italy) .. .. 159 .. 155
Daventry (5 G B) .. 153 .. 147
Langenberg (Germany) .. 147 .. 142
Belgrade (Yugo Slavia) .. 144 .. 139
Rome (Italy) . 141 .. 137
Brune (Czecho-Slovakia) .. 138 .. 132
Madrid (Spain) .. .. 135 . 130
Frankfurt (Germany) .. 134 . 129
Katowice (Poland) .. 132 . 127
Berne (Switzerland) .. 129 125
Glasgow (5 S C) ..  127 122
Hamburg (Germany) 123 119
Toulouse (France) .. . 120 . 115
Stuttgart (Germany) .. . 116 . 112
London (2 L 0) .. .. 110 . 105
Bremen (Germany) .. .. 94 94
Gleiwitz (Germany) .. .. 93 . 93
Aberdeen (2 B D) .. .. 85 86
Bratislava (Czecho-Slovakia) 83 85
Belfast (2 B E) .. .. ..
Bournemouth (6 B M) .. 72 ..82746
Turin (Italy) .. .. .. 64
Kaiserslautern (Germany) .. 62 67
Cologne (Germany) .. .. ..

m
'58

..<4Horby (Sweden .. . .. ..- 4 57
Toulouse (France, P T T) .. e `,,' .. 55
Newcastle (5 N 0) . . .. !3.fs.., . 45
Nurnberg (Germany) .. .. °It 42
Malmo (Sweden .. .. .. : 34
Received on evenings of 29th and 30th

March, 1929.

Notice that the resistances are all
placed in line with one another, as
are the valve holders, while the two
coil bases also are in line.

These and one or two other
arrangements of the layout .give the
set a very pleasing symmetrical
appearance, while the wiring can be

(Continued on page 116.)
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In this article the new Cosmos A.C. screened -grid valve is discussed, and other matters concerning S.G. valves are dealt with.

By KEITH D. ROGERS.

IHAVE just received for test
one of the new Cosmos A.C.
screened -grid valves, the AC/S,

which is for operation on A.C. and
has an indirectly -heated cathode.
The valve is fitted with the now
standard cap at the top fop the plate
connection, the screening grid being
connected to the normal " plate " pin
in the base of the valve.

And while mentioning the cap

I.

ca

The first of the
indirectly heated
cathode A.C.
screened -grid
valves to be placed
on the market-the
Cosmos AC1S. With
i t s magnification
factor of 1,200 it is
capable of providing
tremendous ampli-
fication and is
certainly a great
achievement in

valve design.

for the anode connection, I should
like to emphasise the fact that
when wiring up a screened -grid set
the " plate " socket of the valve
holder does not go to the anode
circuit, but becomes the connection
for the screened grid of the valve,
the anode of which is now connected
to the external circuit by means of a

lead to the extra terminal on the
cap of the valve.

A great deal of misunderstanding
about this point seems to exist
among constructors, many of whom
have written to say that, published
diagrams showing the " plate " socket
of the valve holder going to H.T.A-
80 volts direct are wrong, simply
because the writers forget that in a
screened -grid set the " plate " socket
becomes the screening -grid socket,
and therefore does go to H.T. direct,
or. via a choke or similar device.
The actual output of the valve is
taken from the extra terminal on the
cap-the anode terminal.

Characteristics of the AC/S
And now let us get back to the

particular valve under discussion-
the AC/S. This valve requires a
filament current of 1 amp. at 4 volts,
which current is taken from the
secondary of the special mains trans-
former having a step-down ratio.
About 11 volts grid bias is recom-
mended, while an anode voltage of
120-150 volts is required for the
anode and a potential of 45-60 volts.

This voltage must, of course, be
less than that applied to the anode,
or the characteristics of the valve
will be seriously upset. As is usual
with screened -grid valves, the screen-
ing grid must be well by-passed to
earth by means of a fixed condenser
of at least .01 mfd., while the in-
sertion of an H.F. choke in series
with the H.T. is often an advantage.

The [impedance of the AC/S is
800,000 ohms, while the magnification
factor is 1,200, giving a slope of
1.5. With such magnification and
impedance the design of coils and
tuning circuits to suit the valve is
not easy, but with careful screening
excellent results can be obtained.

Coils with exceptionally low losses
are not recommended, for a certain
amount of loss enables satisfactory
stability to be obtained, while pheno-
menal amplification can be obtained.

The valve is not suitable for the
constructor who has not tried H.F.
amplifiers before, but the man
who has some experience in H.F.
stages and their screening will find
it a most useful valve. The price is 25s.

Before we leave the subject of
S.G. valves, I would like to remind
constructors who use these valves
and supply the H.T. from the mains,
and who do not possess special high -
resistance voltmeters, that they can
use a milliammeter just as well.
When the screened -grid or plate
H.T. voltages are to be adjusted,
the milliammeter is placed in series
with the requisite circuit and the
H.T. varied until the correct current
is passing, which denotes that the
correct H.T. is being used.

Checking H.T. Voltages -
The currents taken by the screening

grids and anodes of the valves vary
with the particular makes, and the
correct figures should be obtained
from the makers. S.G. valves are,
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Within the Vacuum-continued

in many cases, rather critical where
the grid and anode voltages are
concerned, and it is advisable to
get them as exact as possible in order
that the valves may operate at
maximum efficiency.

The selectivity problem of screened -
grid circuits still remains fairly acute,
in spite of all sorts of arrangements
for sharpening the tuning The
writer considers that where a station
is very close, unless an efficient wave -
trap is employed, one stage of
screened -grid H.F. is almost hopeless.

"Flat" H.F. Stage
Recently I spent some time in a

corner of Hertfordshire, about 55 miles
from Daventry and 30 or so from
2 L O. The result on a four-valver
with one S.G. stage was that while
London was fairly sharp, 5 G B was
far too broadly received and inter-
fered with those stations round about
-Brussels, Milan, Vienna, and even
at times with Langenberg.

In such a case I am in favour of
one stage of neutralised H.F., either
in front of the screened -grid stage
or else by itself, replacing the S.G.

valve altogether. The neutralised
system certainly gives selectivity
and a wonderful freedom from un-
desirable background, a feature that
the screened -grid valve is rather
inclined to include in its distance -
getting properties, with disconcerting
success.

I have had a note from a reader
asking why it is I so often recom-
mend an H.F. valve for the detector
position, instead of an R.C. valve,
when followed by resistance coupling.
The reason is that as a rule reaction
control is more satisfactory with the
H.F. valve, while on loud local
stations there is far more likelihood
of avoiding overloading, both of the
detector and the following valves, if
an H.F. valve is employed.

Bass reproduction seems more satis-
factorily obtained if a valve with an
impedance of less than 30,000 ohms
is used in the detector stage.

True, a higher magnification may
be obtained by using the R.C. valve,
but for all-round work-for both
local and distant reception-especi-

ally when no H.F. stage precedes it,
I much prefer the 20,000 -30,000 -ohm
valve (H.F. class) as the detector.
The anode resistance should then be
not more than 500,000 ohms, or re-
action control and possibly quality
will be likely to suffer.

Detector Overloading
The question of the overloading of

the detector valve is far more impor-
tant than is generally realised, and I
have very frequently been invited to
listen to sets in which the detector
stage has been the source of distorted
results-due purely to overloading.

The usual milliammeter hunt for
overloading in the last stage or even
the penultimate stage is all very well,
but we should not" forget the detector
in our hunt for the source of distortion.

And, finally, especially if we use S.G.
valves, we must not forget that
volume controlling by means of
dimming the filaments of the H.F.
valves can also cause horrible distor-
tion, for the characteristics of the
valve go all over the place when the
emission is decreased.

An all -from -the -mains D.C. four-ralver which employs a resistonrc-coupled detector stage. In such a set the use of an R.C.
valve instead of the ILE. type for detector would almost certainly result in the overloading both of itself and of following voices.
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CALIBRATING YOUR
SHORT -WAVER

Using a short-wave set that is without wave -meter or calibration is like
driving a car or motor -cycle at night without a light. Make full use of

your short -waver by building the wave -meter described here.

By L. H. THOMAS.

va
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THE first difficulty encountered
by every aspirant to become
a short-wave enthusiast is

that of not knowing " where he has
landed." It is always the same
trouble-we have our first short-
wave set proudly displayed, checked
over, connected up, and we hear all
manner of strange signals and noises
without having the remotest idea of
where we are, even if we really are
on the short waves at all ! This is
distinctly puzzling to the unfortunate
owner, more especially if it is his
first valve set, and he is none too
sure of the correct method of operat-
ing it.

Simple and Cheap
The simple wave -meter described

has the merits of being absurdly
simple and very cheap, and there is
no reason why any user of a short-
wave set who still feels at sea should
not invest in the necessary condenser
and coil, and make up a duplicate
instrument. The calibration curve
of this should be near enough to that.
of the original to enable him to find the.
better-known short-wave broadcast
stations without difficulty, and also
to give him a rough calibration of
the whole of his tuning scale on the
receiver.

I make no claims that it is a pre-
cision instrument or in anything
approaching that category. It is
safe to say, however, that another
wave -meter built up- with similar
components similarly placed will give
a curve that will not vary from that
of the original to any serious extent.

Using the Wave -meter
For those who are not familiar

with the principles of the absorption
wave -meter (and I advise them to
make themselves familiar with it at
the earliest opportunity) I will explain
the method of using this little
" pilot." The whole operation can be
described in a few words. Tune the
receiver into a station of some kind,
and leave the receiver just oscillating.
Bring up the wave -meter until the
coil is about four inches - froth, the

receiver coils and roughly in the
same plane, and rotate the dial until
you hear either a distinct " plop "
or find a place where the receiver
stops oscillating altogether over four
or five degrees of the wave -meter
scale. If the former happens, couple
the wave -meter a little closer until
there is about one degree on the dial
over which it stops the receiver
oscillating. If the latter, loosen the
coupling until the same thing happens.
If it is coupled too tightly the
absorption effect will be so great that,

Quite simple and neat, isn't it r And it
is ever so cals.!, to make.

instead of a sharply -defined. point
on the wave -meter, we shall have
a wide band, and the taking of a
reading with any sort of accuracy
will, of course, be impossible.

Only one point will be found over
the whole of the travel of the wave -
meter dial at which "this will occur,
so that there will never be any
ambiguity about the reading obtainet.

As a Matter of fact, after using
the wave -meter for a week or so you
will have " found your feet " suffi-
ciently to dispense with it until
the time comes when you have made
another set, and are once more in
doubt regarding its range of wave-
lengths:

The wave -meter 'as seen in the
photographs consists of a 700015
variable condenser made by the
Formo Co., mounted on its own screen,
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on a wooden baseboard. The metal"
screen serves as a panel. The size
of the latter is 41 in. by 5 in., and a
standard coil socket is mounted
thereon, with its centre line exactly
2 in. from the rear edge of the con-
denser screen. This measurement
is given so that the length of the
leads from the condenser to the coil
may be kept constant.

Wide Range Covered
An Ormond metal dial is mounted

on the panel (only one screw -hole
has to be drilled for fixing it), and
there are no hand -capacity effects
with the wave -meter in use, since one
end of the coil, the moving plates
of the condenser, and the dial itself,
are all connected to the metal
" panel."

This particular dial was chosen
on account of the ease with which
fairly accurate readings may be
taken. The condenser is a .00015
" short-wave " condenser, and the
manufacture of the coil socket is not
important.. The coil used is a Clark's
" Atlas " No. 6 (six -turn) coil, and it
must be remembered that a coil of
another make or size, although per-
haps possessing a similar number of
turns, will not give the same curve
by any means.

The range covered by this par-
ticular coil and condenser is so wide
that it is hard to take readings that
would be accurate enough to satisfy
the average transmitter that he was
within his wave -band. But for the
pUrpose for which the wave -meter
is to be used (i.e. " spotting " stations
fairly roughly) it is an advantage
to have a wide range covered by one
coil.

Taking Readings
This obviates the necessity for

changing coils, and perhaps altering
the characteristics of the wave -meter
every time.

I have taken four readings, using
the 180' scale on the dial, from
which readers should be able to make
a rough curve. Incidentally, it is not
recommended that the lower end of
the scale (below 30') should be used
at all, as it is naturally at this end of
the scale that a variable condenser
is subject to the greatest variation,
owing to such causes as distortion of
the plates, etc.

The four readings are as follow:
180°--56.4 metres.
120°--33.2 metres.
60°-22.75 metres.
30°--1835 metres.

Quite a presentable curve can be
drawn up from these readings, and I
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Calibrating Your Short-Waver-continued

suggest that the reader who makes
this should draw such a curve very
roughly, which will probably put
him on the right track and enable
him to tune in a few identifiable
stations from the known wave -lengths
of which he will be able to plot a more
accurate curve later on.

Convenient Calibrations
The 60° reading of 22.75 metres

will probably come within a few
degrees on your receiver of 2 X A D,
the famous G.E.C. station at Schenec-
tady, N.Y., whose exact wave -length
is 21.96 metres. Once he is found
there will be no difficulty whatever
in finding other stations roundabout
the same wave -length. The 120°
reading, 33.2 metres, is fortunately
quite near the wave -length of his
brother station, 2 X A F, working

Two wires-the SUne total of the con-
ections-and yet the wave -meter is as

efficient as can he desired.

on 32.79 metres (although I believe
a change in this wave -length is im-
minent). At all events, there will be
very few degrees on your receiver
condenser between 33 and 30 metres,
so that probably you will find either
P C J J or 2 X A F, 'both stations
always being in this neighbourhood,
fairly close to the 33 -2 -metre point
on the wave -meter scale.

A Short -Wave K D K A
Another broadcast station to look

out for is 8X K, the " short-wave
edition of K D K A, Pittsburg, on
about 27 metres. Naturally, you
should take care to look for him

at a time when he is on, or you are
liable to disappointment ! Several
of the short-wave broadcast stations
are somewhat irregular in their
behaviour, but if you try for three or
four nights at about 11 p.m., you
should succeed in hearing most of
the Americans at some time or other.

5 S W is, of course, always on
during the week, his wave -length being
in the region of 24 metres.

Amateur stations now occupy the
wave -length bands between 20.8 and
21.4 metres, and between 41.2 and
42.8 metres, and regulations regarding
" off -wave " working are sufficiently
strict to ensure that when you hear
an amateur station he is really in his
band ! Thus you will find amateur
transmissions in general useful for
finding extra calibration points for
your receiver, particularly as some
of them (mostly the crystal -controlled
stations) give their wave -length ac-
curately when "signing off " at the
end of a transmission.

Regular Service
At present the only regular calibra-

tion service on short waves in this
country is run by amateurs and for
the benefit of amateur transmitters.
R.S.G.B. members will have the full
particulars of this service. It is to be
hoped, however, that an official
service will shortly be started, and
possibly, the co-operation of the
N.P.L. may be looked for._ At all
events, such a service, no matter
for whom it is run, will be deeply
appreciated both by the qualified
research man and the casual " short-
wave broadcast listener," and the
authorities may be sure of the thanks
of all when any move in this direction
is made.

********************
4t Live Metal Panels 4'4:

IT is not a pleasant state of affairs
when one is liable to  receive a
shock by touching the panel of a

set. Such, however, is possible in
some cases. If your set has a metal
panel and the H.T. supply is obtained
from D.C. mains, then the panel will
become live if the positive side is
earthed. This is often the case.

It is, of course, necessary for there
to be some sort of contact between
the body and earth if a shock is to be
felt, but such can occur in all sorts
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of unthinkable ways. The only real
scheme to overcome the trouble is to
insulate completely all components
from the panel, and to connect same
direct to the earth side of the fixed
condenser which is invariably used

V757

with D.C. mains, and which is
connected in series with the earth
lead. This will bring the panel to the
same potential as the body, and
shocks will be impossible from it.

At the same time, however, it will
make it possible to short the mains by
touching the panel with any of the
wires connected with the filament.
To avoid this, another fixed condenser
must be inserted in the earth lead at
some place between the actual earth
and the point where it is joined to the
panel.

The manufacturers of Player's Navy
Cut Cigarettes are always in the fore-
front with improvement in the packing
of their goods.

This time, following hard on their
innovation of cutting back tne top
flap of the slide portion of their world-
renowned packets (which ensures the
easier extraction of the initial cigarette),
they are the first manufacturers to
help the " blind " smoker-he or she
who, up to now, has found difficulty
in opening in the dark the right end
of the packet. Player's packets are
now embossed on the " push " end.
(Theatre and Cinema smokers please
note.)
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Convenient H.T. Accumulator
Charger

THE Oldham H.T. battery charger,
type A.C.H.T.1, illustrated in
the accompanying photograph,

includes a Westinghouse dry metal
rectifier and is made to plug into any
lamp socket on the alternating current
mains, and will charge high-tenSion
accumulators of any voltage frOin '60
to 150. Considerable ingenuity has
been displayed in the design of this
instrument so as to give simplicity
of construction together with safety
and reliability.

Flexible leads terminating in
wander plugs are provided, so that it
is only necessary to remove - the
wander plugs connected to the setand
insert the plugs from the charger and
plug into the electric light mains
when your 'battery is put on charge at
once: The charging rate depends
upon the voltage of the high-tension
accumulator, and is greater with a
60 -volt battery than with 150, but
the rate is suelf that, if we take a tip
from the shampoo advertisements and
make Friday night " H.T. Charging
Night," the high-tension accumu-
lator will always be. kept in good
condition.

The Oldham H.T. battery charger des-
cribed on this page.

Should it blow, a bulb used to
protect the instrument against over-
load is easily replaceable at low cost,
while if the mains should fail during
the night while the battery is on
charge no harm will be done as the
'Ll1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111/111111111111M111111!112
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(Note : All apparatus reviewed
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accumulator will not discharge back
through the charger. The whole
device is very neat and well finished,
and the cost of 55s. for the A.C. type
is extremely reasonable.

It should be pointed out, however,
to those readers of the WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR who like experimenting,
that no attempt should be made to
adapt this unit for providing H.T.
direct from the mains. It might at
first appear that by adding a simple
filter this could be done, but it must
be pointed out that the rectifier is
directly in series with the mains, there
being no transformer to isolate them.
Used for the purpose for which it is
intended, it is a thoroughly satis-
factory device, but no attempt should
be made to use it for other purposes.

Hellesen H.T. Battery
Messrs. A. H. Hunt & Co., of Croy-

don, the English agents for the
Hellesen dry batteries, submitted to
us some time ago one of these batteries
for test (99 volts maximum) of a
generally convenient size for the
average receiver. In accordance with
the practice of this laboratory, voltage
and internal measurements' tests were
at once made, but before giving a
report the battery was put into actual
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use on a wireless receiver, the high-
tension consumption of which was
adjusted to that of the average three -
valve set. Not only has the battery
functioned noiselessly, but the voltage
on load after daily use for four
months is well above that one would
expect from this size of battery.

This only confirms our previous
favourable experience with Hellesen
batteries, which, have always had a
good name forconstancy and reli-
ability. We have no hesitation in
recommending, the Hellesen dry bat-
tery to readers of the WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR as a thOroughly reliable
battery of first-class performance.

A Neat Fixed Condenser
The Telegraph Condenser Company,

whose fixed condensers are well-
known everywhere, have now added
to their line a particularly neat flat -
type fixed condenser, an example of
which, of a value of .0003 mfd., is
shown in the photograph. Provided
with clips for grid leak and suitable for
screwing flat on the baseboard, this
is not intended to replace the com-
pany's well - known three - terminal
series -parallel condenser (type SP),

This is the 0003 model of the T.C.C.
condenser.
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What's New-continued

but is an addition to the line and is
known as type M. The condenser,
which is of the familiar green colour,
has a pleasing and neat appearance,
the clips are well made and do not
tend to slip, and the capacity values
on test come well within the margin of
accuracy for such components, six
examples picked at random all being
within 4 per cent of the rated value,
two being dead accurate. A very
useful little condenser which is bound
to have a wide sale.

A New L.F. Choke
Messrs. Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd.,

makers of the Magnum components,
have sent us for test a centre -tapped
L.F. choke with a nominal rating of
20 henries at 20 milliamperes, and
lending itself to a variety of purposes,
the chief of which is as an output
choke in receiving sets, for which
purpose our tests show that it is well
suited. The design is such that the
inductance is fully sufficient for the
purpose when 20 milliamperes is flow-
ing, and, of course, rising considerably
as the total current flowing through
the choke is reduced. The measured
direct -current resistance proved to be
754 ohms, which is satisfactory, and
the finish is good. The provision of
the centre -tap enables the instrument
to be used as an output choke in push-
pull circuits, such as in Circuit No. 2
of " Thirty -One More Tested Cir-
cuits." We can recommend this

A useful L.E. choke (Berne -Jones & Co.,
Ltd.).

component as a quite satisfactory
L:F. choke for output circuits of
normal receivers.

Remarkable New Transformer
Within the last few days we

have received for test a specimen of
the new " Hypermu " low -frequency
transformer, manufactured by Messrs.
Radio Instruments, Ltd. Accom-
panying it is a reproduction of the
National Physical Laboratory's curve
-or rather two curves, for the N.P.L.
have tested it out in two different
ways of connection.

To say that the response curve of
this transformer is remarkable is by
no means overstating the case, for
it is appreciably better than the
published N.P.L. curve of any other
low -frequency transformer offered tl
the home constructor, regardless of
price. Preceded by a D.E.L.610
valve, and using parallel feed, the
amplification at 25 cycles is 50,
rising slightly at 35 cycles to 54,
remaining at this figure without
variation to nearly 2,000 cycles,Fafter
which a slight rise occurs to 65 at
5,000 cycles and a slight fall again to
56 at 7,000.

Seeing that no speaker on the
market will reproduce tones as low
as 25 cycles, and that 6,000 represents
the upper limit of what we require, it
will be seen that we have here a
transformer of quite exceptional
merit. Added to this, the price is
only 21s., and the overall dimensions
are but 3 in. by 1I in. by 3 in., with
a weight of 13 ounces. Our practical
tests fully confirm the impression
gained from the curves, and we can
unhesitatingly recommend it to the
most discriminating listener.

For Pentode's Output
It is well known that the pentode

valve, although it can be used without
an output transformer, will only give
the best results when a suitable high -
impedance output transformer is used
with it. The Igranic Electric Co.,
Ltd., have submitted to us for test
their new Igranic pentode output
transformer. This is designed to have
on the input side an impedance suit-
able for the pentode valve, and on the
output side are four terminals so that
the best results can be obtained with
loud speakers of different impedance.

In general appearance the Igranic
pentode transformer resembles this
company's model G L.F. intervalve
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transformer. It has an exceptionally
large core and practical tests with a
pentode valve show that it is excel-
lently suited for the purpose for which
it is designed. Readers who wish to
use their pentode valves to the best
advantage would do well to consider
the purchase of such an excellent
instrument, which is very well up to
the high standard set by this
company.

'The new L.P. transformer.

A Good, Inexpensive
L.F. Transformer

The Weilo L.F. transformer illus-
trated in the accompanying photo-
graph is one of the best low-priced
transformers which it has been our
privilege to test, and, in fact, it com-
pares very favourably with many
transformers at much higher prices.
Compared with our standard-a test
to which all L.F. transformers are
submitted in this laboratory-the
reproduction over the whole musical
scale was found to be very satisfactory,
with only a slight falling off in the
lower tones compared with the stan-
dard (a very expensive instrument),
while the magnification given with
the 5 to 1 ratio model tested (worked
with a suitable valve preceding it)
was remarkably good. Altogether
we formed a very favourable im-
pression of this transformer, having
in view its low price-(the model X
was tested)-of lls. 6d. The trans-
former is of foreign manufacture and
is sold in this country by Messrs.
S. W. Lewis & Co., Ltd.
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"
A.

where is this pain of
yours ? " asked Dr. Miggles.

" There," I said, indicat-
ing my lower chest.

" Lie down."
I lay down.
You know those beastly ram -rod

fingers that all doctors seem to
possess. He prodded.

" That hurt ? " he asked.
'" Yes ! " I yelled.
" And that ? "
" Ow ! "
" H'm. Go in to -morrow and I

will have it out in the afternoon."
" Go in where ? Have out what ? "
" Hospital. Appendix," said Dr.

Miggles, who is a man of few words.

"That hurt ? " he asked.

" But couldn't you ? " I asked.
" No, I couldn't," snapped the

doctor. " All the best men know
that you can't have efficiency without
the removal of dead -ends."

Somewhat shattered I returned
home and summoned the professor,
Goshburton Crump and Tootle to
w horn I broke the news.

The Unwanted Turns
" Splendid," cried the professor,

" for years now I have been waiting
for somebody here to get into your
condition so that I could demonstrate
my own little idea for stripping off
unwanted turns."

From his pocket he produced an
enormous clasp -knife and, picking up
the poker, proceeded to sharpen it.

Sit on his chest, Goshburton
Crump," he cried, " and 'you, Tootle,
hold his feet. Meanwhile, I will
switch on the loud speaker for the
topical talk which my papei tells me
is now proceeding, upon The Love
Story of the Earth Worm,' which will
provide the necessary anesthetic.

This little job of surgical plumbing
won't take two ticks."

" Stop ! " I cried, fighting for time.
" I have not yet made my will."

The professor agreed that that must,
of course, come first. He had, he told
us, devised an entirely new means of
making wills and was Prepared to
guarantee that those drawn up on
his lines could not be upset by any
court of law.

" We will do Wayfarer's will now,"
he said, " and by this time next
week there will be some rare fun in
the law courts."

" But," I objected, " you can't have
your fun till I konk out."

" Of course not," beamed the
professor, lovingly fingering the edge
of his clasp -knife, " but that's quite
easy."

I Make My Will
Goshburton Crump having produced

a notebook, I proceeded to dictate
my last wishes.

" To my dear friend, Captain
Buckett," I groaned, " I leave, free
of estate duty, my entire overdraft.
To Sir. K. N. Pepper the loud speaker
that I borrowed from Primpleson, and
to Primpleson the screen -grid and the
pentode that Miss Worple lent me
when she wasn't looking. I appoint
you three my executors, or, should I
say, executioners ? In recognition
of your valuable services I leave to
Tootle ten thousand pounds."

" But you haven't got ten thousand
pounds," said Tootle.

" No," I agreed wanly, " but that
kind of thing always looks well in the
' Other People's Money ' column.
You shouldn't be so beastly grasping.
The spirit is willing even if the funds
are low. To Professor Goop any one
grid leak that he may select from my
collection and to Goshburton Crump
my five -valve receiving set."

" Hi " yelled the professor, " that
set's made up almost entirely of
parts borrowed from me. Obviously
I must come in for it."

Goshburton Crump told him roundly
that this display of mercenary -
mindedness was very much out of
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y \Jireless Wayfarer

place at such a time. In fact, he
called it disgusting.

" Did you say disgusting ? " queried
the professor.

" I did," responded Goshburton
Crump.

"You did ? "
" Yes, I did."

Exit the Professor
The professor opened his mouth to

emit a spate of words, and next
moment Goshburton Crump was going
equally strong. They shouted, they
stamped, they waved their arms,
both talking at once and neither
hearing a word of what the other was
saying, which was perhaps just as
well. Then the professor swatted
Goshburton Crump with the poker,
and Goshburton Crump butted him
in the fifth waistcoat button with his
head and the professor collapsed on
the hearthrug, and Tootle and Gosh-
burton Crump carried him home, and
I rang the bell and told Amelia Jane
that if Professor Goop called he was
on no account to be admitted. I
made all my preparations, and rather
looked forward to having in hospital
a complete holiday from wireless.

* *

I opened my eyes, but couldn't
think where I was. The light seemed
very strong, there was a filthy taste in
my mouth, and there was a noise
inside my head like Hamburg being
heterodyned by half Europe.

-he produced an enormous clasp -knife.

"Would you like a glass of water ? "
said a feminine voice. I realised
slowly that it emanated from a nurse
who was holding a feeding -cup thing
to my lips. Presently the world
became rather more stable, and having
learnt by inquiry that the alterations
in the circuit had- been completely
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In Lighter Vein-continued

satisfactory, I felt more and more
at peace. Next day my nurse told
me that every bed was provided with
wireless. Would I like to have it
on?

I told her quite gently that I had
had nothing but wireless for about
ten years, and that what I now wanted
was anything but wireless. During
the day I was visited by the ward
sister, the matron, the house surgeon
and Dr. Miggles,, each of whom
recommended wireless as something to
cheer one up. Since no real wireless
man has ever heard anybody else's set
without feeling slightly ill I went on
declining firmly.

Next day I was asked if I would
care to see a visitor. Mr. Goshburton
Crump had called, they told me. I
said that I should be more than
delighted. Goshburton Crump came
in, staggering under a burden that
he was carrying.

My Troubles Commence
" My dear old chap," he said, " I

have just brought you a little port-
able that I am going to lend you
to cheer you up whilst you are in
your present baseboard -mounting
position.

Heaving a sigh I thanked him
warmly. On the following day
Tootle and Primpleson arrived at
different times. Each brought a
portable set.

Sir K. N. Pepper sent the most
kindly note saying that he couldn't
come since he was laid up with gout,
but that he had sent me his portable
to help to while away the time. Miss
Worple floated in to the ward carrying

Goshburton Crump came staggering in.

nothing but a pot of hyacinths, and I
sighed with relief-behind her came
the porter carrying a portable set.
Captain Buckett was as breezy as
sailors are reputed to be. He brought
oranges-and a portable set. Pro-
fessor Goop entered arguing heatedly
with Dr. Miggles, who had given him
a lift over. He dropped the portable
set that he was carrying on the foot
of the bed and the feet of the patient,

and waving his hand to me continued
his argument.

" It is ridiculous," he said, " to
stitch them up as you do."

" What would you recommend ? "
asked the doctor sweetly.

" Snap fasteners," cried the pro-
fessor. " They save such a lot of
trouble next time. Here we have a
splendid case to test out my theory. I
will just show you."

Dr. Miggles had quite a business
getting the professor out, but for-
tunately for me he accomplished it in
the end.

Nineteen Portables
At the end of the first week I had

nineteen portable sets and a dozen
tomes on the theory of wireless, which
the doctor refused to allow me to read
on the ground that they were too
exciting. As soon as I could handle
a pencil I wrote to Mr. Hercy Parris
to tell him what had happened. Did
I get sympathy ? Did I get my
holiday from wireless ? Do pigs fly ?

" Dear Wayfarer," he wrote (he
did really), " I
the decrease in your total inductance
will be amply compensated by in-
creased capacity. This I propose to
charge to full voltage when you are
next able to lunch with me. I can
picture you running a neon lamp
over yourself to discover where fresh
positions of the nodes and antinodes
occur, after which I presume that you
will recalibrate yourself. I trust that
your progress is such that in a few
days you will be displaying an
illuminated dial."

Wayfarer-"Wireless Engineer"
As soon as I was able to get up

the matron suggested that for a little
change I should employ myself in
adjusting the hospital set. When I
had done that there was another one
over in the nurses' home. And what
is more she had a private one that I
might like to play with, and she
knew that the house surgeon had
one, too. I told her that I was
having a holiday, to which she replied
that she had heard from my friends
that I never had anything else.

She assured me that a spot of
work would probably do me a world
of good. In despair I resolved t
devote my energies to visiting and
cheering up the other patients-all of
them were reading the WIRELESS
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CONSTRUCTOR and begged me to
tell them more about the subjects of
various articles.

The day of my discharge came at
length. I was handed a form with
various questions to answer.

" Have you received back all the
personal property with which you
entered the hospital? " asked the
first.

lie dropped it on the patient's feet.

" No," I wrote.
" If anything is missing," said

No. 2, " please state what it is ! "
" One appendix, my only one," I

replied.

APPENDIX.
[Owing to the removal of this com

ponent from our contributor this
feature cannot be inserted.-Ed.].

********************
it Useful Measuring

Instruments
4t********************

WE have just received from A. H.
Hunt, Ltd., of Tunstall Road,
Croydon, a copy of their cata-

logue No. 60. This is a new list in
which is detailed a complete range of
moving -coil commercial ammeters
and voltmeters, moving -iron dead-
beat voltmeters and ammeters, and
moving -coil dead -beat ammeters and
voltmeters. In a covering letter, A. H.
Hunt, Ltd., tell us that all of these
instruments are available in a variety
of finishes and fittings, all being
of exceptionally good quality and
accuracy and at highly competitive
prices.

As a matter of fact, these instru-
ments (for which A. H. Hunt & Co.
are the sole agents for Great Britain)
are made in the same works as those
detailed in their catalogue No. 138B
and with which their name has been
associated for over twenty years.
The list is a very comprehensive one,
and ranges from the general-purpose
instruments up to dead-bearmoving-
coil models.
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N describing the " Request " Three
-IL in the March issue of the WIRE-

LESS CONSTRUCTOR, the Editor
pointed out on page 337 that, although
it has frequently been stated that
to get the best results a resistance
shunted to filament by a condenser
should be placed in the anode lead
not only of the detector valve, but
also in that of the first low -frequency
stage, his experiments have gone to
show that in a great number of cases
at least, if not always, such a device
in the anode lead of the first low -
frequency valve is valueless, and that
it is much better to take the 2-mfd.
condenser sometimes recommended
for this position and add it to the
2-mfd. condenser in the anode circuit
of the detector valve.

American Researches
The experiments which led up

to this conclusion have received
striking confirmation in our American
contemporary, " Radio Broadcast,"
which has just published an article,
" Are Filters Needed in L.F. Ampli-
fiers ? " In the experiments described
a two -stage transformer -coupled audio -
frequency amplifier was made up
and thoroughly filtered, and response
curves taken of the whole amplifier.

This amplifier, which was specially
designed, had an excellent character-
istic, being practically flat from 100
to 8,000 cycles. Removing all
filtering from the first low -frequency
valve was tried, the result showing
practically as good an overall re-
sponse curve as with all the filter in
circuit, the very slight difference
being only noticeable in a carefully
prepared curve, and being totally
inaudible to the ear.

The importance of designing a
wireless receiver to have a flat
overall reproduction characteristic is,
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-- Under this heading the Editor LI
discusses some of the many inter-
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we are glad to find, gradually dawning
upon set manufacturers. Some, but
very few, have realised it for a long
time, but too many imagine that
a combination of two coupling units,
each of which when measured separ-
ately has a flat curve, will give a
two -stage curve of similar flatness.
There has been far too much back
of envelope " experimenting in radio,
and if some of the set manufac-
turers installed apparatus, com-
petently handled, for measurement
of the overall response curves of their

receivers, they would get the surprise
of their lives !

An Interesting Report
A very valuable paper, which

should be studied by all who are
interested in set design, was published
in the Proceedings of the Institute of
Radio Engineers for November, 1928.
It is entitled, " Quantitative Methods

- Used in the Test of Broadcast
Receiving Sets," and was contributed
by A. F. van Dyck and E. C. Dickey,
of the technical test department of
the Radio Corporation of America.
It is too long and too important to be
adequately summarised in a few
paragraphs, but the following quota-
tions are of interest to all. After
outlining when they began their
experiments, the authors say :

A VALUABLE METER

.1 Weston set tester which is invaluable for tracing faults. Every circuit can be tested
in a very short time.
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Laboratory Notes -continued

" Early in this work it was found,
as would be expected, that the
determination of receiving set per-
formance by measurement of indi-
vidual parts (for example, the radio
and audio amplifiers) was impractic-
able. This was chiefly due to the
fact that results are usually different
when reactions between parts are
absent, as they are under measure-
ments of parts individually."

Effect of "Dud" H.T. Battery
" Additional reasons arise from the

fact that electrical constants of most
receiving sets are changed seriously
when connections are made to internal
parts, and that more time is required
for measuring parts than is needed
for a single overall test. Sometimes
measurement of individual parts is
desirable or necessary, however, as
when attempting to locate the
cause of the inferior performance of
a set, or when engaged in develop-
ment and design of a new set, in

out laboratory experiments with
battery coupling will not be surprised
at the shape of this curve, but a
further curve shcffing the effect of
output load on fidelity will come as
a surprise to many people.

A transformer manufacturer, for
example, when he wants to obtain a
curve of his low -frequency trans-
former, often thinks he is reproducing
actual conditions in his tests by
seeing that a valve is connected to
the secondary of the transformer.
This alone, however, is not sufficient,
for in the curve just mentioned the
shape of the overall curve using a
resistance output load and that when
using a loud -speaker output load
(which is, of course, inductive) is
entirely different ; for where, in a
particular case with a resistance,
the curve gradually rises from 30
cycles, falling flat at 200 cycles,
and peaking later at about 4,000,
with a loud -speaker output load the.
curve rises very rapidly from 30 to

TELLING THE WORLD

The operating engineer of the National Broadcasting Co., U.S.A., testing out some of
the " mihes " used in outside broadcasts.

which case segregation of the effects
of the several parts is necessary."

The paper includes a curve showing
the startling change in the overall
response of a wireless receiver due
to substituting a high -resistance or
partially worn-out high-tension bat-
tery for a normal one, the curve with
the high -resistance battery rising
sharply round about the thousand -
cycle figure, Those who have carried

peak sharply at 60, this gradually
falling off to flatness at about 200,
after which it maintains the same
level as with the resistance load,
but with not quite so high a peak
in the upper range as before. Here,
then, we have a case where per-
formance in a set would be quite
different from that expected from
an ordinary curve taken with a
resistance load.
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In the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
laboratory we have found it possible
to build up receivers which run into
audio -frequency oscillation with some
makes of loud speaker, and are
perfectly stable with others. This
is one more confirmation that a
transformer which has a good curve
when measured as an isolated unit
may give no better practical results,
when used with a set and a loud
speaker, than a transformer whose
isolated curve is not so flat.

Choke -Coupled H.F. Stages
It also explains how occasionally one

may come across a set which gives re-
markably good quality although the
component, and particularly the low -
frequency coupling units, would be
thought to be much inferior to normal.

The sets which are now being
brought out using choked coupling for
screened -grid and other H.F. valves-
and a surprising . large number of
commercial portables use choke -
coupled H.F. valves-have drawn
attention to the radio -frequency choke,
and made it quite clear that chokes
which may be thoroughly satis-
factory in ordinary reaction circuits
may fall down hopelessly when used
for high -frequency choke coupling.
Very inferior chokes will often pass
muster in the anode circuit of the
detector valve where the sole purpose
of the choke is to deflect the radio -
frequency component back to the
filament through the reaction con-
denser and reaction coil.

Transformer Shunting
Condensers

In the case of transformers which
do not have a built-in fixed condenser
across the primary, the impedance
is often fully adequate to obtain
reaction effects, and short-circuiting
the choke makes not the slightest
difference in practice ! With other
transformers containing built-in con-
densers the use of a radio -frequency
choke is necessary, for otherwise the
radio -frequency component would go
through the built-in condenser, and
through the high-tension source back
to filament, instead of through the
path we desire it to take.

There is no question that radio -
frequency chokes will now be re-
designed for high -frequency choke
coupling, and we may expect very
considerable improvements in this
regard in the near future.
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CHATS AT T
WORKTABL

Many points of practical interest to all radio
constructors are dealt with under this heading.

By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.

IN the old days, when we wanted
to squeeze out of the small
high - tension batteries then

available every possible volt for the
plates of our valves, it was customary
to connect the batteries in series,
that is, H.T. - to L.T. -I-. With a
6 -volt accumulator and a 66 -volt
battery we thus obtained-when the
battery was brand new, at any rate
-a potential difference of 72 volts
between the plate and filament nega-
tive. And on occasion, when we
were unwise enough to ply the screw-
driver inside the cabinet whilst the
set was -switched on, we obtained the
same P.D. across the filament for one
crowded moment of blinding light.

New Source of Danger
With the coming of The better and

bigger high-tension batteries at lower
prices the need for the few extra
volts was not so pressing, and we
acquired the habit of connecting the
batteries negative to negative. Short-
circuits became so rare that most of

HT1-2 fin,/ H7-4,5
TO BATTERY

us ceased to bother about taking any
precautions to minimise their possibly
expensive results ; in fact, the only
short-circuit that could destroy a
valve was one from H.T. -I- to

L.T. +, a comparatively rare occur-
rence, since all the big exposed parts
which might be responsible for a
short are usually connected to L.T -
and earth.

To -day, though, we have a new

factor in the multi -electrode valve.
In the screen -grid pattern there is
between the control grid and the
plate a second grid; whose potential
is usually 50 volts or So below that of
the plate.

These two electrodes are very close
together, and should an accident
bring them into contact, the resulting
short is likely to have serious conse-
quences. This was brought hothe to
me the other day When, after switch-
ing on, I found the set silent, and
presently noticed a most unpleasant
smell arising from it."

Bad for the Battery
Hastily switching off, I traced the

trouble by senses of smell and touch
to the high -frequency choke in the
anode circuit of the valve. This was
hot enough to make one jump when
the finger touched it. If you care to
draw out the circuit of the screen -
grid valve, coupled on the parallel -
feed system, you will see that the
short-circuit indicated places this
choke directly across, say, the 75 -
volt and the 130 -volt tappings of the
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high-tension battery, with the result
that 55 volts are available to drive
current through its windings, with
nothing to obstruct it but their com-
paratively low resistance.

Besides burning out the choke,
this is exceedingly bad for the
portion of the high-tension battery
involved. With the pentode, whose
internal economy is still more elab-
orate owing to the presence of a third
grid, all kinds of short-circuits are
possible as results of rough or careless
handling.

Snags in Using Fuses
I do not mean to say that these

short-circuits are always occurring.
That is not so, but they are liable to
do so at the most unexpected moment,
and it is as well to be on one's guard
against them.

The obvious method is to make use
of fuses of some kind, and here we .

have to be rather careful. To make

TIE 7;BLE
r/a.

A8440

everything safe it is desirable to have
a fuse in each high-tension lead, and
here lurks what may be a snag, if
one does not take care. We want
our fuses to blow before the current
has reached dimensions likely to do
any damage.

Flashlamps suggest themselves at
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Chats at the Work-Table-continued

once as suitable for the purpose, and
on looking through a list of various
types we find one rated at, say,
45 volts, .05 ampere. If it requires
only 50 milliamps to light up its
filament brightly the breakdown point
cannot be a very high one ; but stop
a moment. If 4.5 volts drive 50 milli -
amps of current through the filament,
what is the resistance of it ? Dividing
4.5 by -05 we have 90 ohms.

With such a flashlamp in the
common negative H.T. lead and in
every positive lead we are introducing
180 ohms of resistance into every
plate circuit, and this, with a common
1,attery, is quite sufficient to give
rise to back -couplings and other
undesirable results in many sets.

Special Micro -Fuses
If, therefore, we want to use flash -

lamps we must look for some other
type. A pattern that I have found
quite satisfactory is one rated at
2 volts, -2 amp. The resistance of
the filament is thus only 10 ohms.

Tests show that these lamps blow
on the average at about half an amp.
This may seem rather high, but it
must be remembered that we have
no need to protect valve filaments ;
what we are out to do is to protect
the high-tension battery and the plate
circuit components. Half an amp.
for a fraction of a second will not
hurt the high-tension battery, nor is
it likely that other components will
be damaged.

It is also possible to obtain some
very neat little- special micro -fuses
which have a resistance of only a few

ohms and blow at about 100 milli-
amperes. These, however, I have not
yet had an opportunity of testing
out, although the Editor tells me they
are quite satisfactory.

Mounting Flashlainps
Fig. 1 shows a handy way in which

a fuse panel can be made up. In a
niece of 4 -in. ebonite 31 in. square,
four equally -spaced 1 -in. holes are

drilled. If there is any difficulty about
making holes of this size, run through,
first of all, with a i-in. drill and then
enlarge either with a D -bit or with
an old file if. that very useful tool is
not available.

Six -FOLD LEAD

SocicErs Fae
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Into each hole insert a flush -fitting
flashlamp-holder such as can be
obtained from most electrical shops
for sixpence apiece. The fuse panel
may be mounted conveniently on the
battery box, if one is used, at the back
of the cabinet which houses the
receiving set or under the table upon
which it stands. One set of its leads
goes to the terminals of the receiving
set, the others are provided with
wander plugs for connection to the
battery.

With such an arrangement as this
the battery is thoroughly safeguarded ,
against short-circuits. If special micro -
fuses are used this system may, of
course, be adapted to suit them.

L.T. Fuses
In addition to fuses for the high-

tension battery, I- also use fuses for
the accumulator. They cost practic-
ally nothing to make, they give no
trouble, and one knows that they are
there to protect this expensive com-
ponent should an accidental short-
circuit occur. It must always be
remembered that if a short-circuit
should happen, a. big low - tension
accumulator is capable of delivering a
heavy amount of " current for a
considerable time.

A good deal of heat may therefore
be generated should a short occur in
an unprotected circuit and remain for
a while unnoticed. Low-tension fuses
are, I think, best fitted to the
terminals of the battery itself. In
Fig. 2 is seen a very simple way of
making them up.

The only materials required for
each are a piece of 1 -in. ebonite 1 in.
wide by 2 in. in length, two strips of
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brass each in. wide by in. in length,
and two 4 B.A. i-in. screws, two
4 B.A. nuts and a terminal. The two
screws are passed through the ebonite
on what is to be the underside of the
fuse.

One of them is connected to the
terminal by means of one brass strip.
The second brass strip has a 2 B.A.
hole close to the end remote from the
screw and a corresponding hole is
made through the ebonite. To attach
the fuse holder, remove the terminal
nut of the accumulator and pass the
shank of the screw through the 2 B.A.
hole. Then replace the nut.

The Wire to Use
The lead to the set is connected, of

course, to the terminal mounted on
the screw holder. The fuse itself
consists of a short piece of suitable
tin wire. A very handy gauge for the
purpose is No. 36, which blows under
a load of 1 ampere. This will be
quite sufficient for many sets using
" point one " valves, but Where the
normal load exceeds about half an
ampere the fuse may be arranged to
blow at 2 amperes. This is easily
done by twisting the wire double.

The fuse wire is placed in position
simply by twisting one end of it
round the first upright screw of the

SOCKETS FOR L SPEAKER ETC

KrKrnrwr
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CONNECTIONS OF DASHBOARD
fib. 6. A807

holder, stretching it not too tightly,
and taking a few turns with the other
end round the second screw. Where
an accumulator of two or three cells
is used with lead strip connections
between cells, the fuse holder may be
used to replace one of these connectors.
In that case, of course, the length Of
the ebonite foundation must be
suitably adjusted. Since metal parts
of the holder are exposed to some
extent to the acid fumes, it is as well
always to keep them greased with
vaseline in. order to prevent corrosion.

(Continued on page 120.)
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DIRECT FROM FACTORY
TO DEALERS' SHOPS-
every LISSEN Battery
is fresh when you get it
60 volt (reads 60 7/11

136 volt
volt (reads to8) .. 12111

.. 4/6
6o volt, Super Power .. 13/6
9 volt Grid Bias 1/6

4i volt Pocket Battery 4.16 a doz.) 5d. each
Single Cell Torch Battery .. 414, each

e S.
in a battery

There is life in the tones of singer, speaker, and instrumentalist alike if you use the LISSEN
Battery. For it yields its pure D.C. current so smoothly, so silently, with never a sign of ripple in
it, never a trace of hum, that the purity of rendition before the microphone is truly preserved.

And the oxygen content of the large cells (due to the process exclusively used by
Lissen) is so great that you get months and months of use from every Lissen
Battery, and reproduction is delightful, perfectly true and perfectly natural
all the time.

The Lissen Battery is obtainable at every radio dealexs--ask firmly for
Lissen New Process. If you insist you will be rewarded by a
truth of tone in your loud speaker which was never there before.

60 VOLTS

wiftwN._
LISSEN LIMITED, 26-30, Friars Lane, Richmond,Surrey

Managing Director : THOS. N. COLE.
97
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DARIO VALVES,.

TO you

VALVES
A better Valve at a lower Price --Dario
are the only valves at half-price which

are GUARANTEED LONG LIFE.

Write for free Literature !

516 TWO VOLTS FOUR VOLTS7 6
Ceneral Purpose, General Purpose,

M5 amp. .. .. .. 5/6 -05 amp. .. .. ., 5/6
R.C.C., -06 amp. .. 5/6 R.C.C., -07 amp... . 516
Super -Power, 19 amp. 7/6 Super -Power. 'I amp. 1/6
Super H.F. & R.C.C., Super H.F. & R.C.C.,

.18 amp. .. .. .. 7/6 '1 amp. .. .. .. .'6
Pentodion, M amp... 21/- Pentodion, '15 amp. 21 -

From your dealer or direct:

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD.,
Dept. L, 538, High Road, Leytonstone, E.11.

ELECTRIFY
YOUR

GRAMOPHONE
HERE'S an instrument

that will transform
your gramophone..

give you volume that rivals
a dance band ... without
loss of tonal purity. Needle
scratch almost abolished.
The lirown Electrical
Pick-up plays
records elec-
trically thro-

wireless setugh your 28/-and loud
s p e a k e r. Complete
No circuit with
alterations Adaptor
needed. Plug

Price:

with the

ELECTRICAL PICK-UP
110611""INIPM.Nommii111."11`:1111211Filimpl:SIni

:1140:01:Binin.PD".2." r.i.monnuld
11.88
119111P"""111"11111611:1°Bainnigeslaistmalialtrall:11111alanimunte:

BRING
YOUR

radiraoranninverimilaniinoun.= S E TmElliwmmIMIIME abilanTringi
11111111111M1W11111111

datfiliorm ;
nrAgampoilmminrahl

TO - DATE
Your Set needs a :03r owl'
L.F. Transformer. For the
Vrown amplifies every note
at its true value. Treble and
bass - you hear them all
distinct and clear at their
correct strength. National
Physical Laboratory Tests
prove its even amplification
through out the whole
musical scale.
Ratio 3.5 to 1.30/®

Price

with the

tt
L.F. TRANSFORMER

Advt. S. G. Brown Ltd.. ll'estern Avenue, N. Acton, London. /1).3.

);;
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Some typical readers'
problems reviewed an:l

questions answered.

By P. R. BIRD.

Superannuated Super-Hets.
HAT has happened to the super -

het. nowadays ? " asks a
Feltham reader. He goes

on to say that only a couple of years
ago it was everybody's aspiration to
get a super -het., " but nowadays the
set -designers have almost dropped
them. Weren't they so very wonder-
ful, after all, or do we home con-
structors get our legs pulled a bit over
these wonderful new sets that go out
of fashion whilst I am still saving
up to buy one ? "

He goes on to raise a lot more in-
teresting radio topics (ranging from

-neutralising to Jack Payne's latest
and brightest hit), but this particular
question of continual changes in
set -design is of sufficient general
interest to merit special notice.

The real reason that the super -
het. is being superannuated, and all
these constant changes in circuits
keep taking place, can be summed up
in one word-Progress. It's going
on all the time.

This radio business keeps on ex-
panding, and it frequently goes off
in new directions. You'll realise what I
mean if you think over this particular
instance of the super -het.

The Last Word
A few years ago there was no

efficient high -frequency amplification
on the low waves because the best
valves then made would not behave
themselves and remain stable on
ordinary broadcast wave -lengths. But
they would on long waves, so along
comes the super -het., which was no-
thing more than a stunt for altering
short waves into longer ones so that
they could be amplified properly.

Very wonderful-but not the last
word ! For along comes Progress

with circuits which made those same
valves behave on both long and
short waves, by means of neutralis-
ing. Was that the last word ? Not
a bit of it !

Along comes Progress once again,
with screened -grid valves that don't
even want neutralising to make
them behave-they'll amplify as
good as gold, and so theoretically
beat both the other schemes.

THE TECHNICAL QUERIES

DEPARTMENT -

Are you in trouble with your set?
Have you any knotty little Radio problems
requiring solution ?
The WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR Technical
Queries Department is now in a position to
give an unrivalled service. The aim of the de-
partment is to furnish really helpful advice
in connection with any radio problem, theo-
retical or practical.
Full details, including the scale of charger,
can be obtained direct from the Technicai
Queries Department, WIRELESS CONSTRUC-
TOR, Fieetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do. On receipt of this all the
necessary literature will be sent to you, free
and post free, immediately.
Every reader of the WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTOR should have these details by him.
The application form will enable you to ask
your questions so that we can deal with
them expeditiously and with the minimum
of delay. Having this form you will know
exactly what information we require to have
boor,. I IA in order to solve veer problom:
London Readers Please Note.-Applica-
tions should not be made in person at
Fieetway House or Tanis House.

(Neutralising and super-hetting
both got round the difficulties, but the
new fellows cleared these difficulties
out of the way-a far better plan !)

But nothing's perfect (as the cynic
said when he bit a good half-crown,
and broke his bad tooth !), so even
with the S.G. valve the search for
better circuits and better apparatus
continues. It certainly is sometimes
a bit disappointing to find that what
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you thought was the last word is
really only a prelude ; but it does
put pep into the radio game, doesn't
it ?

Excelsior," Longfellow called it !

Or, as Leonard Henry would say, it's
So we go on, and on, and on, and

on, and ON "

A Carpet Problem
Everybody knows that to spill the

'acid from an accurnulator upon a
carpet is a sure way of ruining, the
latter, but I have a good deal of sym-
pathy with the wife of a Northampton
reader who found her carpet ruined
and blamed " the wireless," although
her husband declared it could not
possibly have been!

. Apparently he had always been
especially careful of the L.T. battery
and had made a strong, lined case
which completely prevented the possi-
bility of any leakage of the acid.
But, as his wife pointed out, there
undoubtedly was a hole in the carpet,
and it was where the wireless gear
generally stood, so that it was very
natural she should blame the latter.

Further inquiries elicited the fact
that an old H.T. battery had been
opened up and allowed to stand on
its side for some weeks on this par-
ticular spot, which was hidden by the
set, and though the unhappy con-
structor felt sure that this could not
possibly have been the cause of the
trouble, he thought he would write to
see. The letter sent in reply explained
as tactfully as possible that the paste
inside an H.T. battery is really similar
in corrosive effects to the liquid
acid, though it is stiffened into a
paste so as to prevent spilling and
leakage. If this paste is allowed to
escape from its container it will do
damage similar to that of liquid
electrolyte, so on no account must
H.T. battery paste be allowed to touch
clothes, carpets or similar fabrics.

H.T.B. Connections
People who are only just starting

set -building for the first time (lucky
people ! What fun they have ' in
store !) sometimes ask why sets have
three or four different H.T. + ter-
minals, and whether all these ter-
minals should be joined by a wire and
the plug taken to full H.T. + ?

If someone asks you this, don't
grin too noticeably, but just explain
that each + lead should have a
separate + terminal, which goes into
the battery at the point where it
gives best results. I know it's a
temptation to smile in such cases,
but, remember, we all had to learn.
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RADIOGRAMOPHONICS
.1 monthly article for the

enthusiast.
grlftte1)11110111'

mohmis of eonverting ordinary sets
to tote pick-nps are described.

By A. JOHNSON-RANDALL

HE impression is sometimes
gained Eby the average wire-
less man that the use of a

gramophone pick-up is a very compli-
cated business. He has visions of
very special apparatus, and of himself,
with soldering iron in hand, making
extensive alterations to the wiring of
his receiver.

Although nothing is farther from
the truth, there is perhaps justifi-
cation for the misconception in that
pictures of special'amplifiers used by
theatres for pickup work look like
power plants. Also the price of some
electrical: gramophones is 'enough to
frighten anyone but those With very
deep pockets.

Actually, with any set that employs
a straight circuit there is no need for
any alterations whatever inside the
set. There is no need to' have a
special switch on the panel or even to
fit a simple jack. While jacks and
switches make for easy operation in
changing from radio to the gramo-
phone, exactly the Same .results may
he obtained by using an ordinary
adaptor.

Using an Adaptor
This consists of a special plug that

fits into the detector valve -holder in
place of the detector valve. The top
of it is like a valve -holder and accom-
modates the valve that is removed
from the holder. From the adaptor
two wires run to the pick-up. There
is one small point that has to be
watched icarefully with these plugs.
One lead is joined to one of the
filament pins of the adaptor, and it
must be to the one that makes contact
with the socket that is wired to L.T.
negative.

The reason for this is quite simple.
With the pick-up in place, the detector
valve is being used as an L.F. ampli-
fier. If the lead just mentioned runs
to the positive pin, the valve will be
worked with positive bias on the grid,
and that this is obviously undesirable
will be apparent to everyone. Actually
the fact that the detector valve is
being used as an L.F. amplifier raises

another
interesting
point. It
is the uni-
versal
practice
nowadays
to use grid bias for all low -frequency
amplifiers. Why, therefore, you will
ask, can the valve under consideration
work without distortion when its grid
return is direct to L.T. negative ?

The answer is that, actually; unless
the voltage applied from the pick-up
is very small, distortion will take place
and therefore °lid bias i ; advisable.
The reason why very small voltages
on the grid are not distorted is that
the grid current does not start imme-
diately the grid potential becomes
positive. Most pick-ups, however,
give as much " kick " as the average
'single -valve receiver, and grid bias is
used on all modern two -valve re -

pick -up. Since we are treating the
valve as an ordinary L.F. amplifier, as
far as grid bias is concerned, there is
no reason why it -should not also be
'considered in the same light a- regards
the H.T.

H.T. Voltage
To get the maximum amplification

from a low -frequency stage, and also
to avoid all possible distortion, it is
usual to use as much H.T. voltage as is
available. Providing, of course, that
the maximum rating on the plate is
not exceeded.

Therefore, increase the H.T. to the
detector -valve tap if it is provided

The " Request " Three is a good example
leveling a piele-up

ceivers. With the plug adaptor just
mentioned grid bias can easily be
applied by :connecting ..the battery in
series with the lead that comes from
'the filament, the negative plug being
connected to the side running to the

100

of ft set in which the simplest way of con -
is to use an adaptor.

with a separate one. This point is of
more importance than at first may be

!apparent.
The detector valve may be worked

with quite a small H.T. value for
(Ccntinved on page 114.)
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THE LATEST & GREATEST
CONTRIBUTION TO

BRITISH RADIO SCIENCE
"Hypermu" gives enormous Amplification of amazing
Uniformity-a performance unattained by any other
Commercial Intervalve Transformer.
Observe the N.P.L. Curve, your guarantee of "Hypermu "
performance-at 25 cycles the voltage amplification
reaches the stupendous figure of 50 AND MAINTAINS
IT OVER THE ENTIRE RANGE.
Where the curve rises slightly at the end it assists in the
retention of sideband frequencies.
" Hypermu " is as revolutionary in size as in function-
its overall dimensions are 3 in. X I in. X 3 in. and it
weighs only 14 ozs. Its core, built of Laminx, cut from
a new iron alloy, together with its ingeniously conceived
magnetic circuit and novel method of winding, are the
secrets of its smallness and curve. It embodies an inner
iron shroud (essential for the New Higher permeability
Alloy), surrounded by an outer Bakelite case of exquisite
finish and appearance.
" Hypermu " is a crowning triumph of design and
production, worthy of both the highest traditions of
British Radio and its creators' reputation for Trans-
former production.
Write for the " Hypermu" Brochure and NEW R.I.
CATALOGUE. NOW READY.

to

THE BRITISH MARK OF PERFECT RADIO
RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD., 12, HYDE ST., NEW OXFORD ST.. LONDON, W.C.1
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USE THE
LEWCOS BINOCULAR COIL

IN THE
" CHAMPION " THREE

AERIAL COIL
235,550 metres B.A.C.5 - 10/-
1000,2000 B.A.C.20 - 12/ -
Six -pin Base - S.P.B. - 2/9

H.F. TRANSFORMER
235,550 metres - B.S.P.5 - 15/-
1000/2000 - B.S.P.20 20/ -
Six -pin Base - S.P.B. - 2/9

\\C

DON'T try to save
money by buying
unknown conden-

sers. Experiment is cost-
ly. Say "T. C. C." and
know you are getting
utterly reliable conden-
sers-because they are
made by a firm that has made
nothing but condensers for
over 22 years. There is a
T.C.C. Condenser for every
purpose. This is the Upright
Mica type. Capacities from
.0001, 1/10 to .25, 18/-.

BINOCULAR COIL
(Pat. No. 277,876)

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL
RADIO DEALERS

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED

CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10

-and you can be confident of
achieving the same wonderful
results as the designer did with
this powerful three - valver.
Full particulars and diagrams
will be sent on application.

Advt. Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Fares Rd., N. Acton, London, IV.3.
ICONDENSERI
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rrHE outstanding difference be-
tween broadcasting and tele-
vision is that, in the former

case, reception consists merely in
recording the sequence of a number of
sounds, one after the other in order
of time, as in a song or simple melody.
The matter is somewhat more com-
plicated in the case of an orchestral
performance, but even then the

VIEWING SCREEN

SEI157TIVE CELL R
SENS/TINE CELL B

7"

a
c]l

A136

&Iota-
Li/YE
/MRGE

SYSTEM FOR
YtICHRON/Z/IY6

Flat

musical analysis of several sounds
occurring simultaneously is carried
out automatically by the human ear.

This faculty is not shared to an
equal degree by all listeners, and in
some instances it is only acquired
after long training, but at all events it
is definitely a subjective effort. In
other words, 'it belongs to the per-
sonality of the listener, and is not
primarily dependent upon the par-
ticular circuit arrangement of the
receiving apparatus.

Persistence of Vision
When it comes to the transmission

of pictures, however, the human eye
is not so helpful. The receiving
apparatus must not only receive a
succession of picture signal -elements,
but it must be able to distribute them
in proper position and in accurate
sequence over a certain definite area,
such as a viewing screen.

It is true that the eye can be
tricked or deceived to give the effect

An interesting description of
the principles of the Baird
system, together with details of E
some of the latest patents

in connection with it.

By SEXTON O'CONNOR
FillIllinfill1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Ci

of movement or animation, if the
pictures follow each other sufficiently
rapidly. This is the well-known per-
sistence -of -vision effect which lies
at the root of kinematography.

The " accommodation " of the eye
will not, however, go further than
this. If the picture signal elements
as received in television are not
accurately distributed on the viewing
screen, or if they do not reproduce
the movement of the sitter at the
transmitting end in absolute syn-
chronism, the image on the screen
will be displaced or blurred out of all
possible recognition.

Synchronization
This question of synchronization

is one of the most difficult problems
to be solved in television. The
difficulty is emphasised by the
enormous speed at which each signal
element follows the other. To ensure
a true kinematographic effect, at least

place in jerks instead of being smooth.
Mr. Baird originally attacked the

problem of synchronization in the
following way. At the transmitting
end a special synchronizing signal,
derived from an A.C. generator having
a frequency of 500 cycles per second,
was transmitted through the ether
on a separate carrier -wave having a
frequency different from the wave
carrying the picture signals.

The Receiving End
At the receiving end, the two

carrier -waves were filtered out, and
the rectified synchronizing signal
(after being suitably amplified) was
used to control the speed of an A.C.
synchronous motor directly coupled
to the D.C. motor driving the recording
apparatus. The D.C. motor was, of
course, adjusted approximately 'to
the correct speed by hand, and the
applied A.C. currents then preventing
any " hunting " or deviation.

Once the transmitter and receiver
are isochronous, i.e. rotate at the
same speed, both can be brought into
identical phase or " synchronism "
by utilising a simple hand control
of the motor at the receiving end.

It will be seen that such a method
involves not only two carrier -waves
of different frequency, which will

,ORR.Pc 2ars

08.TECT
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ten separate pictures (each built up
of thousands of different " point "
signals) must be completed in each
second ; otherwise the picture flickers,
and the apparent movement takes

103

take up valuable space in the available
ether room, but an expensive motor
equipment and separate amplifiers
are also required in the receiving
set.
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Baird's Television Patents continued

Patent No. 269,834, grantezi to r.
J. L. Baird.

In this invention Mr. Baird describes
a method of synchronizing the re-
ceiving apparatus with the transmitter
which does not entail the use of a
special or separate carrier -frequency.

At the transmitting end he asso-
ciates with the object to be televised

a specially bright image, which is
distinct or separate from the actual
picture and is also more intensely
illuminated. He suggests as an
example the image of the glowing
,filament of an incandescent lamp.

The image of this brightly lit object
is then transmitted simultaneously
with the actual picture, and is
reproduced at the receiving end and
thrown upon the viewing screen,
either at the bottom of the screen,
as shown in Fig. 1, or in some other
position closely associated with the
actual picture (shown as a cross).

Ingenious Scheme
It appears as a bright line, and so

long as the motor of the receiving
apparatus is running accurately, it
occupies a position exactly mid -way
between two elongated light-sensitive
cells marked A and B.

These cells are each connected in
series with amplifiers and controlling
devices VA, VB to a motor in the
televisor box T, controlling the rota-
ting discs used in reception.' Now
if, for instance, the discs in the. appara-
tus T commence to run too slowly,
the bright -line image will move
upwards until it overlaps the upper
sensitive cell A.

This immediately operates the con-
trol device VA, which, in turn,

accelerates the speed of the motor
until it again comes into step with
the transmission. Similarly, if the
receiving discs start to rotate too
fast, the bright -line image moves
downwards and overlaps the lower
sensitive cell B. The latter thereupon
actuates the control device VB to
brake or lessen the speed of the motor.

Experts at work
in the Baird lab-
cratory at Long
_tern, London,
The photo teastaken on the
°cession of thesensational
 Berengaria" ex--

periment

It is interesting to note that Denes
Von MiWy, the well-known tele-
vision expert, has proposed to place
a light-sensitive cell within the boun-
dary of the picture as reproduced
at the receiving end, and to energise
this cell by the movement of a

control shadow " on or off it, so
as automatically to regulate the

then used as a check or brake to
bring it accurately into step.

Powerful Light
Reference has already been made

to the fact that the object at the
transmitting end must be very strongly
illuminated if a clear-cut picture is
to be produced on the receiver. As
prolonged exposure to intense light
is naturally very trying, one method
of alleviating the ordeal, in the case
where a person's features are to
be televised, is to divide the work
of analysis between two light-sensitive
cells, the separate responses being
added together so that the original
flood of light. can be approximately
halved in intensity.

Noctovision
Mr. Baird has now gone a step

farther by making use of invisible
light or infra -red rays as a means of
exploring the object to be televised.
This, of course, necessitates the use
of a -specially constructed photo-
electric cell capable of reacting tc
such waves, which are actually more
closely akin to radiated heat than to
light.

Physicists already use a device
known as a bolonaeter for detecting
or responding to this form of energy.
In one known form of bolometer the
rays are made to fall upon and heat
a zigzag grating of thin platinum.
As the temperature of the platinum

am-cr roez
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speed of the motor used for controlling
reception.

The motor is so adjusted as to
run normally slightly in excess of
the required speed, and the cell is
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wire is raised its electrical resistance
alters. This, in turn, upsets the
balance of a Wheatstone Bridge,
of which the platinum forms one arm.

Although the response is not,
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Perfect
Needle

Traddirtg

Theoretically, a perfectly mounted Pick-
up should follow a straight line direct
from the centre of the record to its
circumference.
The new B.T.H. Pick-up works within
3% of perfect tracking, and is so
arranged that the motion of its arma-
ture is always at right angles to the
record groove. Wear on the inside of the
groove is consequently minimised and is

even further reduced by the new ball -
bearing swivel joint incorporated in
the tone arm.
To do justice to your records, both in
performance and life, the needle must
track as near perfectly as possible.
The new B.T.H. Pick-up and Tone -arm
ensures highest quality reproduction with
a minimum of record wear.

Price £2. 5. 0.
The above price is applicable in Great Britain and Northern Ireland only

PICKUP&TONTAIN
WITH BALL -BEARINGS AND IMPROVED TRACKING DEVICE

8.:05 The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd., Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2
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Baird's Television Patents-continued

in general, strictly proportional to
the amount of infra -red energy re-
ceived, it is approximately so within
certain limits.

The general idea of exploring an
object by means of infra -red rays,
instead of ordinary light, is capable,
according to Mr. .13aird, of being ex-
tended to the detection of distant
objects at night or in foggy weather,

and he has applied the term Nocto-
vision to it.

Patent No. 288,882, granted to Tele-
vision, Ltd., and Mr. J. L. Baird.

The apparatus used in televising an
object by infra -red rays is shown in
Fig. 2. The object (again shown as'
a cross) is subjected to a beam of
infra -red rays, which are derived
from an ordinary arc or a similar
lamp L by, interposing a thin sheet
of ebonite, which is opaque to ordinary
light but transmits the infra -red
rays or " invisible light."

The Transmitter
The reflected rays are first passed

through the usual exploring disc D,
and then through a second rotating
disc DI, or interrupter, and so
impinge upon the special sensitive
cell C, or bolometer. Corresponding
pulsations of current are thus set
up in the circuits of the sensitive
cell, which, after amplification at
V, are fed into a wire connected to
the distant receiver. Ox they may be
used to modulate a radiated carrier -
wave.

At the receiving end, the incoming
currents are first amplified by a
valve amplifier similar to V, and are
then applied to control the illumina-
tion of a glow -lamp GL, the fluctuating
light from which is reassembled into
a reproduction of the original object

on a viewing -screen S, through a
scanning disc D2, rotated at' the
same speed as the disc D at the
transmitter.

The same apparatus can be used
to view a distant object hidden by
fog or darkness. Infra -red rays are
focused upon the distant object,
assuming they have sufficient pene-
trating power, and the reflected energy,
which is, of course, invisible,' is then
passed through the chain of opera-
tions described above, and finally
produces a visible reproduction
through the medium of the glow -
lamp GL, upon the screen S.

Television Records
Patent No. 289,104, granted to Tele-

vision, Ltd., and Mr. J. L. Baird.
The ordinary process of -ecording

speech and music on a gramophone
record is so well-known that it hardly
needs explanation. This patent re-
lates to the application of a very
similar method for recording the
light -and -shade effects of a picture
in permanent form, so that the
original scene can be reproduced
from the permanent record as often
as may be desired, by simply sub-
stituting a televisor receiver in place
of a gramophone.

In transmitting a picture by tele-
vision, it will be remembered that
the scene is first analysed by means of
a rotating disc and a light-sensitive
cell, the varying electric currents

GPATI/Y6 LI/YES

Lisiiricky
azirrer

Remvicyron

And

CR/47 'NG
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Ras. CONTA/IYS N/17al-BENZIAE

produced by the latter representing
the corresponding light -and -shade
effects which go to form the original
picture.

At this stage, instead of transmit-
ting the currents to a distant station,
they are applied to a telephone
receiver, and vibrate the diaphragm
in much the same way as ordinary
speech currents. A stylus or needle
is mounted on the telephone dia-
phragm and is caused to form a

(Continued on page 122)

Mr. J. L. Baird and some of his earlier television apparatus. He is holding his
hand in front of the scanning disc upon which are fixed numbers of lenses.

10G
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MINICAP
D.P.D.T.
SWITCH 5'6

If unobtainable from
flour dealer, write direct
to us, giving his name

and address.

TOROID H.F.
TRANSFORMERS
A complete range of models, cover-
ing a wavelength band of from

221 to 2,000 metres.

From 1016 to 151 -

NEUTRALISING
CONDENSER

For baseboard mounting, Maximum
capacity, 5o micro-microfarads.

316

DUCON AERIAL 5f -
For use on electric mains. Absolutely safe.

DRAM() PRODUCTS R I
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd., Ducon Works,
Victoria Road, N. Acton, London, W.3. 0-0 240 S

CONSTANT INPUT
RESISTANCE
An entirely new and revolu-
tionary resistance designed for
use in controlling the volume of
one loud speaker without affect-
ing the other.
The constant Input Resistance
will maintain a constant resist-
ance in the line equal to the
impedance of the speaker used.
List Price 17/6.

PICK-UP " FADER "
Is another revolutionary unit
designed .for volume control of
two pick-ups with dual turntable.
List Price 17/6.

Write for lull details and the newCentralabCircuit booklet.

CenvAlab
ROTHERMEL CORPORATION, LTD.

24-26, MADDOX STREET, W.1.
Telephone: MAYFAIR 0578.

`Weston sets the
worlds standard

Model 506 Pin Jack Voltmeter with
High Range Stand, Measures High and
Low Tension Voltages.
The Weston free booklet " Radio
Control " explains the uses of this
and other Weston Radio instruments.
Write for your copy.

Price £2 10 0

Model 506 Mil -Ammeter
should be placed in the H.T.
circuit of the valve to ensure
correct operation and check
distortion: Panel mounting
type.

Prices
£1.15.0--f2.15.0

Model 489
Double Range
D.C. Voltmeter is a
necessary portable testing
instrument for every radio
enthusiast. It is of great use

Model 506 Panel Voltmeters
ensure permanent accuracy.
With a high internal resist-
ance of 125 ohms. per volt,
they make practically no
load on the batteries. Neat
and compact.

Prices
£ 1.15.0-2.154

in tracing circuit
troubles. Made in

various rangeswith differ.
ent sensitivities. Similar
instrument for A.C. Model
528.

Prices 23.15.0 - £7.5.0.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
15 GT. SAFFRON HILL, LONDON, E.C.I
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RECENT VALVE TENDENCIES
{Pith the coming of the Pentode we may well wonder what in the way of

valve design will be the next development.

By J. C. JEVONS.

****):0:0:KKE***):8:(**********tomcommea***):8:(***

THE appearance first of the
tetrode, or four -electrode valve,
and later of the pentode low -

frequency amplifier, in which there
are no fewer than five electrodes, all
performing their separate and dis-
tinct purposes, makes one wonder
where this business of complicating
the inside of the bulb is going to stop.

It is no doubt all to the good, since
the standard of performance of the
new valves in operation is admittedly
better than that of the ordinary three -
electrode type. At the same time,
it tends to make life harder and
harder for the earnest amateur who
tries to keep abreast of things.

The theory of valve operation was
troublesome enough with only one
grid to keep in mind. The introduc-
tion of a second grid for high -fre-
quency work, originally to cope with
space -charge and later to neutralise
capacity -coupling between the plate
and input circuits, did not tend to
simplify matters. On the contrary,
it still causes many stern visages to
" sickly o'er with the pale cast of
thought."

Quintodes and Sextodes ?
Now, on the low -frequency side,

the manufacturers have thrust a
third grid between the plate and the
screening grid, thus making confusion
more confounded. The theorists tell
us that it increases output by pre-
venting the screening grid robbing
the plate through secondary emission.
We may resteontent to let it go at
that, so long as it works all right in
practice. But heaven help us when the
Quintode and Sextode come along in
due course.

Much the same process of evolution
is to be seen in the case of the filament.
Years ago some genius suggested the
use of a second or alternative filament,
which could be switched into circuit
when the first burnt out. This was a
happy inspiration. It did not achieve
any great success, but at least the
idea was simple and homely.

More recently the double -filament
idea has turned up in another guise.
In order to abolish the L.T. battery,

the makers decided to introduce a
special heating filament which could
be fed through a step-down trans-
former directly from the A.C. mains.

So far so good. But the new fila-
ment could not be used as the true
cathode or electron -emitter, because
of fluctuations in the A.C. supply.
It was, therefore, necessary to insert
a second filament to prevent hum.
The first filament heats the second
(which is of high emissivity) by
radiation, and the latter produces the
necessary electron stream.

At this point the internal " me-
chanism " of the valve again comes
into the melting pot. Owing to the

A COMB/NED SMOOTHER
AND A MP L / .F/ER VALVE .FOR
A. C. /14,4 / NS.

fact that no heating current flows
through the true filament or cathode,
there is no voltage drop along it.
Compare this with the ordinary valve
where the filament is heated from a
6 -volt accumulator.

There the positive end of the fila-
108

ment is 6 volts higher than the nega-
tive end, whereas in the indirectly -
heated valve the filament is at the
same potential throughout. Now the
operation of any valve depends essen-
tially upon the effect of the applied
grid voltage in regulating the electron
stream passing from filament to plate.

It is obvious that control will be
much more effective where the in-
coming signal throws the grid posi-
tive or negative relatively to the
filament as a whole, than in the case
where the signal voltage is only
measured against the mean or average
filament potential.

Smoothing As Well !
By seizing on this point of ad-

vantage, valves with indirectly -heated
filaments can be designed to have a
"slope," or mutual conductance factor,
from two to three hundred per cent
higher than the average standard for
the three -electrode. type.

Going a little fafther, it has recently
been proposed to house part of the
ordinary smoothing circuit inside the
glass bulb, and to combine the lower
part of the cathode with a 'special
anode which serves to rectify the
A.C. supply.

The internal arrangement is illus-
trated in the diagram. The lower
right-hand leg of the filament co-
operates with the plate P to rectify
the A.C. supply. The rectified
current then flows between the lower
left-hand leg of the filament and a
second plate P1, the combination
acting as a saturated valve or current -
limiter to smooth out fluctuations.
The rectified voltage is then passed
on to the plate P2 in the " upper
story " of the same valve. This is
fitted with control grid G, which
together with the apex of the filament
operates as an ordinary amplifier.
Smoothing condensers C and resist-
ances are housed in the lower part of
the bulb, as shown.

The Loewe Valve
The idea of combining the whole

bag of tricks inside the glass bulb has,
of course, been developed on some-
what different lines by Dr. Loewe.
Provided the existing patent difficul-
ties are successfully surmounted, we
are likely to see a lot more of the
Loewe valve in the near future. At
present its use is mainly confined to
Germany, where it has proved im-
mensely popular.

One may reasonably anticipate that
the time is not far distant when the
standard long-range receiver, for loud-
speaker operation, will be reduced to
an extremely small number of valves.
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Connoisseurs
choose

BLUE SPOT
99K

£5 :5 :0

Those who can appreciate perfect re-
production make a point of choosing
their speakers from the famous Blue
Spot range.

Here are two of the most popular Blue
Spot models-the 49 and its big brother
the 99K.

The Blue Spot 49 is a marvellous little
speaker finished in Trolite and em-
bodies the well-known 66Z adjustable
movement. It has all the purity of
tone for which Blue Spot speakers are

BLUE SPOT
49
42%.

renowned. There is no other speaker
to touch it at the price-only 42/-.
Then there is the 99K-Blue Spot's
greatest triumph. This speaker is
driven by the 66K adjustable unit and
can carry any amount of volume. It
is housed in a Trolite faced cabinet of
unique design, and is sold for the
modest sum of £5.5.0.
Each speaker-in its own class --re-
presents Blue Spot at its best and will
satisfy the most exacting demands of
the connoisseur.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED, 204-6 Great Portland Street, London, W.1
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales: H. C. RAWSON (SHEFFIELD & LONDON) LTD.,

ioo LONDON ROAD, SHEFFIELD; 185 PRINCESS STREET, MANCHESTER.
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Four

ARE YOU GOING TO

BUILD A SET ?

If so, you must not miss the new

"BESTWAY"WIRELESS BOOKS

Fine Sets in Each !
" Bestway" No. 328 tells you how to build

A Wave -Change One-Valver A Two -Valve Amplifies
The "Bestway" Wave -Change Three The Home -Circle Four

" Bestway" No. 329 contains full details of
A " Regional" Crystal Set
An All -Wave Two-Valver

PRICE

6d.
NOW

on
SALE
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II

A One -Valve Amplifier, and
The S.G. & Pentode Three
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******************************************* 4* it.* ' *OUR NEWS BULLETIN ** ** -*Some of the More Interesting Happenings
O in the Radio World this Month.
0
******************************************

International Wave -lengths
IT is reported that the confer-

ence which Captain Eckersley
has been attending ' at Prague

was conducted with a good deal
of secrecy. " International Wave -
Lengths " was the subject of most
importance before the technical con-
ference. Exactly why the delegates
decided to exclude both the Press and
the public from their deliberations is
unknown, but we hope that as a
result of this extraordinary secrecy
the deliberations of the experts will
lead to results which will justify this
strange behaviour.

From the Antarctic
Commander Byrd, the Antarctic

explorer, gathered his expedition
together a few days ago, as one
newspaper put it, " in the frozen
wastes," to hear from and send
messages to their New York friends
twelve thousand miles away. It is
reported as one of the most " eventful
incidents " in the history of radio.

A Unique Experience
Commander Byrd's message was re-

ceived by the " New York Times " and
was received with " long cheers."
The applause was instantly carried
back to Commander Byrd by the
" New York Times" transmitter, so he
had the unique experience of hearing
his own speech cheered twelve thou-
sand miles away !

Those Dance Band Broadcasts
As our readers know, various hotels

have withdrawn permission from the
B.B.C. for their dance bands to be
broadcast. But this has not caused a
great deal of worry at the B.B.C.
headquarters. What did cause worry
was the possibility that a combination
of interests would stop the B.B.C.
from using all copyright music, but,
luckily for the listeners, this difficulty
has now been overcome.

Another B.B.C. Dance
Orchestra

We also understand that the B.B.C.
is going to rely more and more upon
its own band resources, and Mr. Jack

Payne, who has made such a great
success of radio dance music, is
understood to be forming a second
B.B.C. dance orchestra, and probably
a third orchestra late in the autumn.

S.O.S. at Sea
When listening -in recently, the

skipper of a Fleetwood trawler, Capt.
Benn Radford, heard an S.O.S. asking
him to return to Fleetwood at once,
as his nineteen -year -old nephew was
ill. This nephew was also a brother of
one of his crew. The trawler was then
fifteen miles west of the Lune Light-
ship. Fishing operations were im-
mediately suspended and the boat
raced for port at top speed.

Manchester's New Studio
Manchester station's new home is

at Broadcasting House, Piccadilly,
Manchester. All the rooms on four
floors of the Piccadilly building have
now been converted into offices and
iliaminiiiinunaamananainameminnninaamaG

alBE UP TO DATE
and read

1 POPULAR WIRELESS i
the paper that made

1 WIRELESS POPULAR
= Britain's Best Radio Weekly.

Every Thursday :: Price 3d.

SI All "P.W." Sets are guaranteed to work FE

:fill11111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111M11111111111ff,

studios. The big studio is reported to
be the latest thing of its kind, and all
the newest devices for sound effects,
dramatic effects, etc., have been
incorporated in this up-to-date broad-
caSting station.

Flotsam and Jetsani
It is to be hoped that Mr. Flotsam

and Mr. Jetsam, the popular enter-
tainers who broadcast a turn from the
Alhambra Theatre a week or two ago,
will be heard more often. They
ceased regular broadcasting in October,
1927, when they were probably the
greatest favourites on the B.B.C.'s
programme list.. It is said that after
one of their broadcasts from 2 L 0
they received something like three

111

hundred letters of appreciation from
listeners I

The Regional Scheme
It was reported in the press recently

that the Regional Scheme would not
be proceeded with, and that although
the Potter's Bar station would be
completed, the other four Regional
stations were going to be abandoned.
This rumour got about owing to the
fact that the B.B.C. has now been
able to work six relay stations
simultaneously on a common wave-
length of 288.5 metres. Future
arrangements would be made, it was
said, for all the B.B.C. stations to
work on a common wave -length.

Get a Move On !
However, the B.B.C. denies that

there is any truth in this story, and
states that the Regional Scheme will
be carried on.

But exactly when it will be com-
pleted nobody seems to know. In
fact, for the last four years the
Regional Scheme has been very much
in the air and, as far as we know, only
one site has been chosen, viz., that of
Potter's Bar. It is about time some-
thing really drastic was done to settle
this question of the Regional Scheme.

From Pole to Pole
It is reported that the wireless

operator of the American Hobbs' Arc-
tic Expedition has had wireless com-
munication with Commander Byrd's
South Polar Base over a distance of
about 12,000 miles. This is: the first
time that the Arctic and the Antarctic
Expeditions have been in communica-
tion, and constitutes a record in
short-wave transmission and reception
which ought to make some of our
short-wave fans green with envy.

Europe's Biggest Broadcaster
The Swedish Government has

placed an order with the Marconi
Company for the building of. a station
which will undoubtedly be the most
powerful broadcasting station in
Europe. It will have an aerial energy
input of no less than 60 kilowatts,.
This is about double the rating of the
station now being built at Potter's Bar
under the B.B.C.'s Regional Scheme.

An official of the Marconi Company
stated that the actual difference
is not so very great, and, in fact, that
on an equivalent basis the superiority
of the new Swedish station to that
of Potter's Bar would be about the
ratio of six to five, that ;s,- against
the B.B.C.'s 30 kilowatts the Swedish
output will be about 36.

(Continued on page 112.)
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The new station is going to be built
near Stockholm, and should be ready
in about a year's time.

The Plan de Prague
The new wave -length plan fixed up

at Prague is supposed to come into
operation about June 30th. It will
be known as the Plan de Prague, and
is based on the old Plan de Bruxelles
which was started last January and
which has proved so unsatisfactory.

It is stated that the new plan is
important for two special, reasons :
it is personally organised by the
Postal authorities of all countries,
and is the first scheme based on some-
thing more solid than the general ar-
rangement of broadcasting authorities.

Russia, Too
Another point is that Russia has

now come in line with other countries,
and has agreed to accept the wave-
length fixed by the Union Inter-
nationale de Radiophonie.

The wave -length plan consists of a
series of readjustments so as to give
Russian broadcasting stations wave-

lengths next to those of stations in
Western Europe. Owing to the dis-
tance, of course, interference should
not be very great.

Britain Not Much Affected
The British broadcasting wave-

lengths will be fixed in due course.
It is understood that the variation
in the present wave -lengths will be
very small. For instance, 2 L 0 will
drop from 358 to 356 metres, and
5 G B from 482 to 479 metres. Nearby
stations will probably be Russians on
this wave -length band. In fact, it
works out about half a wave -length
change all the way round, and the
new arrangement will be hardly
noticeable to listeners.

- Politicians' Delight
Mr. A. M. Aylesworth, the Presi-

dent of the National Broadcasting
Company of U.S.A., has been in Great
Britain on a visit. The N.B.C. of
America sends out programmes from
sixty-five stations to approximately
fifty million listeners in the United
States. Mr. Aylesworth recently said :

" I look forward to the day when
the great statesmen of England and
the U.S.A. will be able to address
simultaneously by means of wireless
a public on both sides of the Atlantic."

The Listenini Habit
" We want to hear your scientists,

we want to hear your men of learn-
ing," he said ; " and above all, your
politicians. We can see them on
the movies, but radio is nearer the
real thing, and in the United States
we have developed the listening
habit to a remarkable degree, so
that this listening has become a
national attainment."

A B.B.C. Loss
Listeners learnt with surprise re-

cently that Capt. A. G. D. West,
Chief of Research at the B.B.C. for
six years, has resigned his post to join
His Master's Voice Gramophone Com-
pany. Readers will remember that a
good many of the inventions and
developments of British broadcasting
in recent years have been due to
Captain West. For instance, the
echo room, experiments in elimina-
ting fading, and relays from America
are a few of the successes which stand
to his credit.

Capt. West's New Post
We feel sure that all our readers

will join in wishing Captain West
great success in his new post, but at
the same time regretting that the

(Continued on page 114)

MAGNUM "UNIVERSAL" THREE

Thl most perfect receiver yet designed for the ultra -
short -waves from 15 metres up to 2,000 metres.

Price 4 n including coils, 3 valves
and Royalty.

Free demonstration in your own home within 5o
miles London.

MAGNUM " TITAN " COIL

Specified for
the wonder-
fullyefficient
group ofTitan"
Receivers
and Tuner
Units.

Price

15/.
Recommended
tar the "Ace."

PORTABLE RECEIVERS.
TELEPHONE : HOP 6257Magnum Transportable Five and Suitcase

. ...v.v. , . . /

BUILD THE

"CHAMPION THREE"
As described by Mr. PERCY W. HARRIS.

1 Cabinet as described
1 Ebonite Panel, 18" x 7" ready drilled
1 Magnum Aluminium Screen, 100 a 6°
2 Magnum Panel Brackets
3 Magnum Vibro Valveholders
1 Magnum On & Off Switch ..
1 Magnum 11.F. Choke ..
1 Magnum Fixed Condenser. '01
2 Magnum 6 -pin bases ,..
1 Magnum Terminal Strip with .6 Terminals....
2 Magnum Terminal Strips with 2 Terminals...4 Itrranti Anode Resistances and Bases as

described ... 1
1 Igranie Pentode Output Transformer .. 1
2 Lotus Variable Condensers, 0005
2 Utility Slow Motion Dials ...
1 Cyldon Reaction Condenser
1 Lissen Super L.F. Transformer
3 Dubilier Fixed Condensers, 2 mfd.
2 Dithilier Fixed Condensers, 1 mfd.
1 Fixed Condenser and Leak
1 Pye
1 Lewcos B.A.0 5. . .

I Lewcos Coil B.S.P.5. ..
Cilazite

a. d.
47 02 62 64 61 67 62 64 03 0
2

0
10 011 615 05 019 0
10 65 09 01 010 015 01 0

£10 7 0
If required, 1 5.-0., Det., & Power Valves 2 5 62 Extra Coils for Long waves 1 12 0

Any parts supplied separately' as required.
The rho', Receiver, ready wired and Dated,

including Cabinet, Valves, 2 Coils & Royalty 14 14 0

Catalogue and lists free on application.

BURI4E-JONES

THE
"ACE" RECEIVER
Set of 6 Magnum Screens, as specified

1 2/6 the set.
Magnum Iron Screening Box, as

specified. 12/6
Magnum L.F. Choke, 20-4o henry, as

specified, 1 5P
We specialise in the "Ace," either
ready wired and tested or as a con-

structional kit.
List on application.

MAGNUM CENTRE TAPPED
L.F. CHOKE

20:40 henrie3

The ideal Choke
for interstage L.F.
Coupling. Output
filter - direct or
Push -Pull - and
Eliminator
smoothing.

Price

15/.
Dutch Representatives :

N A.B.C. CO.,are now ready.
I 296, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON, S.E.1. SingeAl 400, AMSTERADIORD.,AM.

C CP  LTD -uzSatib

MAGNUM HOUSE
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INVALUABLE TO EVERY
AMATEUR & CONSTRUCTOR

"POPULAR WIRELESS"

BLUE PRINTS
of Tested Circuits

The following is a list of the "P.W." 6d. Blue Prints foe
Constructors in stock, showing the different circuits available.

P.W. BLUE PRINT Number.
1. DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
2. OUT OF PRINT.
3. 1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
4. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER.
5. H.F. (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL WITH REACTION.
6. H.F. & CRYSTAL (Transformer Coupled, without Reaction).
7. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Tuned

Anode).
B. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Employing

H.F. Transformer, without Reaction).
9. H.F. AND DETECTOR (Tuned Anode Coupling, with Reaction

on Anode).
10. H.F. & DETECTOR (Transformer Coupled, with Reaction).
11. OUT OF PRINT.
12. OUT OF PRINT.
13. 2 -VALVE REFLEX (Employing Valve Detector).
14. OUT OF PRINT.
15. OUT OF PRINT.
16. H.F. (Tuned Anode), CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND L.F. (With

Switch for Last Valve).
17. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO L.F. AMPLIFIERS (With

Switching).
18. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR, with 1 -VALVE

L.F. AMPLIFIER, Controlled by Snitch.
19. OUT OF PRINT.
20. OUT OF PRINT.
21. THE 2 -VALVE LODGE " N."
22. " THE GUARANTEED REFLEX."
23. THE 1 -VALVE " CHITOS."
24. THE " SPANSPACE THREE." Three -Valve Receiver employ-

ing 1 Neutralised H.F. Valve, Detector with Non -radiating
Reaction Control and 1 L.F. Valve.

25. OUT OF PRINT.
20. A " STRAIGHT " 4-VALVER (H.F., Det. and 2 L.F. with

Switching).
27. OUT OF PRINT.
28. A " MODERN WIRELESS " 5-VALVER (H.F., Det. and

3 L.F.).
29. AN H.T. UNIT FOR DIRECT -CURRENT MAINS.
30. A REINARTZ ONE-VALVER.
31. OUT OF PRINT.
32, THE " CUBE SCREEN " THREE (H.F., Det.-and L.F.).
33. A " KNIFE EDGE " CRYSTAL SET.
34. AN H.F. AND DETECTOR TWO-VALVER.
35. THE UNIVERSAL THREE" (Det. and 2 L.F. stages resist-

ance -coupled).
36. THE " SPANSPACE FOUR " (H.F., Det. and 2 L.F.).
37. THE " LONG SHORT " CRYSTAL SET.
38. A TWO -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
39. THE " SYDNEY " TWO.
40. THE " SUPER SCREEN " THREE.
41. THIS YEAR'S " CHITOS " ONE-VALVER.
42. THE " Q AND A " THREE. A simple set (Det. and 2 L.F.).
43. THE "INEXPENSIVE FOUR."
44. THE " ECONOMY FIVE." For long-range loud -speaker work.
45. A SIMPLE A.C. H.T. UNIT.
46. THE " REGIONAL " THREE.
47. THE " WAVE -CHANGE " ONE.
48. THE " REGIONAL " CRYSTAL SET.
49. THE " ANTIPODES ADAPTOR."
50. THE " ANY MAINS " TWO.
51. OUT OF PRINT.
52. THE " BANDMASTER."

ff

ALL " POPULAR WIRELESS "
BLUE PRINTS 6d. EACH
All orders for these Blue Prints should be sent direct to the " Popular
Wireless Queries Department, Fleet way Home, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope

and a postal order for 6d. for each Blue Print ordered.

SPECIFIED BY

Mr. PERCY W. HARRIS

FOR THE

"CHAMPION" THREE

" Best results can be obtained
. . . . Excellently suited for
the purpose for which it is
designed. . . . Readers who
wish to use their pentode valves
to the best advantage would do
well to consider the purchase of
such an excellent instrument,
which is very well up to the high
standard set by this company."
Turn to page 90 and read the
rest of the report on this Pentode
Output Transformer -the Igranic
Pentoformer - which provides
two step-down ratios :-2:1 for
L.S. resistances of 2,000 to 4,000
ohms, and 4:1 where resistance is
below 2,000 ohms.

30f -
Apply to your dealer. If he can-
not supply you, please write to
Dept. J.860.

t47
QueeeVidorisSi

IGECTRIC
RAILNIC

EL Co..Ltd.

Works BEDFORD
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B.B.C. should lose such a fine engineer.
We understand, however, that

Captain West will still be able to
place his experience and knowledge
at the service of the B.B.C. in the
capacity of Adviser on Acoustics.

School Wireless
Educational authorities arc likely

to be asked in the near future to under-
take a further extension of the scheme
of instruction in schools by wireless.
It seems to be an opinion expressed
rather widely that broadcast lessons
should now be given a recognised
place in school programmes. This
move is to be made by the Central
Council for School Broadcasting, a
committee which was set up as a co-
ordinate body by the B.B.C. and
educational authorities throughout
Great Britain and Ireland.

The Instalment Plan
Broadcast lessons were first intro-

duced into schools in 1923, and it is
stated that now more than 5,000
listening -in schools exist in the
country.

- In one school a wireless set was
built and erected as the result of a
collection made: by the children out of
school hours. Parts were -purchased
week by week with the pennies col-
lected and the set was built by the
children.

Two important additions
have recently been made
:: to the famous ::

Bestway Wireless Books
Each book contains tour
fine constructional articles.

Ask for Bestway Books Nos. 328 & 329.

On Sale Everywhere. Price ed. Each.

RADIOGRAMOPHONICS
-continued from page 100

radio reception in order to ensure a
really smooth control of reaction.
With the same voltage in use for
gramophone work the valve would be
overloaded, and no matter how care-
fully the rest of the set was designed
for distortionless amplification, poor
results would be obtained.

The question of grid bias and H.T.
applies just the same whether an
adaptor is used or not. If switching

is employed, there is no reason why
the change of H.T: voltage should not
be made by means of the switch.

When a pick-up is to be*connected
directly into the circuit of a receiver,
either by means of a switch, jack, or
by actual soldered connections, if radio
reception is not required it is not
always clear where to join_ the leads.
If the detector valve is to be utilised,
and this is desirable unless small
volume only is required, the leads
have to go across the grid and negative
filament contacts.

Grid Connections
It is also necessary to break the

circuit from grid to filament via the
grid leak and condenser, and tuning
coil. The best way to do this, whether
the grid leak is across the grid con-
denser or runs straight to the filament,
is merely to remove it, although
actually when it is not used in the
parallel position it will have very
little, if any, effect on the strength of
the music.

The points covered by this article
may seem very elementary to some
readers. It must be remembered,
however, that there are always begin-
ners, and a sound knowledge of the
fundamental points of a subject is the
best guarantor of good results.

1829 1929

KING'S COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON,

URGENTLY APPEALS to INDUSTRY
to support it on the occasion of its Centenary.
On the completion of One Hundred Years since its foun-
dation, an appeal is made for

£350,000
to meet the requireMents of MODERN EDUCATION.
The Science Laboratories and College Buildings need to be
improved, and DONATIONS will be gratefully acknowledged by

THE TREASURER, KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON, W.C.z.

WE/
COMPOME TS

S. 6.
STANDARD 6 PIN BASE .. 2
PANEL, "PAXOLIN," 18" x 7" IV (Drilled) 8 0
STRIP, " PAXOLIN, " r6" X 2' X -13,-" (Drilled) 2 6
H.F. CHOKE .. 6 6
SCREEN, COPPER, so" x6" (Polished) 4
L.T. SWITCH (2 -way, G22) .. 1 0
L.T. SWITCH (3 -way, G23) .. 1 6
VALVE SOCKETS (Sprung, L.A.S.5).. each 2 6
GRID -BIAS BATTERY CLIPS pair 6

"TITAN" COIL UNIT
ALSO FOR M.W. 8.-G." UNIT .. 5 C-

(As approved by "Popular Wireless."

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
Telephone :

Tottenham 3847-3848 740, High Rd., Tottenham, N.17

II
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H.R.H. THE
PRINCE OF

WALES
says:

SUPPORT
BRITISH
INDUSTRY."

Sent C.O.D.
if desired.

Telephone :
City 3788.

THE ONLY
VALVE WITH
A WRITTEN

GUARANTEE
AS TO PER-
FORMANCE
AND LIFE.

WHY USE FOREIGN VALVES?
There is a lot of talk about
unemployment -yet no less than
TWO MILLION FOREIGN
Valves are sold annually in
this country ! ! !

We want this trade. We don't
want protection. We only want

you to know that you can buy a
better valve, fully guaranteed, for 3;'6.

British made to the hilt.
GUARANTEE. All valves despatched under

guarantee of Money Back in
Full if not satisfied within 7 days. All valves
carefully packed and breakages replaced free.

Tell us your set -we will
Matched Valves I' -extra.

return of
COUNTRY & SUBURBAN STOCKISTS.
ASETON-UNDER-LVNE-II. Browne, 49,

Beaufort Road.BARGOED-Evans Bros., 28. Hanburg Road;
Jones Bros., 53, Cardiff Road.

BARKING -H. J. Mills, 2, Axe Street.
BARNSLEY -Accumulator Service, 13,

Graham's Orchard, Peel Square.
BATH -C. I. Ward, 52, Coronation Avenue.
BELFAST -T. Stevenson. 240 York Street.
BEDFORD-Lownes' Radio, 22, Cutcliffe P1.
BUCKLEY-O. P. Metcalf.
BLACKBURN -Speak, 5, Library Street.
CHESHAM-John Mead, 150, High Street.
COATBRIDGE-Oxford Music Stores, 332,

Main Street.
CROYDON -Busy Bee Radio, 14, Surrey St.
DONCASTER -H. Town, 9, Silver Street.
DURHAM-Ushaw Moor Motor Co., New

Brancepeth.
DUDLEY -H. Banks, 24, New Street.
EASTBOURNE -E. Coster. 46, Tideswell

Road, E. Bennett, 21, Seaford Road.
EASTLEIGH-A. E. Amos, 14, Station Hill.
EDINBURGH-Ridpath Radio, 103, Bruns-

wick Street.
ELTHAM-Radio Electric Co., 24, Well Hall

Road.
ENFIELD WASH -Macfarlane, 15, Rotherfield

Road.
EDITH -Milner, 114, West Street.

send correct Valves.
All orders executed by
post.

LIST OF DULL EMITTERS.
Type

Id.
Volts Amp.

Imp.
Ohms

Amp.
Fac.

3'6 PR 2
PR 3

2
2

'095
'095

28,000
15,000

13
8

H.F. Det.
L.F.

PR 4 2 '095 120,000 32 R.C.
Each. PR 9 3.5-4 '063 18,000 14 H.F. Del.

Postage 4,1. PR10 3.5-4 063 10,000 8.7 L.F.
PR11 3.5-4 063 88,000 40 R.C.POWER PR17 5-6 '1 18,000 17 H.F. Del.

716 Each PR18
PR19

5-6
5-6

1
'1

9,500
80,000

9
40

L.F.
R.C.

PR20 2 '15 7,000 6 PowerS UP E R - PR40 4 15 7,000 6
POWER PR60 6 1 5,000 6

1216 Each PR120 2 '3 2,750 4 S.P.
Postage Oct. PR140 4 '2 2,500 4 S.P.

2 VALVES OR MORE POST FREE.

GUERNSEY, C.I.-Beaumont et Cie, Les

GLASGOW-Muggock, 14, Cathcart Road,
GOODMAYES-Rylands Elect. Co., Goodmayes

Road.
GRAVESEND-Pairlamb, 8, Stone Street.
GRIMSBY -Victor Radio, 73, Victor Street.
HARROGATE -Norman Stell, 6, Starbeck

Estate, Forest Lane.
HORSFORTH-L. Harbaker, Old Mill Lane,

Woodside.
ILFRACOMBE-M. 2. Burtenshaws, 13, Hills-

borough Terrace.
JARROW -ON -TYNE -Thomas Bros., Grant St.
LEEDS -T. N, Watkinson, 36, Bride Path Rd.
LEICESTER -A. Patrick, 148, Belgrare Gate;

Birmingham Cycle Co., Coalville.
LIGHTWATER, Surrey -W. Forder, Ambleside

Hill.
LEIGH -ON -SEA -Jeffery, 9, Leigh Hill.
LIVERSEDGE-Kersham, 162, Robert town

Lane, Roberttown.
LLANELLY-J. P. Morgan & Co., Llanelly

Road. Gorsals.
LURGAN-J. Foye, 16, Queen Street.
MAIDSTONE -W. J. Poile, Faith Street.
MOTHERWELL -G. Zam Bonini, 242, Antler

Road.
NEW WASHINGTON -C. Butt.
NORTHAMPTON -Simpson & Co., 79, St.

Michael's Road.

NORTH SHIELDS -W. Tate, 23, Spence
Str' et; G. Swan, The Market, Tyne Street
and at 3, Railway Street.

ROMPORD-Ajaz Co., South Street.
ROTHERGLEN-T. Grossest, 29, Watson Ave.
ROTHERHAM -Fred. Handley. Imperial

Buildings.
RAMSGATE -Casa Blance Careen, Belle Vue

Road; K. Allen, 37, King Street.
SCARBOROUGH-Rincs, Crown Arcade, South

Cliff.
SUNDERLAND-Jameson's, 60, Dundas St.
SUTTON-IN-ASHFIELD-N. Fox, Downing St.
SWANSEA -F. G. PEACOCK, 26a, Fabian St.
SWINDON -G. E. Skinner, 55, Wellington

Street; Jack Townsend, 7, Market Street.
SHAFTESBURY-Gaunt & Son, Slierbourne

Causeway.
THORNLEY-Laws' Emporium, Hartlepool

Street.
WALLSEND-Wallsend Industrial Co.13p.

Society.
WESTCLIFF-ON.SEA-A. E. Manners, 95,

Leigh Road.
WATFORD-Harwood Wireless Works, 62,Harwood Road.
WHITEHAVEN-J. IL Borrowdale, 19, NewStreet.
W1TNEY-W. J. Brooke, 74, High Street.
WOLVERHAMPTON -W. B. Mansell. 24, Bil.stun Street.

%P.R. PRODUCTS, 17-62, PATERNOSTER SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.4.
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UHD and OPERATE in Set

FAMOUS

pINING

//7
'-11111

1928"

LOG CONDENSER 5/.
'0005 '00035 '00025

TRANSFORMER -OUTPUT
"De Luxe " Model 6/-

BRITISH 0005 '00035

Components Throughout FILTER CHOKE 25/- '00025 '00015

Send for Catalogue. THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LAN -3, LONDON, N.W.2.

L 1

COILS SG 1 & 2.
10 6 each

FORMO-DENSOR 2 -
In four variable capacities

VALVE HOLDER 1/3
-SIC.11/1111.

SPECIFIED
FOR THE

MULLARD
S. G. \V. B. ANTI -PHONIC

VALVE -HOLDER
ONLY 113

MASTER THREE
WHITELEY BONEHAM & Co., Ltd.,

Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

THIS IS THE CABINET
" specified and used by

MR. PERCY HARRIS
for the

NEW ROADSIDE FOUR
Price complete - 45; -

Carrington Mfg. Co., Ltd., Cameo Works,
Sanderstead Road - South Croydon

Telephone : Croydon 0623. (2 lines).
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THE "CHAMPION" THREE
-confined from page 84

simplified very effectively in this
way. The layout is the result of a
good deal of experimental work, and
I would suggest that it be adhered
to as closely as possible if the re-
markable results which the set is
capable of giving are to be obtained.

In the list of components the
actual makes of parts used in the set
are printed in brackets immediately
following each item, and suitable
alternatives which can be recom-
mended are also given. Any good
first-class low -frequency transformer
can be used, but it is essential that a
special pentode output transformer
be incorporated.

Output Transformer
The output transformers designed

for use with ordinary valves will not
do. I do not say that you will not he
able to get loud -speaker results with
an ordinary output transformer, but
the excellent quality which the pen-
tode is capable of giving is unobtain-
able without a specially designed out-
put transformer.

To check up whether your particu-

lar choice of variable condenser can
be fitted in the actual layout, the best
plan is to screw the panel brackets in
place on the baseboard and tempor-
arily to attach the vertical screen in
the position shown on the layout
chart. Now mark on the back of
the panel the position of the centre
spindles of the variable condensers
and reaction condenser, and with the
panel propped in position against the
brackets (you may as well secure the
panel temporarily in place to save
a lot of bother), hold the spindles
against the marked points and see
whether the plates clear in all posi-
tions.

A Wiring Tip
If with the particular makes you

have chosen there is any fouling, then
shift the positionOof the screen slightly
and make new markings for the
spindles. Remember that in order
to keep a symmetrical layout the
position of the reaction condenser
spindle must come exactly half -way
between the centres of the two tuning
condensers.

When these vital points are de-
cided, .attaehment of the remaining
components is very simple and you
can proceed with the wiring -up quite
comfortably. Do not forget the ad-

ditional insulation for the wires
passing through the slots in the
screen. A single length of large -size
Systoflex will be more than enough
for this job and you will have some
over for further sets.

This Systoflex tubing must be
large enough to slide over the particu-
lar kind of wire you are using for
wiring up. Use a No. 16 gauge
insulated wire for preference, as this
enables the leads to be bent to shape
and to hold their shape with good
appearance. Soldering lugs will be
found more easy to use than bending
the wire under terminals, for while
it is simple to bend a loop at one end
of the wire and to solder the other,
the making of two loops accurately
is by no means easy, as you will under-
stand if you try it! Soldering lugs
screwed under the terminals and a
good hot soldering iron help more
than anything to make a neat -look-
ing joint.

Loud -Speaker Connections
On examining the output trans-

former it will be found that on the
output side there are four terminals
representing the ends of two separate
windings. When these windings are
joined in series (by joining the I on

(Continued on page 117.)
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TRANSFO

When you require
a first-class Trans-
former with a
world-wide reputa-
tion for efficiency,
yet at a reasonable
price, ask for a
TEISEN at your
nearest Wireless
Dealers.

I.!31,os 5

Or 3-t

Pr. rl-lyrirri/r/cA
A

\,1,
...1-,i
.,.`r

1Entirely British. ..,,,,
'''AU models with ,\Idetachable feet. jNN

9',
r'.,

Ratios 5 - I RADIOGRAND N.N'

\Nilr" Or 3 - I.

Issued by the TELSEB ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. N,
\
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HIGH-GRADE
FIGURED OAK

TRANSPORTABLE CABINET
Designed to take Set, Loud Speaker,
Accumulators, Batteries. etc. Height
3 ft. 3 ins., width 2 ft. 2 ins. For panels
up to 21 ins. 7 ins. Baseboards up

to 11'

£5:12:6
Fitted with rubber-tyred wheels.

Carriage paid.
Prices of other sizes in proportion.

Manufacturer of all types of wireless
cabinets and furniture of every de-

scription. Illustrated lists free.

GILBERT,
CABINET MAKER,

SWINDON.
Estimates Free. Estd. 1866.

PAREX )---
COILS

THE ACE OF TITANS
FOR THE "ACE" RECEIVER

The Beat Coil
1

=/... By Returnon the Market Post.
ALUM. SCREENS FOR THE " ACE "

Set of 6 screens as specified, 12,'6

"CHAMPION " THREE.
STANDARD COPPER SCREEN, 10 x 6, 4J-

, ALUM. 10 x 6, 2/-

10, Featherstone Bldgs.,
High Holborn, W.C.1

'Phone : Cbancery 7010. imememe&
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THE "CHAMPION" THREE
-continued from page 116

one side to the 0 on the other, and
connecting the loud -speaker terminals
to the remaining pair), this will be
found to suit most speakers. When
the two windings are in parallel (two
I's and two 0's joined together),
better results will be obtained with
certain types of speaker.

A Simple Comparison
The series arrangement will be

found to suit the average speaker, and
the parallel the moving -coil speakers,
the Amplion Lion, and one or two
others. In any case, it is a very
simple matter to compare results
with the two arrangements. For
neatness twisted flexible wire is used
to connect the output transformer
to the two loud -speaker terminals.
Of course, stiff wire can be used, but
flexible wire makes it much easier to
change the terminal arrangements
when desired.

The choice of valves is important
if the very best results are to be
obtained. There is no question that
the four- and six -volt pentodes and
screened -grid valves are superior to
the two -volt varieties.

In cases where the economy of
two -volt supply is important, then
naturally the reader will choose two -
volt valves ; but where the choice
is open to him I suggest that he uses
either the four- or the six -volt variety.
There is, however, very little differ-
ence between the four- and the six -
volt types, or at least far less differ-
ence than between the twos and the
fours, and therefore on general
grounds the four -volt will be found
very satisfactory. As a detector
valve, one of the H.F. types, or one
of the valves specially designed for
detection, should be used.

Pentode's Grid Bias
The values of resistance given will be

found generally satisfactory, assum-
ing that a high - tension supply of
120 to 150 volts is used. Lower than
120 is not recommended, or higher
than 150, with the particular arrange-
ments shown.

The grid bias on the pentode should
be at least the figure given by the
manufacturers for the high-tension
voltage adopted, and in common with
a number of other experimenters
I have found it a slight advantage
to use two or three volts more than
recommended. This effects some
appreciable economy in high-tension

(Continued on page 118 )

READY RADIO1
SUPPLY COMPANY

159, BOROUGH HIGH ST., LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1
Three minutes from London Bridge Underground and Southern Stations.

'Phone: HOP 5555 (Private Exchange) 'Grams: READY, HOP 5555 LONDON

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
OF ALL PARTS FOR THE

NEW "ROADSIDE" FOUR

PRICE LIST OF PARTS

011
Ensure results equivalent to the original
by using only CORRECT PARTS as used by

air. PERCY W. HARRIS.

£
x New " Roadside " Four Cabinet.. 2
x Utility two -pole change -over

switch . ... .. .. ..
zoo ft. frame -aerial wire (Lewcos) ..
} lb. No. 24 D.C.C. wire .. .. ..
3 yds. single -covered flex .. .. ..
5 Wander plugs .. .. .. .. .. 1

2 Spade terminals .. .. .. ..
4 Lotus valve holders .. .. .. 5
x Utility Mite 0005-mfd. variable

condenser, with vernier knob.. 10
z on -and -off switch .. .. .. .. 1

x Igranic panel -mounting neutralis-
ing condenser .. .. .. .. 5

z Magnum H.F. choke .. .. .. 7
x T.C.C. 0003-mfd, fixed condenser 1 1

2 Dubilier grid leak holders .. .. 2
x Dubilier 1-mfd. fixed condenser .. 2
x Lissen 0003-mfd. fixed condenser 1

x Lissen .002 fixed condenser .. .. 1

x Dubilier oox fixed condenser .. 3

Any of tht above parts can be supplied separately.

ACE RECEIVER
' TITAN '
COIL UNIT

151- Each
SET OF SCREENS

12,6

READY BUILT SET
GUARANTEED TO

SPECIFICATION.
TEST REPORT SUPPLIED.

PRICE

£15 - 10-0
Royalties Paid.

i Ferranti 4o,000 -ohm anode resist-
ance, with holder .. .. . 4

x Ferranti 3,000 -ohm anode resist-
ance, with holder .. .. . 5

x Ferranti 2o,000 -ohm anode resist-
ance, with holder .. .. .. 4

z Cossor L.F. transformer.. . ,. 1 1

x Pye finegohm grid leak .. .. 1

z Dubilier i-megohin grid leak ,.. 2
1 Dubilier 2-megohni grid leak ., 1

1 T.C.C. 2-mfd. condenser .. .. 3 1
x Dubilier R.C.C. unit .. .. .. 7
2 Magnum panel brackets .. .. 2
Loud speaker equipment with mount-

ing unit and cone. .. -  .. .. 17
x Complete set of valves, as specified 2 18
x Ripault 99 -volt H.T.battery .. 16
i z -volt unspillable accumulator

(charged) .. . .. .. .. 14
x Lissen 9 -volt grid bias battery .. 1

Total, complete -with valves, bat-
,

teries, etc. .. .. .. .12 17 0
No extra charge for mounting loudspeaker unit.

RADIO PARTS

CHAMPION THREE !

STANDARD SCREEN 2/6
10" X 6"

ALL READY RADIO COMPONENTS ARE GUARANTEED.

CALL OR 'PHONE WRITE OR WIRE
COME TO US FIRST and SAVE TIME and TROUBLE 1

a All goods are carefully a
All goods carefully

i INLAND stage
opined, e n tc ca asr er i sa g e. rore OVERSEAS packed ed, Ch

for exportarge
s

a nd

return.
i

Forward.

Illaallaahrel  a ImallM a  aimalnil a II IIM  il INOININ a I lamlanai Pi  liallaal   10Paata  a MOM II
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Why the tens of*

ta thousands who listen- IV
in praise Celestion.

INCOorPMPARABLY at
[RI o o

Elba: The only sure proof of =j1i--

Eki our Statement is to hear
Celestion yourself. -You can

If? do so without obligation at
any good Wireless Dealers.
Models range from 10 0
in oak or mahogany. British
Throughout. Made under

Licence.

E4112.
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2.111

ATTE.

Sig

E

4.1

11
The new Celestion Booklet is free
and gives you briefly and interest -

EVEu-u ingly all particulars.
cis

Write to
10-3: CELESTION LTD. (Dept. L.),

2. KINGSTON -ON -THAMES.
ta.

Model C. 12.

cELESTION

EC=

Zia

1411i

ETD':

Er
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Eig.=
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ETC

41-3

.Very Soul of Music 4-2

LOUD SPEAKERS

SHOWROOMS:
106, VICTORIA ST.,

El s LONDON, S.W.I

Cfj WHEN A BETTER LOUD -SPEAKER

Ef-3 IS MADE-CELESTION WILL MAKE IT.

THE "CHAMPION " THREE
-continued from page 117

consumption without any noticeable
reduction in efficiency.

In view of the fact that the set is
self -neutralised there are no tiresome
preliminary adjustments to be made.

The aerial connection should be
placed on terminal 3 of the first six -
pin base. There will be no difficulty
in picking up stations, and you will
probably find a good number before
you even try the reaction. The
reaction control will be found very
smooth and will add considerably to
the strength of distant stations.

Sharpness and Sensitivity
It is not often that one comes

across a set which gives the same
thrill as the " Champion " Three
when first tried. The amazing sensi-
tivity and the comparative sharpness
of tuning reminding one more of a
super -heterodyne than anything else.
In fact, when I first sat down to try
out the finished model on the evening
before Good Friday I began to jot
down the dial settings.

On this Thursday evening and on
the following evening (Good Friday)
I identified with certainty 40 stations
on the loud speaker, the dial readings
being given in the accompanying list.
A number of others were heard but
could not be identified.

The readings on the lower end of
the scale are likely to be somewhat
different on each aerial, whereas
on the second dial they should
be approximately the same on all
aerials provided the same type of
variable condenser and binocular coil
is used. If at any point the tuning on
the first dial seems to be particularly
fiat, this can be immediately remedied
by changing on to the other aerial tap.

This remark incidentally applies
to any receiver with a tapped aerial
coil. No series condenser has been
included in the aerial of this receiver,
as tuning was found to be sharp enough
with this omitted.

The Best 3-Valver
High-tension consumption of this

receiver when used with 120 volts
H.T., and with 3 volts more grid
bias than recommended by the valve
makers (4 -volt valves used through-
out), works out at 20 milliamperes,
and care should be taken that
adequate high-tension supply is
available.

The " Champion " Three certainly
represents the best that has yet been
done with three valves in WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR designs.
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TREBLE TERMINALS
are different and better. 40 indicating tops to the
Terminal can be obtained, all different wording
and six coloured tops for any special uses. The
names will not rub off. The ideal safety" system
of connections. Hold securely spade, plug, pin eye
or just plain wires. (T2LC), did. each. With plain

top only (T2LN), 3d. each.

Write for Free Booklet Y.69.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS
Eelex House, 118, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.1.

'Phone: Cferkenwcil 9282-g-.1.

!miasma FREE "IIIIIIII
. DURING APRIL AND MAY
N As an advertisement we are prepared to M. BUILD AND TEST ANY SET.FREE OF CHARGEa MThe Customer only pays for the Components,
II Accessories and Royalties. N
N Take advantage of this wonderful oder.

MISend AT ONCE and have your favourite
Receiver built by experts, NII - TITAN " THREE, MASTER 3 STAR, N., OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. All " Con -

NY structor " Circuits, etc., etc. M
111_ EVERYTHING WIRELESS N. ON EASY TERMS .
II IICall or send a list of your requirements.
II BEST MONTHLY TERMS BY RETURN. il111 CASH ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED. N The P.D.P. Co., Ltd. 
N (Dept. "C"), 121, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2. Ill
MIME Telephone : National 9846 s   in

Make
The DAILY SKETCH

YOUR Picture Paper

=NOMMIMMi f----""17 ''im
the record of The T.I.G.B. reel14,000 SUCCESSES is

advance to a well -paid
If you, too, wish to

post in any branch of tcengineering, T.I.O.B.
home -study training '4.;.;1'10c,,,
offers you the surest ey 4t ..5.o

means of achieving the
success you desire.

ENGINEERS 100'
PAGES.

This 100 -pp. book furnishes the most complete information
ever published about the many professional qualifications
open to engineers such as A.M.Inst C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.H.I.E.E., &c.; describes over 150 Courses; tells how em.
ployers every week fill vacancies with T.I.G.S. students; and
is crammed with matters of interest to every engineer. If you
are ambitions, The Mil. can help you-write TO -NIGHT
for your FREE copy of "The Engineer's Guide to Success."
to-THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN,
Established 1917. 200, TEMPLE BAR HOUSE, LONDON, E.C.I.

PLEASE be sure to mention " Wireless Constructor "
when communicating with Advertisers. THANKS I
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RADIO FURNITURE

Adds
Beauty

and
Quality

to
YOUR!

BackRemovcil.
Diagrammatic WirelessView only.
Adaptable to ALL  Sets!

Radio's finest beauty and quality combined with an ex-
ceptional VALUE! Where else can you obtain such fine
VALUE, such sturdy construction, a Cabinet so well -
designed to HOUSE so snugly-those untidy, dusty
parts-batteries and trailing wires that passed as gets
in the old days?
Modern and Stylish I It has won high commendation
of the RADIO PRESS-Percy Harris, W. James-and
over 3,000 delighted users.
66 " I, T_TIC

5.5.0from M to 1 1.11.0

Fp 0 17, Iti " from M3 . 15.0
CASH or EASY PAYMENTS.

Send for Booklet-photographsand polishedsomples-FREE!

PICKETT'S WIRELESSCABINETMAXERS
CON. WORKS, BEXLEYHEATH, KENT

SAFETY FOR
MAINS USERS

The Gam-brell Twin Fuse Unit is a soundly con-
structed safety device for use in all Mains Re-
ceivers and Battery Eliminators. It fully protects
both instrument and house lighting circuit from
damage through short circuits. The two fuses
are mounted as illustrated, and, in the event of
a fuse blowing it can be immediately withdrawn
and replaced with spare fuse.
Fuses are designed to blow at 1 amp.

616
COMPLETE.

SPARE FUSES
ed. each.

No Mains user should be without this
GAM-BRELL TWIN FUSE UNIT

THE GAM-BRELL NEUTROVERN IA
is a remarkably efficient Neutralising, Balancing
or Reaction Control Condenser with a smooth yet
decisive action. It is continually used by set
designers in the Technical Press, which is
evidence of its high, all-round efficiency 0/0
Gam-brell products are obtainable from all dealers.

GAMBRELL RADIO Ltd.
6, BUCKINGHAM STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

THE P.M.G. AND TELEVISION
-continued front page 78

begin, these listeners will do so at
their own risk.

It is pretty clear from the foregoing
what the Postmaster -General thinks
of television to -day, and it is pretty
clear, despite the rumours that have
been spread about that certain in-
terests are trying to crab television,
that every possible facility will be
given to the Baird people to do
what they can to prove that their
system warrants inclusion in the
B.B.C. programmes and, in due
course, to prove itself worthy as an
auxiliary to ordinary broadcasting.

Two Wave -Lengths Required
It must be borne in mind that if

television does reach the -stage which
would warrant its inclusion in the
programmes, it will be necessary to
have two wave -lengths for each station
-a wave -length for the broadcasting
of television and a wave -length for
the speech auxiliary. Here again
interesting possibilities are opened up
with regard to the future of British
broadcasting in this country.

According to the 'plans for the
present Regional Scheme, no such
facilities are taken into account.
Consequently a rumour got around a
few days ago that the B.B.C. had
more or less wrapped the idea of pro-
ceeding with the Regional Scheme,
that only the Potter's Bar station
would be built, and that the others
would now be abandoned.

Rumour Quite Unfounded
This rumour was also based on the

idea, quite apart from television,
that the practice recently inaugurated
of working six relay stations on one
common wave -length had proved so
satisfactory that the B.B.C. had
another plan, based on the idea of
working all its stations on one common
wave -length. However, although this
rumour obtained a good deal of
publicity, we are informed on an
excellent authority-no other than
that of the B.B.C. itself-that there is
no truth in this rumour and that
the Regional Scheme is being pro-
ceeded with.

That is about all one can say at
the moment regarding the television
situation. We can only offer our
congratulations to the Baird Company
on the success of their endeavours to
obtain the necessary facilities, and to
wish them good luck during the next
twelve months and success with their
scheme.

"GOLTONE"..
CHOSEN FOR 1

THE "ACE" i
RECEIVER

GOLTONE "
POWER TRANSFORMER
MODEL DW (as illustrated above).
For Full -Wave Rectification H.T.
Output 200 ± 200 v. No. R.143/10.

PRICE 32/6
Suitable for U5 Rectifying Valve.

For full partici:tars of H.T. Units and H.T.
Unit Constructional Kits see Radio Catalogue.

Specified for numerous
elliiknown units in

"WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR,"

" MODERN WIRELESS,"
and

"POPULAR WIRELESS."

For BEST RESULTS with
The "ACE " RECEIVER

"GOLTONE'' 4 TITAN ' 214
A super -efficient and high-grade unit
for " Titan" Circuits.
List No. T.C.15 Each .. 1 Si'
From all first-class Radio Stores-
Refuse Substitutes-If any difficulty
write direct-Radio Cainlogue Sent

FREE on request...,_.....wma......_

Ofird5GOIdaa
PE NDLE ION ..9V,,,....MANCII (SI i Iil4..1)

1
LONDON DEPOT:

5 & 6, Eden St., Hampstead Rd., N.W.1.
AMOMMINE 'Phone : MUSEUM 4032/3 silmnappo"-
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Illustration shows one of the two J.13: Condensers
specified for the Mu!lard S.G.P. Master Three.

MULLARD
SPECIFIES
TWO NEW

CONDENSERS
for the
S.G.P.

MASTER
THREE

Completely assembled, as
illustrated, ready for fixing
to panel in a few moments.

4410/
THE PAIR

Advt. of JACKSON BROS., 7z, St. Thomas' Street,
London, S.E.I. Telephone: Hop 5837.

CHATS AT THE WORK-
TABLE

-continued from page 93

Radio Furniture
The man who has not a wireless

room of his very own is often rather
handicapped in his experimental work,
since there is liable to be a certain
amount of opposition from other
members of the household to the
presence in sitting -room or drawing -
room of something reminiscent of the
kitchen table, festooned with wires
and covered with a heap of dust -
collecting gadgets.

A Wireless Table
I have recently provided myself

with a wireless table which is so
satisfactory to all concerned that
possibly a description of it may be
found useful by readers. The founda-
tion is a dinner wagon of the kind
shown in Fig. 3, in dark fumed oak,
provided with rubber-tyred wheels
about 3 in. in diameter. Since the
overall measurements of the top are
30 by 18 in., it provides ample room for
even the largest wireless sets, and the
shelf below is extremely handy for
holding other gear.

My own batteries rest on the floor
underneath the table, where they are
out of sight. If, however, they are
not of very heavy weight they might
be placed on the shelf in question,
though in such cases I would recom-
mend that a little strengthening
should be done by means of angle
brackets. In experimental work or
otherwise it is of the greatest advan-
tage to be able to make connections
quickly, and a means of enabling
this to be done was devised and will
be described in a moment.

An Instrument Dashboard
Further, a kind of dashboard was

fixed to the front of the table to
support such instruments as are
generally needed, as well as a high-
tension fuse panel and another small
panel fitted with sockets, which
enables the loud - speaker telephones
or Fultograph to be plugged in as

e required.
The simple etails required for

making the da.sliboard are given in
Fig. 4. It will be found that the
slope provided sets the instruments
at just the right angle for seeing a
reading when one is sitting at the
table. Those that I actually use are
a milliammeter connected into the
common high - tension negative lead

(Continued on page 121.)
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wo RT HwYNTIN GOLD

That is the unvarying opinion
of all Constructors who wisely
specify H E A Y B E RD Power
Transformers and Chokes.
There are over 5o different 'types
to choose from. Any output re-
quired from 2 to r,000 volts.
Price from 8/4 upwards.
The HEAYBERD No. 725
Transformer, 3 + 3 volts, price
12;6, is described in an article
in this journal.
How to obtain powerful and
silent results from the H.T. or
L.T. Eliminator you are about to
build is explained with diagrams
in lists free on request.
Write, 'phone, or call at our new
extensive premises

rOnc
If EAYBERD &CO

 10, FINSBURY ST EC2
One 7iffrrztiee .7rom Moorfate Station.

PROOF OF '6 CLIX "
SUPERIORITY

Within the last few weeks Clix pro
ducts have been specified and used
in all the following sets described
in the Technical Press :-

CLARION SCREENED GRID THREE -
ARCADIAN PORTABLE-THE TITAN H.F.
UNIT - LODESTONE THREE - RADIO
GRAMOPHONE COMBINATION - FIRE-
SIDE TWO - DYNAMIC THREE - DO-
MINIONS FOUR-ALL MAINS TWO-
BRITAIN'S FAVOURITE THREE - AT
HOME THREE ! 1 I

CLIX Spade What greater proof of their adapts -
Terminal 2d. Ig`irtitte ainodr etir cnictIc=tyris eir elr.es!
Lead coated or login which contains details of 16

nickel plated, aids to perfect contact.
LaECM' EMS LI MX, LTD.,

254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1.

MICROFU
Stocked by all first-class Dealers

Saves ValvesComplete Mieroftmes embody an entirely2!- new principle in fuse construe-
' lion. This is a gold fuse-net

wire. Absolutely reliable. 100per cent. British. As specially
specified for use in The Air
Commander, by Mr. Percy W.Refills 1 I6 Harris, M.I.R.E.

MICROPIISFS LTD.. 3, Finsbury Se., London, E.C.2

W I L-4.,---4--.-DAVsgs,
(THE or.rr IN THE WELT)

1oAr.1.9USIA STRUT. -MUSTER SQUARE. LONDON.W.C.2.

OPEN TILL. 7 P.M.
WPM COO 0011 CASALOGUE
POSTAGE 6d falL TO CaLLITIS

The Picture Paper with the MOST News

SUNDAY GRAPHIC ::
PLEASE be sure to mention " Wireless Constructor '
when communicating with Advertisers. THANES!
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TO PERFECT RADIO
%/11/ %/Y

In addition to their own extensive range,
PETO SCOTT offer YOU Every Known
Radio Receiver or Component -all on

EASY TERMS
THE NEW MULLARD

MASTER THREE SET.
15/ - DOWN

Secures delivery of complete set of parts.
Balance by monthly instalments.

THE ROADSIDE FOUR
Wonderful screen grid portable

Described in last month's issue.
DON'T DELAY-SEND TO -DAY.

15/- DOWN
ensures delivery of complete set of parts.

EVERYTHING INCLUDED.
Balance by monthly instalments.

Build your own set the. Easy Way NOW!
Our catalogue contains all leading
makes of Receivers. Accessories, Kits of
Components for the Home Constructor.
Mail Coupon in unsealed envelope under id. stamp.

PETO SCOTT Era:
Please send me your big Illustrated Lists

Same

Address

C6/29.

Free Demonstrations and Advice byQualified Engineers at our Shops: -
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. W.C.1.

4. MANCHESTER ST., LIVERPOOL.
33, WHITELOW RD., CHORLTON-CUM-

HARDY, MANCHESTER.

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTES'OUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/. Post free.

Terms to Trade.
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,

Dept. " C, "
214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London. S.W.1g,

a

BE SAFE!
Are you helpless when reception is
in the least " sit colour " ? BE SAFE
-control your set with a Sifain Radio
Meter. Fit one to-day-and your set
won't let you down to -morrow I You
can trace and rectify distortion. avoid
burnt -oat valves and costly repairs
to run-down batteries and correctly
regulate plats and Elament supply.

SPECIFY

slFAN
RADIO METERS

&lam Pocket
Model.

Voltmeter
0-6-1e0

volts High
Res.

9050 Ohms.
Heavy
Nickel
tnish,

7f6

Send a P.C. for free
leaflet 'What simple
ra eters can show you."

SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.
(Dept. W. Con.), Bush House. Aldwyeli, W.C.2.

M.B.

CHATS AT THE WORK-
TABLE

-continued from page 120

and an ammeter connected into the
corresponding low-tension lead.

With these one really knows almost
everything that one needs to know
about the set and batteries. The
normal H.T. current for any particular
combination of valves is known as well
as the L.T. consumption. If signal
strength declines, a low reading of
the milliammeter accompanied by  a
normal reading of the ammeter shows
that the high-tension battery is
running down ; a low reading of
both instruments indicates that the
accumulator will do well to visit the
charging station.

Useful Trouble Tracker
In this position the milliammeter is

also an invaluable tracker down of
trouble in almost any part of the set,
and methods of using it for this pur-
pose have already been described in
the WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. Natur-
ally, the individual constructor will
arrange the dashboard and its gadgets
to suit his own requirements. Fig. 5
shows it mounted upon the table.

Screws secure the bevelled -off top
edge to the top of the table, whilst the
triangular end -pieces are fixed to the
tops of the legs either by plain brass
strips or by small angle brackets.
The dashboard seen in Fig. 5 is so
arranged that all the connections to
the receiving set, H.T. 1, H.T. + 2,
H.T. + 3, ILL L.T. +, and
L.T. -, are taken to a six -point socket
fixed to the right-hand triangular
end -piece.

A six -point plug provided with the
same number of flexible leads makes
the connection between this socket
and the terminals of the receiving
set. One can thus switch everything
off simply by pulling out the plug.

The Small Panel
Fig. 6 shows the dashboard con-

nections semi -diagrammatically. It
will be seen that L.T. ± goes straight
to the appropriate terminal of the
accumulator from the socket of the
six -point plug, whilst L.T. - is taken
to the battery through the ammeter.
H.T. - is led through the milliam-
meter and the fuse lamp to the battery,
whilst the remaining H.T. leads go to
appropriate sockets of the battery
via flashlamp fuses.

The small panel containing the
connecting points for the loud speaker
and so on has three pairs of sockets
all wired in parallel.

A HIGH MAST IS
EQUAL TO TWO
EXTRA VALVES
Everybody knows that to have a high aerial is to
get extra power'ul signals. The difficulty of fixing

up a high aerial is banished if you fit a

P . R WPATENT
LSTEERERL MAST

DAMP PROOF:
ROT PROOF!!

on Feet high. In 3
46.1, sections of x
Steel tube tapering
to I in. Carriage,
London, 1/6; Mid-
lands, 2/6 ; else-
where, 3/6. Weight 24 lbs.
Two masts for 28/8.
QA Feet high. In 4
I'r sections of xi in. 21'6
Steel tube tapering
to z in. Carriage, London, 2/-;
Midlands, 3/-; elsewhere, 4/-.

CD Weight 34 lbs. Two masts
for 40/-.

Claw The "Super" Mast.
42 Feet high.

v.) 29'6
In 5 sections of
heavy 14 in.
St eel tube

t tapering to
in. A real bar-
gain. Carriage,
London, 2/6;
Midlands, 3/6;
elsewhere, 4/6.
Weight 46 lbs.
Two masts for
55/-.

P.R. MASTS
are made of
British Steel in
g ft. lengths,
from i4 in.,
tapering to 1 in.,
and are supplied
with cast-iron
bed plate, steel
ground pegs,
stay rings, gal-
vanised steel
flexible wire
stays cut to
lengths, pulleys,
bolts and fullest
erecting in-
structions. No
further outlay
necessary.

ONE MAN'S JOB.

V)
0".

0
wr

NO HOLES TO DIG.
Any intelligent man can assemble and erect a P.R. Mast
in a couple of hours. Our patent Mast being ta voted,
it is easy for anyone to raise it from the ground into
hosition.

Ordinary tubular Masts require several
ands and difficult rigging to do this. To help you the

wire rope is sent cut to size-a saving of endless worry
Imagine sorting. out 500 It. of rope in your back garden I
Minimum Radius 3 ft 6 In. The easiest Mast to erect

GUARANTEE. Money refunded without question If not
satisfied and the mast is returned within 7 days with
out attempts to erect. The simple instruct/sus are so

clear mistakes cannot be male.

PAINTING. Any protective coating applied before
dispatch gets so damaged by the Ca rrters that it is
essential to paint the Mast before erection. All P.R.
Masts are sent out oxide -finished ready for painting.
One coat of P.R. Colloid covering applied-a 10 minutes'
iob-to all parts of the Mast when ready to erect sets
dead hard in an hour and protects it against all weathers.
PRICE OF ACCESSORIES. P.11. Colloid Covering
sufficient for a Mast-with brush, 216.
Halyard Log 34 00., patent rot -proof For 26 ft.
Mast, 1/6; 34 ft., 2/-; 42 ft., 2/6. Per 100 t., 31-.
Note.-Double Length supplied to make lowering of
Aerial easy.
A HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL. P.R, Aerial is
wade of 14-28 High Conductivity Pure Copper Enamelled
Wire-each strand insulated from its neighbour to give
the highest signal strength obtainable. 100 ft. 413;
50 .ft., 2/3.

C.O.D. Telephone : City 3788
17-60, PATERNOSTER

SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.4
Opposite G.P.O. Tube.

IF YOU USE VALVES it will pay you to write to
us for particulars of ilia famous 316 range of P.R.

a Ives. Each valve has a written guarantee of life and
pert, misuse.

P.R. MASTS
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Two more new
LOTUS

Components
A new Lotus Transformer-new Lotus
Drum Dials-add these to the next set
you make and note the efficiency their
high Lotus quality gives,

Lotus Transformer : This is a L.F.
Inter -valve transformer, so wound and
with the primary and secondary coils so
placed in relation to each other that self -
capacity is reduced to a minimum. 12:6

Lotus Dr Dials : Made with typical
Lotus care and finish, these Drum Dials
are designed, of course, for use with
Lotus Logarithmic Condensers, but they
may be used with any type of variable
condenser.

Prices:
Lotus Drum Dial, fitted with two

'0005 Condensers ..
Lotus Single Drum Dial, fitted with

one '0005 Condenser ..
Lotus Dual Drum Dial, without

Condensers ..
Lotus Single Drum Dial, without

Condensers ..
*0005 Condenser ..
'00035 Condenser..
*0003 Condenser ..
*00025 Condenser
.00015 Condenser..

29/6

14:9

18,-

9/-
5/9
5/7

. 5/3
4/9

inTUIS
coAt,oONENtS

Made by

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Liverpool.

BAIRD'S TELEVISION
PATENTS

-continued from page 106

" sight " record or track on a suitable
disc.

The shape of. the track obviously
corresponds to the fluctuating output
from the light-sensitive cell, and by
using such a record to control a
televisor receiving set the original
picture can be repeated as often as
desired.

An ordinary " sound " track can
be impressed simultaneously with the
"light track " upon the same record,
and in this way it is claimed that
bah a visual and audible reproduc-
tion can be secured, say of a famous
statesman in the act of delivering a
speech.

'Patent No. 292,185, granted to Tele-
vision, Ltd., and Mr. J. L. Baird.

As an alternative to the use of
infra -red rays for exploring the scene
to be televised, electro-magnetic
energy or ether waves of a wave-
length somewhat longer than radiant
heat, but very much smaller than
anything at present used for wireless
communication, is the next suggestion
to be brought forward.

A Light Valve
It is not stated how the ultra -short

ether waves are to be produced except
that the generator may consist of two
metal spheres across which a spark -
discharge is set up.

In Fig. 3 the object to be televised
is again shown as a cross.

Patent No. 291,634, granted to Mr.
J. L. Baird.

This describes a form of light
valve or trap, which is suitable
for use either in television or for
signalling by a " photophone," where
the variation of a light -ray is used
to produce an audible signal, and
vice versa.

Two relatively -movable plates,
marked A and B. in Fig. 4, are ruled
with grating -lines spaced anything
from one -fiftieth to one five -hundredth
of an inch apart. The plate A is
fixed in position by a three-point
mounting, so that the relative in-
clination of the two sets of gratings
can be adjusted to any desired angle.

The plate B is supported by a rod
R fixed to the diaphragm of a tele-
phone receiver, so that as the latter
vibrates under the action of speech
waves, the opaque grating lines move
closer together or farther apart, and
so permit the passage of less or more
light from a lamp or other source of
illumination. As applied to a tele-
vision system, the grating lines are
ruled, as shown in Fig. 5.
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PSAG°:)%
Experimenters!
You're using bigger
and e v e r bigger
H.T. voltages-- and
with every increase
you're endangering
valves, transform-
ers, chokes, unless
you've got the

HYDRA habit ! The man who uses no other con-
denser but Hydra makes sure of safety, prevents
wasteful leakage, and gets the best from every circuit.

HYDRA
CONDENSERS

PRICES:
Tested at 500 A.C.
Work Volts 24o A.C.

mfd. 3/-, 2 mfd. 4/-,
4 rad. 6/9.
Tested at Too° v. D.C.
Work Volts 300 A.C. or
450 D.C. a mfd. 4,'-,
2 mfd. 5'-, 4 mfd. 10,'-.

AS SPECIFIED IN THE
" ACE " RECEIVER IN
THIS ISSUE. See page

69.
LOUIS HOLZr4AN, 34, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

There's still time
to get the May

MODERNW1RELESS

This splendid number

appeals direct to every
set -builder, aperi-
menter, and listener.
Amongst the special

articles are:

THE " M.W." SIMPLICITY THREE

The " Flat -Dweller's " Four

THE " M.W." S.G. UNIT

A WAVE -CHANGE WAVEMETER

THE " M.W." " FULL -TONE " AMPLIFIER

Secure Your Copy Now

On Sale Everywhere-Price 1/ -

MODERN WIRELESS
.1!
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POLAR No.3
CONDENSERS

These famous condensers are specified for
the

FERRANTI SCREENED GRID THREE
Important Notice

It has come to our knowledge that some dealers
not having stocks of our '00035, offer our '0003.
You are advised to insist on getting two Polar
No. 3 '00035 capacity, as otherwise, with the
Ferranti set, you will experience difficulty in
tuning in 5 CI B. If your dealer is not prepared
to get them for you, order direct from us and

.
please send us his name and address.

POLAR NO. 3 CONDENSERS
are supplied as follows :

PRICES
No. 3 Ideal

'0005 .. .. 5 9 12 6
'00035 as specified for

Ferranti S.G.3 .. 5,7 12 3
'0003 .. .. 5/6 12 '-

FRAN°. 3: If fitted with Knob -Dial, 1/- extra.
IDEAL: Prices quoted include Slow Motion Knob
and Quick Motion Dial. If fitted with Drum Con-
trol (as illustrated), Slow and Quick Motion, 2)6
extra.

POLAR IDEAL with Drum Control.
See report on page 43 May "Wireless Constructor."

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD.,
188,9, Strand, London, W.C.2

The MIRACLE
Super Long Range
5 -Valve PORTABLE
Balance payable by easy monthly Yours for
instalments. Every description of 10!.'Radio apparatus on Easy Terms.
Also Gramophones and Records.

Illustrated Lists Free. DOWN

WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES, WALLINGTON,SURREY.

FOR THE IT X. A Ft X>
S.G.P. MASTER THREE
They're specified again!

TYPE 11' 6d.
TYPE M' 4.1d.
TYPE 3d.

BELLING

Type ' B.'

LEE, LTD., eneensway Works,
Ponders End, Aids.

ivalrevitiseirkerits
As far as possible all advertisements ap-
pearing in " Wireless Constructor " are
subject to careful scrutiny before pub-
lication, but should any reader experi-
ence delay or difficulty in getting orders
fulfilled, or should the goods supplied
not be as advertised, information
should be sent to the Advertisement
Manager, " Wireless Constructor," 4,

Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

limenowesuassumaso

********************
KING'S COLLEGE

CENTENARY
********************

THE Centenary of King's College,
London, draws attention to
the history of an institution

that is as modest in its position in the
Strand as in making its needs known
to the World. One of the oldest
colleges in London, it has had to
struggle consistently against financial
difficulty, while its teaching has been
as advanced as in those universities
where an endowment capital is as-
sured. To -day there are twice as
many students as before the war, and
because the authorities are almost
entirely dependent upon a fluctuating
fee income, there is no surplus either
to provide endowments or additional
accommodation.

Notable Discoveries
Some of the discoveries, inventions

and investigations made in the labora-
tories of the college during the last

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111E

LI MAKE SURE OF YOUR COPY
OF THE

MAY NUMBER
of ===

MODERN WIRELESS
Full of interesting, informative
and constructional articles by

leading Radio authorities.
On Sale Everywhere. Price 11/ -

SECURE YOUR COPY NOW !

511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

hundred years are : electric telegraph,
Prof. Sir Charles Wheatstone, F.R.S.,
and W. F. Cooke ; invention of
Daniell cell, J. F. Daniell, F.R.S. ;
discovery of existence of electro-
magnetic waves, Prof. James Clerk
Maxwell, F.R.S. ; quantitive basis
of the design of the filament of
the thermionic valve, Prof. 0. W.
Richardson, F.R.S. ; investigations
on wave form of atmospherics and
the effects of thunderstorms on
radio -telegraph receivers, measure-
ments of the height and investigations
on the influence of the Heaviside
Layer in causing signal fading, Prof.
E. V. Appleton, F.R.S. ; properties
of selenium now utilised in selenium
cells,. Prof. W. Gryll-Adams, F.R.S.;
invention of continuous - current
dynamo and invention of shunt-
wound dynamo.

The attention of our readers is
drawn to the special arrangements

(Continued on page 124)
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K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2
Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE
This address is at the back of Daly's Theatre
Phones I Gerrard 4637 and 2821
HOURS OF EVERY DAY 9 to 8
BUSINESS ZUTPRNPNIN 11 to

DON'T FORGET OUR

WHOLESALE DEPT.
OPEN DAILY AS ABOVE.

7-1 1V S 0 1V1 JE OAK
SPEAKER CABINETS

12/11 (lr,i)
Genuine Ideal
Blue Spot n
661( (101) Li) ".
ADJUSTABLE 4 -POLE

BAL. ARM. POWER
MOM

CABINET, q
OR BLUE SPOT J

AND 12 in. CONE

'MULLARD SCREEN GRID 3"'"'
List of Parts

SEND I Table Cabinet or 1 Pye V. Holder,

NO Cabinet; 1 Colven
1 Transportable W. Terminals; 1

MONEY D.C. Mains); 1

Panel, S.G.P. or see, 0003, and
1 Ebonite Panel.(for

Combined Conden-

Grid Leak, 2 meg..
I Climax H.F.

Baseboard Piano- Choke; 1 Mullaril
board (Junit);_. I Transformer; 2
pair J.B. .0005 Terminal Mounts
Log.; 1 pair Drum (Junit); 4 Eit
Dials (J.B.); 1 graved Terminal,
Cyldon 0003 Bebe 1 pair G.B.
Reaction; 1 Vila- 1 pair Panel
ment Rheostat, 50 Brackets; 1 Metal
ohm; 1 Bellj&nlin Screen, S.G.P.;
Battery Switch; 2 Mallard 01; 1 -25
6 -Pin Coils (Col- T.C.C.; 1 set Junit
Tern); 1 Colvern Connecting Links,
B.B.C. Aerial; 1 S.G.P.. 2 Spade
Col vern B.R.C. Terminals (1 Red
Anode; T Colvern and 1 Black); 7

NO vern 5XX Anode;
5XX Aerial; 1 Col. -Wander. Plugs (4

Red and 3 Black).
2 Junit V. Holders;

LET

US

QUOTE

YOU

OBLIGATION TO PURCHASE
ALL IN STOCK.

YALV ES
D A 12 I 0 RDIA. t 7;
2-v. or 4-v. G.P. 5/6
Super -Power 718
Super H.P., 2-v. or

4-v. .. saela .. 716
1E2 -K CP '1" Pr a MN

H.F., Det., R.C., 512 each;
Power, 6/9. 2-v. or 4-v.

Post 4d. (10/- Free).
IC E AFL T F110 FT

SCREEN GRID
2 -volt. 12/6; usual types,
41-; R.C. or Power 6/,

Post 3d. each.
Make out List of Parts
for Special Quotation.
London's Lowest Prices

STOCK
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
Outsin. Ferranti, Ube,.
Ampron, Celestion, Igrardc,
Moser, M.F.A., Ediswan.
Cossor, Six -Sixty, Culver?),
Cyllon. McMichael, Watmel,
Lewes: Polar, Climax,
Ormond. J.E.. Pye, rolymet,
T.C.C.. Dubiller, Lot us,W.B.,
f bil:ps,Mullard, an( all :tar-
dard components salver. etr.

EASY TERMS
On Components, Speakers,
Complete Receivers, Port-
ables (all makes), over £5
in value. Let us quote you

State requirements.

PORTABLE CABINETS
for " ROADSIDE " FOUR
in real Rexine, made
to Mr. Perry W. 39'6
Harris's specification
or with Aerial ready wound, and
Switch fitted 12,6 extra.

Will suit any 5
valve portable.

Illustrated
CATALOGUE I

(144 pages). 11-,
'refunded on,
I first 10 '-- -order.'- -

I MMMMMM a MC 11111

SPECIAL COUPON W.CON. (JUNE)
For every 30!- you spend you can buy for 3d. I
extra one of the following Lots on this coupon only. !
'0005 variable 4" slow-motion dial, 16 -volt Grid I
Bias, Binocular H.F. Choke, '0001 Reaction with I
Knob, Special Indoor Aerial complete, Set of 12
Plugs and Sockets (red and black), 2 Fuse -holders !
and Bulbs, 4- or 5 -way L.T. Battery Cord, 100 ft. I
best Copper 7/22, 100 ft.. Insulated Aerial.
NOT AVAILABLE ON HIRE PURCHASE GOODS. I
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KING'S COLLEGE
CENTENARY

-continued from, page 123

which are being made to secure en-
dowments of 00,000 for the Chair
of Physics, now occupied by Prof.
E. V. Appleton, F.R.S., and the Chair
of Electrical Engineering which, since
the untimely death of Prof. J. Hop-
kinson, F.R.S., in 1898, has been held
by Prof. Ernest Wilson, Wh.Sch.

Discoveries and inventions which
have been made in the laboratories of
the college, the promise of new de-
velopments contained in the original
investigations which are now being
carried on, and the continuous supply
of personnel trained in these two
departments, are of immense value
to the electrical and allied industries,
and it is hoped that the firms to whose
benefit the College contributes in so
many ways will generously support
the ambition to place the two chairs
in the position of dignity and financial
security which their importance
deserves.

Modern Essentials
The Engineering Department was

founded in 1838 and now forms a
separate faculty of the college, com-
prising departments of electrical en-
gineering, civil engineering and
mechanical engineering, each under a
professor.

The college needs £350,000, not
only to establish Chairs in the various
Faculties, but to improve the build-
ings which may have the dignity of
a century upon them, but are cer-
tainly lacking in modern essentials.
It is not a large sum in proportion
to the wealth and means in industry,
and King's College feels justified in
appealing to the unfailing generosity
of our readers.

1*******************
LOUD -SPEAKER AND

IS GRAMOPHONE 'It

EQUIPMENT
********************

IHAVE just been perusing a book on
the above subject by the B.T.H.
people, specialists in sound repro-

duction. In it is described one of the
most comprehensive ranges of sound
reproducing devices ever issued. As
evidence of the success of this firm's
products it is interesting to note
that the B.T.H. C2 loud speaker has

amiumeanumilainumeemaammumesssimae

Going To Build a Set ? -5
Why not get one of the
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Envelopes ?

No.1. The "Radiano" Three
No. 2. The " Concert " Four

Price 1/6 each at any Booksellers,
or 1/9 by post from The Amal-

 gamated Press, Ltd. (Wireless
 Constructor Envelopes), Bear

Alley, Farringdon Street, g.
London, E.C.4.

proved one of the most popular ever
placed on the market, the sales
already exceeding 112,000. This is
a remarkable figure for a horn type
loud speaker, and the makers claim
that it will give reproduction and a
volume of sound which is a revela-
tion to any listener.

The R.K. Speaker
Details of the famous B.T.H. R.K.

loud speaker are particularly in-
teresting. There are several models,
for so great was the success of the
original venture that the B.T.H.
firm were compelled to extend their

programme and place upon the
market the junior R.K. equipment,
which can be sold either as a whole
or in sections. An interesting point
mentioned is that purchasers of the
separate R.K. loud -speaker unit
should appreciate that for the really
satisfactory operation of all moving -
coil loud speakers (no matter -whether
B.T.H, R.K., or other kinds), a
large power amplifier employing one
or two super -power valves is a
necessity.

The book is profusely illustrated,
and there are some very interesting
diagrams, particularly those showing
the complete circuit diagrams of the
junior R.K. equipment and of the
electric radio -gramophone equipment.
Full details of prices, etc., are given
so that not only the ordinary music
lover is Catered for, but the proprietors
of cinemas, theatres, caf6s, showrooms,
etc., who wish to provide their
patrons with high-class music are
invited to apply to the B.T.H. Com-
pany for particulars of apparatus
suitable. (T he address is : The British
Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd., Crown
House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.)

A. N.

********************* ** THE *
** POWER"*L.T. "STED
* IN ACTION
********************

" Having been laid -up for a few
weeks I have not yet got the 2 -amp.
model L.T. Stedipower ' in opera-
tion, but the 1 -amp. model has been
running for about six months over
six hours daily and functioned satis-
factorily. It is only by looking
backward that one realises the trouble
and expense that the Stedipower '
has cut out. "

Extract from an Ashton -
on -Ribble reader's letter.
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Heayberd, F. C., & Co. ..

116
120

Peto-Scott Co., Ltd. ..
Popular Wireless " Blue Prints

121
'.. 113

John H. Lite, Ltd., 4, LudgateCircus,London,
E.e.4. Telephone : City 7'261
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Perfect coupling at low cost
UL[ ED RESISTANCEs

WEIMICIC
t'A

Similar to those embodied in the Coupling and
Detector Units, ' Met -Vick ' Moulded Resistances are

available as separate components. They are chemically
inert, the entire material being the actual resistance element.
They 1. Carry heavy currents 5-10 milliamps without be-
coming noisy. 2. Retain their values. 3. Are non -inductive.
They are ideal and inexpensive.

Anode
Resistances.

Eliminator Grid
Resistances. Leaks.

Clips for Mounting, 1'3.

The use of moulded resistances in ' Met -Vick ' Skeleton
Detector Units ensures freedom from ' rushing ' noises
often experienced with surface deposit leaks. Both the con-
denser and the grid leak components retain their original
values, quite unaffected by climatic or other variable con-
ditions.

For Mains or Battery operation all one price
Extra for Moulded Base, 1'3.

skslAtICK COUPLING UNITS
The results obtained from ' Met -Vick' Skeleton Resistance
Units cannot be improved upon, even by using expensive
wire -wound resistances. The values of the components
have been carefully calculated to give maximum amplifica-
tion per stage, and as moulded resistances and leaks are used,
their values are retained indefinitely and they are noiseless in
operation.

For Mains or Battery operation all one price.
Extra for Moulded Base, 1/3.

MC E.LASTIC AERIAL

The ' Met -Vick' Elastic Aerial Unit enables you, in effect,
to vary your aerial backwards and forwards to any required
length from maximum to zero. It is as though you had a
thousand aerials at your command, and gives utmost selec-
tivity combined with signal strength for any station. Prices
from 12/6 to 17/- according to type of set.
Ask your dealer for Section ' D' of Radio Catalogue which fully
describes these components.

MET-VICK Components,
Valves and Sets

Metro -Vick Supplies, 155, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
(Proprietors : Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.) RP
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III'erfruaboutGramophone EL
Re 'ett

COMPOUND MASS
SUSPENSION

GRAMOPHONE
PICK-UP

£3: 3:0

ANTI-MOBO

9/6

BI -DUPLEX WIRE -
WOUND ANODE

RESISTANCES
Prices, complete with

Universal Holder

5/6 to 17/6

GRAMOPHONE
AUTOMATIC

PICK-UP ARM

£1 :15:0

IT
would be difficult to find a greater source
of real enjoyment than good Gramophone

Electrical Reproduction. It is realism itself, so
truly does it reproduce music, song and speech
alike. You can command the best music, the
highest paid artists, and you are not at the
mercy of bad programmes.

Such was the popularity of Gramophone
Electrical Reproduction, that in response to
the rapidly growing demand, hastily executed
designs failed to give satisfaction and resulted
in obscuring its real beauty.

Not so in the case of R.I. & Varley.
Every component in our Gramophone Ampli-
fier is the outcome of months of intensive
research, and one and all combine to make
good electrical reproduction worthy of
good electrical recording. If you prefer it,
we can help you to build your own Amplifier
with components famous not only in the
British Isles but in many parts of the Globe.

Our Compound Mass Suspension Pick-up
and Automatic Pick-up Arm add the final
touch of perfection to Gramophone Electrical
Reproduction.

CRI

BI -DUPLEX WIRE -
WOUND RESISTANCE
CAPACITY COUPLER
Type A .. 1
Type C 17/6
Typo D .. 1 6

Sections A and C of our Catalogue (free
on application) give full particulars of these

products.

THE MARK OF BETTER
Kingsway House, 103, Kingsway, London, W.0 2

Valley
Telephone t Holborn 5303.

VOLUME CONTROL

6/6
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